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Abstract 

The concept of line tension &ses as a n a d  and necessary extension of the 

requirements of a fundamental equation when applied to systems with multiphase boundary 

curves. Despite king a weil-defined thermodynamic quantity, line tension had not ken  

quan tified satisfactoril y. The major problems associated with previous experimen ts are: (i) 

the chosen three-phase contact line systems in which necessary contact angles can be readily 

measured are often complicated, leading to difficulties in experimental connol; (ii) the 

theoretical rnodels used in data analysis are not saaightfoward, resulting in significant emrs 

in line tension calculation. 

In view of these difnculties, snidy of the simplest possible configuration of three-phase 

contact h e  systems, Le., a liquid lens, was chosen. To ûnd a saaighdorward correlation 

between line tension and measurable quantities, the contact line Quadnlateral Relation was 

first developed, which is a generalization of the classical Neumann mangle relation including 

line tension effects. The Rektion is derived using the minimum free energy prhciple, and the 

result is graphically represented by a quadrilateral whose four sides are three surface tensions 

and a line tension t e m i  From this graphical representation, it is easy to derive various forms 

n 



of the Quadrilateral Relation and to evaluate which form(s) would be appropnate for a 

paxticular experimental situation. For liquid lens systems, the line tension can be txpressed 

as a functiw of three surface tensioni, 3mzter of the bns, and two angles at t!x contact line. 

The experirnental procedure developed consists of (i) image acquisition (to obtain the 

cross-sectional image of liquid lenses), (ü) image analysis (to perforrn edge detection and 

extract the coordinates of the lem profile), and (iii) numerical analysis (to compute 

experirnental data and generate line tension values according to the properly formulated 

t heoretical expression). For four alkane- water-air systems (hexadecane, tetradecane, 

dodecane, and decane), the line tension is found to be negative and of the order of 106 J/m. 

This result is c o n .  by both static and dymmic masurements. Furthemore, the absolute 

value of the line tension is found to increase with increasing hydrocarbon chah-length. 
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Fig. 1 - 1 (a) Profile of a Liquid lens floating on the surface of a sizcolid irnmiscible liquid. 
y ,  and y, are the surface tensions of the floating liquid and the base liquid; y ,, is 
the interfacial tension between the two liquids. K is the curvature of the t h e -  
phase contact line, in the horizontal direction. (b) The Liquid lens is pull& up 
with a cap2hy so that the the contact line is above the horizontal surface of the 
base liquid. 

Fig. 2- 1 Sc hematics of (a) a liquid lens and (b) a blow-up of a region of the three phase 
contact line. y(", and y) denote the surface tensions of the interfaces 
between bdk phases V, and V,, V, and V ,  and V, and V,, respectively. m, and 
ni (i= 1,2,3) depict the tangentid and normai directions of the interfaces. UK 
represents the h e  tension o contribution to the force balance at a point of the 
contact line with t as the tangent. 8r denotes an arbitraxy variation in the position 
of the point. 

Fig. 2-2 Schematics of (a) a side-view of a three phase contact line, and (b) a quadrilateral 
which is composed of three surface tensions y('), yo), and yo), and a line tension 
contribution UK. 

Fig. 2-3 Schematic of a pendant drop in contact with a second liquid y(') and y(*) are the 
surface tensions of the pendant liquid and the second liquid; yn) is the interfacial 
tension between the two liquîds; ok represents the line tension contribution to the 
quadrilateral relation. 

Fig. 2-4 Schernatic of a cone-shaped capillary. y('), y(2) and y(3) are the surface tensions 
of liquid-fhid (air), solid-fluid and solid-liquid; UK represents the line tension 
conmbution to the quadrilateral relation; PN is the normal stress component of 
solid surface. 

Fig. 3- 1 Schernatic of a pendanr/floating liquid lens in contact with a second liquid. y(') 
and y(,) are the surface tensions of the pendant liquid and the second liquid; f )  

is the interfacial tension between the two liquids; ou represents the line tension 
contribution to the quadrilateral relation. Contact angles 8, and 8, are measured 
in the experiment, which cm be used to calculate necessary contact angles in Eq. 
(3- 1) to obtain line tension: The angles in the quadrilateraî relation can be 
obtained nom a,, = O,, O,, = x - 8,, and O,, = x -8, + 8,. 

Fig. 3-2 Experimental setup for surface tension measurement under mutual saturation 
condition. 



Fig. 3-3 

Fig. 3-4 

Fig. 3-5 

Fig. 3-6 

Fig. 3-7 

Fig. 3-8 

Fig. 3-9 

Fig. 3- 10 

Schernatic of the experimental setup. The pendant/fioating drop of dudecane is 
support& by a Tefion c q x h y  (needle). Upon lowering the needle with a stepper 
motor, a three-phase contact line is formed arnong dodecane, water and air. 

P s  image acquired fm the CI-oss section of a pendanmoating liquid lens of 
dodecane in contact with water. 

A drop profile a q u k k  h m  an image (as in Fig. 3-4) through an image detection 
scheme. The distarice between A and A' is 6.69 m m  representing the diameter 
of the liquid lens. The bottom picnire is an enlargement of the portion enclosed 
by a rectangle in the top picture, where 30 pixel points dong each of the 
interfaces AB and AC, startjng h m  the intersection point A, are used in the linear 
cuve-fit, 

The slope of the fitted straight h e  to the interface AB in Fig. 3-5 against the 
number of pixel points used in the fit, which indicates a steady value of the slope, 
also with a relatively d fluctuation, in the region of 20 to 40 pixel points. The 
errors associated with each siope are the standard errors in the linear cwe-fit. 

The dope of the fitted s~aight line to the interface AC in Fig. 3-5 against the 
number of pixel points used in the fit, which indicates a steady value of the slope, 
also with a relatively d fluctuation, in the region of 20 to 40 pixel points. The 
errors associated with each slope are the standard errors in the linear curve-fît. 

The diameter, nvo contact angles corresponding to the slopes of the air-dodecane 
interface and air-water interface (relating to the contact angles in Fig. 3-1 by 8, 
= O,, and 8, = 8,, + O,, - x), and line tension plotted as a function of time up to 
6 min. The values of the diameter and line tension are entered into Table 3- 1. 

The diameter, two contact angles corresponding to the slopes of the airaodecane 
interface and air-water intedûce, and line tension versus time in a dynamic mode, 
where the drop-size is controlled by adjustment of the drop volume of dodecane. 
The intercept at rime zero of die fitted straight line to the line tension values yields 
a line tension of -1.39 f 0.05 x IOd J/m (0.05 is the standard error Iimit in the 
linear regession), comparable to the values in the scatic experiment (Table 3-1). 

Quadrilateral diagram wit h four sides representing three surface (interfacial) 
tensions (dodecane-air, water-air and dodecane-water; and a line tension 
contribution (dodecane-water-air three-phase contact line) in proportion, using 
the contact angles obtained from the acnial experiment (corresponding to Fig. 3- 
4). Because of the minuteness of the line tension relative to the surface tension, 
the resulting quadrilateral diagram looks iike a classical Neumann triangle (top 
pomon of the figure). W h  a mgnification of 100 times, the contribution of this 



d l ,  negative line tension can be seen, which constitutes the fourth side of the 
quadrilateral (bottom pomon of the figure). The negative line tension 
contribution to the quadrilatad diagram results in crossing of the two surface 
tension sides, although the topology of the quadrilateral iemains intact. 

Fig. 4- 1 The diameter, two cortst angles defining the ~ k q e s  of the dodecane-air interface 
and water-air interkc (cf. Fig. 3- 1 ), and line tension plotted as a function of time, 
for individual static lenses. 

Fig. 4-2 The diameter, two contact angles defining the slopes of the dodecane-air interface 
and water-air interface, and h e  tension versus time. The lens size is varied by 
adjustment of the drop volume of dodecane at a rate of 1 min per cycle, i.e., 92.2 
pm/s of the contact line movement The intempt at t h e  zero of the fitted 
straight line yieb a line tension of - 1.4 f 0.1 x 1 O4 J/m (O. 1 is the standard error 
limit in the linear regression). 

Fig. 4-3 The diameter, two contact angles detining the slopes of the dodecaqe-air interface 
and water-air interface, and line tension versus time. The lens size is varied by 
adjustment of the drop volume of dodecane at a rate of 3.5 min per cycle, i.e., 
23.2 pr& of the contact line movement. The intercept at time zero of the fitted 
straight Iine yields a line tension of - 1.3 f O. 1 x lu6 J/m (0.1 is the standard error 
linnt in the linear regression). The slight decline in line tension is due to gradual 
accumulation of impurities at the interface and the contact line regions. 

Fig. 4-4 The diameter, two contact angles defïning the sbpes of the dodecane-air interface 
and water-air interface, and line tension versus time. The lens size is varied by 
adjustment of the drop volume of dodecane at a rate of 16 min per cycle, i.e., 4.75 
pm/s of the contact line movement. The intercept at tirne zero of the fined 
saaight line yields a line tension of - 1.1 k 0.1 x 1 U6 J/m (0.1 is the standard error 
limit in the linear regression). The slight decline in line tension with time is due 
to gradual accumulation of inipurities at the interface and the contact line regions. 

Fig. 4-5 The lens-size dependence of contact angle at three different speeds of advancing 
and receding the contact Iine (a) 1 min per cycle, (b) 3.5 min per cycle, and (c) 16 
min per cycle. At lower speeds (b) and (c), the difference between the advancing 
contact angle and the receding contact angle is attnbuted to gradual accumulation 
of impurities to the interfaces and the three-phase contact line. 

Fig. 5- 1 A typical image acquired of the cross section of a pendant/fîoating liquid lens of 
alkane on the water surface. 

Fig. 5-2 The intensity or graylevel of the pixel change across the edge of the liquid lens 
h m  higher values on the bright background of the image to lower values inside 



the dark image. The Sobel values reach a maximum at the pixel location that 
corresponds to the edge of the lens at x = 267. After refining the location of the 
edge to sub-pixel resolution, x = 266.9. 

Fig. 5-3 A drop profile (top) acquired tiom the image in Fig. 5-1 thmugh tkc cdge 
detection scherrie with subpixel resolution. The chiance between A and A ' is 6.8 
mm, representing the diameter of the liquid lens. The bottorn picnue is an 
enlargement of the portion enclosed by the rectangle in the top picnire, where 30 
pixel points along each of the interfixes AB and AC, starting h m  the intersection 
point A, are used in the linear curve-fit (see text). 

Fig. 5-4 A drop profile (top) acquired from the image in Fig.5-1 through the edge 
detection scheme with pixel resolution. The distance between A and A' is 6.7 
mm, representing the diameter of the liquid lens. The bottom picnire is an 
enlargement of the portion enclosed by the rectangle in the top picnire, where 30 
pixel points along each of the interfaces AB and AC, starting from the intersection 
point A, are included. Note that two steps mur in the lower portion of the cuve 
(bottom picture) because of the limitation of pixel resolution in edge detecuon. 

Fig. 5-5 illustration of the procedure for locating the intersection point A: 1) fkding the 
maximum distance, d, of a point on the interfaces to the straight line BC, and 2) 
fïnding the smallest angle, 8, between the two fitted straight lines, one to the left 
and the other to the right of a point which is within the range of ten pixel points 
away from the point A. 

Fig. 5-6 The contact angles 8, and 8, obtained h m  a linear curve-fit as a function of the 
number of the points used in the fitting procedure, which indicates a steady value, 
also with a relatively small fluctuation, in the region of 20 to 40 points. The 
enors associated with each slope are the standard errors in the linear curve-fit. 
In addition, the correlation coefficients associated with the curve-fits appear to 
reach the plateau when using 20 points in the fitting procedure, and a further 
increase in the number of the points does not result in a significant increase in the 
correlation coefficient value. 

Fig. 5-7 The diameter, two contact angles, and line tension venus timt in a dynamic 
experiment for a dodecane liquid lens on the water surface. The results are 
obtained h m  the image analysis scheme described in the text. Compared with 
the results in Fig. 5-8 (see below), which are obtained from the original image 
analysis scheme used in Chapter 3, this present version of image analysis, 
including edge detection with subpixel resoIution, signifkantly reduces the scatter 
in the contact angles and hence in the üne tension. 

Fig. 5-8 The diameter, two contact angles, and line tension venus t h e  in a dynamic 
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Fig. 5-9a 

Fig. 5-9b 

Fig. 5-9c 

Fig. 5-9d 

Fig. B-1 

Fig. C- 1 

Fig. C-2 

Fig. C-3 

Fig. C-4 

Fig. C-5 

experiment for a dodecane liquid lens on the water surface. The results are 
obtained from the original image analysis scheme used in Chapter 3 with pixel 
resolution in edge detection. Note that the data show a relatively large scatter, 
compared with those in Fig. 5-7. 

The diameter, two contact angles, and line tension plotted as a function of time 
up to 60 s in the static mode of the experiment for hexadecane. The errors are al1 
at the 95% confidence level. The scatter in the data appears to inmase with 
decreasing alkane chah-length (from Figs. 5-9a to 5-9d). 

The diameter, two contact angles, and line tension plotted as a function of time 
up to 60 s in the static mode of the experiment for tetradecane. The errors are al1 
at the 95% confidence level. The scatter in the data appears to Ulcrease with 
decreasing alkane chah-length. 

The diarneter, two contact angles, and line tension plotted as a function of time 
up to 60 s in the static mode of the experiment for dodecane. The errors are d l  
at the 95% confidence level. The scatter in the data appears to increase with 
decreasing alkane chain-length. 

The diarneter, two contact angles, and line tension plotted as a function of time 
up to 60 s in the static mode of the experiment for decane. The errors are all at 
the 95% confidence level. The scatter in the data appears to increase with 
decreasing alkane chah-length. 

Cap-shaped nucleus situated on the surface of a planar subsmte. 

Sample image of a liquid lens system. 

Sample profile file. Them are the edge coordinates of Fig. C- 1. The Ne has been 
truncated to fit onto a page. 

Fiename: sO5.S .O2 plt 

Example of a typical input file for TLT.MinA or TLT.MaxD. 
Filename: input 

Example of a typical output file for TLT.MinA. 
Filename: output 

Exarnple of a typical output file for TLT.MaxD 



Fig. C-6 

Fig. C-7 

Fig. C-8 

Fig. D- 1 

Fig. D-2 

Fig. D-3 

Fig. D-4 

Fig. D-5 

Fig. D-6a 

Fig. D-6b 

Exarnple of a typical input file for LT.MinA or LT.MaxD. This is the input file 
used in the sample analysis. 

Fiiezme: input 

Example of a typical output £ile for LT-MinA. These arc the results of the sample 
analysis. 

Filename: ourpur 

Exarnple of a typical output file for LT.MaxD 
Filename: output 

Experimental set-up for film tension measuremen its. To fom a film, the capiilaq 
is raised up into the alkane phase by a micromanipulator positioned above the 
cuvette (step 1 to step 2). Then, ushg a micro-syringe connected to the other end 
of the capillary, a minute amount of alkane is withdrawn into the capillary (step 
2). Finally, the cap- is lowered down into the water phase, and an air bubble 
coated with an alkane film is formed at the tip of the capillary by pumping air 
through the tube slowly (step 3). 

Schematic of the expenmental set-up for tension measurements using ADSA-P. 

A typical image and its profile (right) of an air bubble coated with a hexadecane 
film, inside the water phase. The film tension analysed by ADSA-P h m  this 
single image is 80.60 d m 2 .  It is noted that the profile is smooth. 

A typical static hexadecane film tension measurement over a time span of 5 min, 
which results in a fîlm tension of 80.60 I 0.01 m3/m2 at the 95% confidence level. 

A typical image of an air bubble after rupture of hexadecane film and its profile. 
The intexfacial tension from this Sngle image is 72.70 mJ/m2. Note that two kinks 
appear in the neck region of the cross-sectional profile of the air bubble, as 
indicated by m w s ,  indicating the presence of a ring of hexadecane. 

Consecutive images of an air bubble showing the hexadecane film rupture at t = 
0.64 S. Before film rupture, the tension is approximately 80.0 mJ/m2; after film 
rupture, the tension is approximately 72.6 &. The former represents fîlm 
tension and the latter interfacial tension; the error limits associated wirh each 
tension value represent 95% confidence limits. The image at t = 0.64 s is blmed 
due to vibration accompanying Nm rupture, and hence it cannot be analysed by 
ADSA. 

Profiles of the consecutive images (Fig. D-6a) of an air bubble showing the 
hexadecane film rupture at t = 0.64 S. The image at t = 0.64 s is blurred due to 



vibration accompanying film rupture, and hence it cannot be analysed by ADSA. 

Fig. D-6c The neck regions of images at t = 0.32 and 3.15 s (in Fig. D-6b) are magnifieci, 
where a s m t h  prof2 :o seen for the bubble with film (A), but kinks appear after 
film nipture (B). 

Fig. D-7 Dynarnic tension measurement for the hexadecane-water system; the air bubble 
surface area is increased at a rate of 3.05 i 0.02 m2/s ,  corresponding to a 
volume increase at a rate of 2.12 I 0.02 nni3/s. (The errors represent the 
standard deviations f?om the linear regression procedure). An approximately 7.4 
d/d sudden drop in tension accompanies film rupture. A linear curve fit to the 
tension values before film rupture is also shown. 

Fig. D-8 Dynamic tension rneasurement for the hexadecane-water system, similar to that 
in Fig. D-7, except that the air bubble surface area is increased at a rate of 0.61 
I 0.0 1 nd/s,  corresponding to a volume increase at a rate of 0.44 I 0.01 mm%. 
The decrease in tension accompanying film rupture is again 7.4 mJ/m2. 

Fig. D-9 Dynamic tension measurement for the hexadecane-water system, similar to that 
in Fig. D-7, except that the air bubble surface area is increased at a rate of 0.52 
t 0.02 d / s ,  corresponding to a volume increase at a rate of 0.36 I 0.01 mm3/s. 
The tension decrease upon film rupture is also 7.4 mT/m2. 

Fig. D- 10 Dynamic tension measurement for the dodecane-water system, similar to that in 
Fig. D-7; the air bubble surface area is increased at a rate of (a) 1.04 r 0.01 
m2/s ,  (b) 0.90 I 0.03 d n  h and (c) 0.84 * 0.02 ?nm /S. F i  rupture is 
accompanied by a decrease in tension of approxirnately 4.0 d/rn2. A linear curve 
fit to the tension values before film rupture is also shown in (a) and (b). In (c) a 
change in slope occurs at about 76 d/m2, and two linear curve fits to the two 
branches are shown. 

Fig. D- 1 1 Schematic of a thick alkane layer on an air bubble with a relatively smaii surface 
area at the beginning of an expansion experiment. The two surface tension 
vectors, of the inner and outer surfaces of the alkane layer, are not parailel, 
resuiting in a smaller total tension value than the sum of water-alkane interfacial 
tension and alkane surface tension. 



Chapter 1 

Introdiiction 

The concept of line tension and its definition arise as a natural and necessary extension 

of the requirements of a fundamentai equation [l] when applied to systems with multiphase 

boundary curves. Thus, just as surface tension is the two-dimensional analogue of bulk 

pressure, so is line tension the one-dimensional analogue of surface tension. Line tension, 

denoted by the symbol O, is defined in complete analogy to the acceptai thermodynamic 

definitions for bulk pressure and surface tension; it represents the excess free energy per unit 

length of a multiphase boundary cuve and has the units of force (e.g., N or J/m). If o is 

positive, it operates so as to fold-in surface regions dong the boundary where several surfaces 

meet and to consnict the Iength of the contact line. If o is negative, it tends to expand the 

length of the contact line [2-41. 

Practical applications of line tension cm be found in many industrial and biological 

processes, such as nucleation, condensation [4-301, stabilization of emulsions and foarns by 

fine particles [l2-l5,3 1-34], spray paint, ink jet p r i n ~ g ,  molten metal casting, deposition and 

retention of inhaled particles [35-383, microbial and celi adhesion [2,12- 1 51, and other similar 

processes involving moving contact lines. For instance, in drop wise condensation and 

nucleation, a positive line tension may pinch-off the droplet h m  the solid surface in an 

attempt to reduce the contact line length. If this occurs, one would expect that the dropwise 

versus the fîhwise mode of heat transfer would be enhanced. Depending on the magnitude 
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of Line tension and the size of the system or characteristic length scale, line tension may have 

an significaat impact on these processes [2]. 

In the deposition of spherical particles in the human respiratory tract [35], the fate of 

particles deposited on the ainvay surfaces will depend on physical and chernical properties of 

the particle, and mucociliary clearance mechanisms. Particles will initially be wetted to a 

certain extent by the surfactant film, causing particle displacement towards the epithelium by 

surface forces and, depending on the surface tension, will become totally submerged [36,37]. 

The physical forces affecting displacement of fibres and other particles through the air-water 

interface and their interaction with ce11 membranes will likely be affected by the shape and size 

of particles. The description of particle-surface film interactions by surface forces [38] is 

incomplete unless line tension is included. The modification of the contact angle by h e  

tension rnay prornote or hinder particle wetting and displacement into the aqueous phase. It 

has been found [39] that particles of irregular shape, especially with sharp edges, will resist 

the immersion into a lquid because of the line tension effect. The particles tend to float such 

that the three-phase contact occurs at an edge. Therefore, line tension effects must be 

considered for the interaction between the air-water interface and particles of different size, 

shape and surface charactenstics, and for particle displacement at the airway surface. 

However, despite line tension king a well-defined thermodynatnic quantity [40-421 

and M g  nurnerous applications, there are still a large number of problems associated with 

detemening both the magnitude and sign of the line tension [2,3]. From both theoretical and 

experimental points of view, h e  tension has been ascribed a positive sign as weU as a 

negative one, and the order of magnitude has k e n  reported ranging nom 1012 to lûS Jfm [4- 
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681. Selected line tension values and the methods used are listed in Table 1-1. There is liitlz 

consensus on the value of line tension, Liltüugh studies have been cuiiducted since the mid- 

nineteen tMes. Tt rray be expected that different materiai systerns -aould have different line 

tension values, the question would ùe how much these values can differ. C m  they differ by 

seven orders of magnitude? Further, can they change the sign? In fact, these significant 

discrepancies in line tension value are ofien reported for simüar matenal systems [4-34-54-63] 

(Table 1- 1). It is necessary to re-evaluate these line tension measurements and the 

methodologies employd. 

Table 1 - 1 Cornparison of Line Tension Values 

Li et al. 1561 

Researcher (s) 

Gaydos et al. [55] 

Sessile Dropb 

Langmuir [43] 1 Liquid Lensc 

Arrangement 

Sessile Dropa 

Tom, Mason [54] 1 Emulsion Bubblesd 

Value (J/m) 

+ 2  t o6x  

Ivanov et al. [12] 1 Bubble in Surfactant Soln.' 1 - 12 to +3 x 10-8 

Harkins [45] 1 Liquid Lensf 1 + 1 to 10 x 10." 

Platikanov et al. 133,341 1 Newton Black Film' 1 -0.8t0+1.2 x 1040 

Kolarov et al. [16] 

Churaev et al. [5 1,531 

Navascues et al. [7,8] Heterogeneous Nucleation' - 4 to + 0.5 x 10"O 

Cornon Black Fi ld  

Tliin Fhh 

- 1.7 x IO-'' 

- 1 x 10"O 
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Notes: The materials used for each type of experiment are as follows: a) alkanes on Teflon 

(FEP); b) dodecane and ethylene glycol on FC-721 (a fluorocarbon), Zonyl FSC (a 

fluorosurfactant) and DDOA (dimethyldioctadecylammonium~; c) tetradecm on water; d) 

oil in water, ee) air bubbles in sodium dodecyl suifate aqueous solutions; f) nonvolatile oil on 

water; g) sodium dodecyl sulfate added in an NaCl aqueous solution; h) surfactant films; i) 

sodium Iauryl sulfate added in an NaCl aqueous solution; j) soap films., k) water on n- 

hexadecane, 2-bromotoluene, decalin and tetrachloroethylene; 1) water on mercury and 

chromous iodide on quartz. Funher discussion of some of these experiments is given below. 

1.1 Literature Review 

The determination of line tension has ken  pursued theoretically as well as 

experimentally. Gibbs [50] is the first to speculate that line tension might have a negative 

value and gave an example of two soap-bubbles adhering to each other. Harkins [45] pointed 

out that a given amount of matenal had a higher energy in an edge than anywhere else. He 

further used a simplifkd molecular theory and calcuiated that the line tension of the edge of 

a lens of oil containllig a single row of molecules should be positive and on the order of 10-l1 

to IO-'' J/m [45]. Churaev et al. [5 11 produced calculations for the line tension of a thin fdm 

on a bulk liquid, and their results were on the order of - 10-9 to -10" J/m. They suggested 

that the sign of h e  tension may change from negative to positive as the profile of the 

transition zone between the wetting film coating a liquid surface and the meniscus of the buik 

liquid changes fkom gently to steeply sloping [5 11. Clearly, significantly different results were 
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obtained. 

In principle, line tension can be cstimated using statistical mechanics, thereby 

considering the molecular interactions of thc t iee  bulk phases in the contact line region [69]. 

However, theorencal calcularions at present do not resolve the issue completely; the value of 

line tension has been found to be sensitive to the mode1 used for the calculation [4,70,7 11. 

Particularly, because of the Iack of howledge about the m o k d a r  interactions at short range, 

the models based on statistical thermodynamics often lead to e x m e l y  complicated 

expressions and do not give exact solutions. This situation is similar to that in two-phase 

equilibrium, where exact solutions for surface tension are available only in some special cases 

[4,ïO,7 1 1. 

These dificulries in theoretical estimation of line tension make the expenmental 

deterrnination necessary and important. Because of the mail magnitude of line tension, 

experimental deterrnination of this quantity has proven to require considerable ingenuity in 

experirnental design [46,47]. Moreover, line tension cannot be measured directly; therefore, 

indirect approaches must be adopted. There are two general types of approaches: (a) 

measuring the geometric parameters, such as contact angles, of a three-phase contact line 

configuration, and inferring the h e  tension through theoretical correlations [ 1 2- 

15,33,43,46,47,54-6a; (b) observing the critical size of a bubble (or a solid particle) or 

measuring critical supersaturation for the condensation of vapour on a subsmte, and again 

obtaining the line tension through theoretical correlations 16-8,18-321. 



1.1.1 Drop-Size Dependence of Contact Angles 

A nurnber of geometric arrangements of three-phase contact line systems have been 

investigated, where geomenic parameters are evaluated and related to line tension [12- 

1 5,33,43,46,47,54-681. In these measurements, the essential information to obtain is the 

dropsize dependence of contact angles. Cases may or may not involve Nms. 

I.I.1.I Thin Film Systems 

A typical film system consists of a miall circular Newton black film (coated on a small 

bubble, separating nvo gas phases) in contact with a bulk phase of aqueous solution, from 

which the film is generated [65]. The presence of line tension is expected dong the contact 

line between the black film and the bulk Nuid 133,671. The &op-size dependence of contact 

angles is measured, from which information about tilm tension and h e  tension can be 

extracted through theoretical correlations. Platikanov et al. [33,34] found that the value of 

line tension was of order of 1 O-'' J/m and dependent on the salt concentration. In a system 

consisring of sodium dodecyi sulfate and sodium chloride (NaCl) solutions, the line tension 

was found to change the sign, fiom positive to negative as the NaCl concentration inmased. 

The NaCl concentration at the transition was approxùnately 0.36 M [4,33]. 

Based on s idar  thin film system, Kralchevsky et al. [ 1 3- 1 51 found line tension to be 

of the order of lu8 J/m. However, their line tension values depend on not only the salt 

concentration but also the curvature of the contact h e  between the fiùn and the buîk solution. 
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There are two points worth noting: First, there is an apparent discrepancy between the line 

tension values in Che work of Kralchevsky et al. and that of Platikanov et al.; the fmieï 

exceed the latter by two ordee of magnitude. There have been explanations h m  both 

groups 172,731; however, one important issue that has not been deali with is the dynamic 

effect in their systerns. It rnay well be that equilibnum has never btxn reached in their 

experiments with Newton black film; thus, the theoretical relations based on the assumption 

of equilibrium may seriously deviate f?om the actual experimentai conditions. It is known that 

surface propedes, such as surface tension, of a surfactant solution will be time-dependent 

before the system reaches or approaches equilibrium, and the quilibration can be as long as 

hours [74-771. Therefore, considerable effort has to be put into the study of dynamic effects 

before reliable line tension data rnay be claimed from these film systtms. 

The second point to be noted is the result of the curvature dependence of line tension. 

This result was obtained from a dynarnic film system while the contact line was changing in 

size. One has to differentiate between the effect due to dynamic status and that due to the 

curvature of the contact line before drawing any conclusion with respect to line tension 

variations. However, current literature reports have not been able to resolve this issue. On 

the other hand, fiom a thexmodynarnic point of view, line tension has been tacitly assurned 

to be independent of cwature, just as surface tension is independeni of cwanire under the 

t heory of Gibbs' moderate curvarure [2,78-801. In a proper thmnodynamic analysis, line 

tension appears explicitiy in the Young equation or the Neumann triangle relation (i.e., the 

mechanical equilibrim conditions for dividing lines) at the lowest level of generality , i.e., the 

same level in the hierarchy at which the classical Laplace equation is the appropnate 
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equilibrium condition. Since the theoretical relations developed [13-151 is based on the 

moderate curvature hypothesis, Le., curvanire effects are neglected in the mechanical 

equilibrium conditions, the line tension results should be curvature independent. The 

curvature-dependent line tension reported, on the other hand, would indicate some defects 

existing in these experiments and/or theoretical analyses. In situations where line tension 

would depend on curvature, more general equilibrium conditions would apply [78] (see also 

chapter 2). 

1.1.1 3 Liquid-Solid Systems 

In the methods of the drop-size dependence of contact angles for measuring line 

tension, there exist other approaches, which do not involve thin films. For example, by 

studying liquid drops placed on a liquid-liquid interface, modified by a monolayer, Schürch 

et al. were able to measure line tension and fomd its value to be on the order of 10'' J/m 

[&,NI. Recendy, by measuring the contact angles of liquids on a solid surface, Gaydos and 

Neumann [55], and Li and Newriann [56] found line tension to range h m  1 x 104 to 6 x 1 O4 

J/m. In these studies, the method employed is based on measurement of the drop-size 

dependence of contact angle of a liquid on a solid surface, or a surface that has little 

deformability and can be approximated to be a rigid, planar surface [46,47,55,56]. 

The line tension is related to the contact angle information through the modified 

Young equation of capiilarity [78]. If the substrate is a horizontal, planar, smooth, 

hornogeneous, and rigid surface, the sessile drop will be axisymmeaic and the three-phase 
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contact line will be a circle. Thus, the line tension cm be obtained through the dope of cos 

8 vs. 1/R (8 is the contact angie and R the radius of curvature of the contact line) (see 

Appendix A). 

However, by measuring the &op-size dependence of contact angle of sessile drops 

on solid surfaces, both positive and negative line tensions have been reponed [46,47,54- 

64,681. Moreover, the order of magnitude of the line tensions ranged fiom IO-' to 18' J/m 

[46,47,54-64,681. It is difficult to undentand that h e  tension can be either positive or 

negative and that it can change over several orders of magnitude among chernically and 

energeticaiiy sirnilar soiid-liquid systems. 

It has been speculated that line tension values may be Muenced by the vapour 

environment [63] or by the difficulties in interpreting the contact angles measured on solid 

surfaces where contact angle hysteresis exists 181-851. Contact angie phenornena are 

complicated; many factors cm play a d e ,  including surface chernical reaction, solid 

dissolution and sweliing, and iiquid retention upon the receding of contact lines [86,87]. 

Unless all these factors are considered, a sensible contact angie interpretation may not be 

achieved. Recently, a careful study of several organic liquids on a Self-Assembled Monoiayer 

(SAM) surface was conducted [86], and a positive Line tension of the order of J/m has 

been obtained for this liquid-solid-vapour sy stem 

1.1.2 Critical Particle Size and Heterogeneous Nucleation 

The second general type of approach for measuring line tension is to observe the 
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cïitical size of a bubble (or a soiid particle) or to measure critical supersaturation for the 

condensaticn of vapur on a suhsrrate [6-8,18-321. Compared wilh the methods using the 

drop-size dependence of contact angles, these two approaches require a much more 

corn plicated theoretical correlation between the line tension and the measurable quanti ties. 

In the method of observing the critical size of a bubble or particle, only positive line 

tension can be measured. This method is based on the fact that a particle is hindered by a 

force or energy barrier due to positive line tension when the particle is pressed into a fluid- 

liquid interface. If the particle size, R, is small, the line tension effect, o/R, is signuicant 

[3 1,321. The extemai force (e.g., gravity) must overcome this force barrier before pressing 

the particle into the interface. There exists a critical size of the particle below which the 

particle cannot penetrate into the interfhce. Using this method, a line tension of lW1* J/m was 

found from a system consisting of small glas spheres in a lu2 M aqueous octylni- 

methylammoniurn bromide solution [3 11. 

However, there is a certain degree of ambiguity in detedation of the critical size 

of particles, and statistical distributions of particles in contact with the interface and those 

without such contact have to be obtained and analysed in the measurement This makes the 

method not only tedious but also less accurate. Furthemore, in deriving the theoretical 

relation Setween iine tension and relevant measurabk quatities (e.g., surface tension, contact 

angle, and the critical particle size), the defomation of the interface due to the particle (with 
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sizes) penenation has not ken  deal t with satisfactorily, thereby leading to errors in 

line tension calculation [Ml. 

1.1.2.2 Heterogeneous Nucleaîion 

Another method categorized into this second general type of approach for obtaining 

line tension is to measure critical supersaturation for the condensation of vapour on a 

substrate, i.e., heterogeneous nucleation 16-8,18-301. It is anticipated that a nucleation 

process wiU be sensitive to the presence of line tension because of the extremely srnall size 

of nuclei of the new phase. In paflcular, reduction in critical supersaturation and a change 

in nucleation rnechanism from b d e r  to banierless condensation are expected when line 

tension is negative. Since the actual quantity experimentally deterrnined is critical 

supersaturation, an essential part of this method is a theoretical correlation between this 

measurable quantity and line tension. 

The e x i s ~ g  theoretical analysis [6-8,18-301 starts out with an expression of the free 

energy of formation for a cap-shaped nucleus on a planar solid substrate (Appendix B). This 

fiee energy is the grand canordcal potential [l] (alshough m e  authors [17-221 used this free 

energy without i d e n m g  it as the name of grand canonical potential). To obtain explicit 

expressions for the free energy terms, the geomeny of the nucleus droplet is necessarily 

idealized as a portion of a sphere. Then, the fkee energy of nucleus fornation can be 

expressed as a function of the radius of curvature of the sphexical surface of the nucleus and 

the contact angle of the nucleus on the SOM subme. The critical contact angle 8 and radius 
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of curvature r are obtained through an analysis of the equilibrium stability conditions for the 

nucleus droplet [6-8,18-30 1. These criticai values are then reiated to the supcrsatrz-lm, 

defined as P, / P, (P, is the vapour pressure of a supersaturation system, and e that of a 

saturated one), through the Gibbs-Thomson equation. The nucleation rate is given by the 

Volmer equation [88] (Appendix B). 

Through the theoretical analysis, the following pfedictions can be made [6-8,17-211: 

(i) the nucleation bamier will be modified by the presence of line tension and hence the 

nucleation rate will be affecteci; (ii) the nucleation contact angle will be mialler when line 

tension is negative, and the nucleation contact angle wiu be larger when line tension is 

positive; (i) there will be a limit to the rriinimum size of the nucleus if fine tension is positive; 

(iv) spontaneous (ie., barrierless) nucleation of cap-shaped droplets is possible if line tension 

is negative; (v) homogeneous nucleation will be more favourable than heterogeneous one 

when positive line tension becornes sufficiently large. 

However, there are several drawbacks in the above theoreticai analysis for 

heterogeneous nucleation: Fi, the use of grand canonical potential is appropriate only when 

a (themodynamic) system is under constant temperature and chemical potentials [1,78]; 

however, in the nucleation experiments reponed [6-8,X-301 this is not the case. These 

nucleation experiments were conducted under the condition of varying chemical potentials 

due to the variation in vapour pressure. The appropnate free energy form in these systems 

would be the Gibbs free energy, which is very different h m  the grand canonical potential. 

Second, so far, complete analysis has ken canied out only for sphencal, cap-shaped nuclei; 

real nuclei rnay not assume a spherical shape due to the boundary condition at the three-phase 
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contact LUK. Considering the s d  magnitude of line tension, such a spherical appmximation 

may well smear the possible line tension effects. Third, in order to calculate a line tension 

value, several theoretical steps are needed, and the result is expected to be sensitive to the 

values used as input parameters. Fourth, a very sensitive tool for observing the onset of 

nuclei is required as the nucleus embryos are d. Finally, as the nucleus embryos are so 

small, curvature effects may have to be considered in the three-phase contact line system. 

With a l l  these questions, it rnay not be surprishg that discrepancies exist in the line 

tension value obtained f?om similar nucleation expenments [7,8,18,24-27,30]. For example, 

in water vapour nucleation on a hexadecane substrate, Scheludko et aL [17-221 reported a line 

tension value ranging from -3.2 x 101° to - 1.6 x lBLO J/m, while Mitchell [30] gave a value 

of several orders of magnitude s d l e r ,  yet Hwo et al. [25,26] reported a zero line tension. 

1.2 Motivation and Objectives 

From the above literature review, it is apparent that M e r  studîes are needed to 

provide a better understanding of line tension and the parameters that affect its magnitude and 

sign. One of the problems associated with the experiments mentioned above is that the 

chosen three-phase line system is often complicated, and the theoretical mode1 used in the 

data analysis is not always straightfo~~ard. For example, in the memurernent of the &op-size 

dependence of contact angle on a solid surface, both negative and positive line tension have 

been claimed [57-68,81-531. One possible exphnation for the discrepancies obse~eci in the 

measured values of line tension is the imperfection of the solid surfaces used in the 
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experiments: surface roughness, heterogeneity (and hence contact angle hysteresis), surface 

deformability and reactivity can dl alter the contact angles h m  the values on the 

correspondhg ideal solid suroices. Unless advancing contact angles are used, one cannot use 

the modified Young equation to interpret the measurement and eshmate Line tension [86]. 

For three-phase contact line systems involving surfactant or monolayer formation, the 

equilibration of surface phases and further line phases becomes important and cm often 

complicate measuring equilibrium line tension [12- 151. 

Recently, careful experiments have been conducted on liquid-solid-air systems, where 

reliable contact angle data were collected 1861. From these experiments, a line tension was 

found to be posiwe and of the order of la6 I/m. To study the fine tension in liquid-liquid-air 

systerns, a relatively simple three-phase contact line configuration is ne& A liquid lens is 

probably the simplest system consisting of a three-phase contact line, which is formed at the 

intersection of three interfaces arnong the two liquids and the ambient fluid phase, e.g., air 

i g .  1 - 1 a). (Although sirnilar systems were studied by Langmuir [43], serious mistakes in 

his theoretical analysis have been pointed out (441. A new treatment is required in order to 

estimate line tension correctiy.) 

The surfaces created in a liquid lens system wiii be homogeneous and smooth; with 

the high purities of the two liquids used, the equilibrium of the three-phase contact line can 

be reached quickly after the liquid lens is fonned. However, to extract line tension values, 

a relation between the line tension and the parameters measurable in the experiment has to be 

established This relation should correlate the contact angles forrned at the three-phase 

contact line directly to the h e  tension. As seen in the analysis of neterogeneous nucleation, 



Fig. 1- 1 (a) Rome of a iiquid lens floating on the surface of a second irmniscible 
liquid. y, and y, are the surface tensions of the floathg liquid and the base 
liquid, respectively; y ,, is the interfacial tension between the two liquids. K 

is the curvature of the three-phase contact h e ,  in the horizontal direction. 
(b) The Liquid lens is puiled up with a capillary so that the the conlact line is 
above the horizontal surface of the base liquid. 
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overly complicated theory, involving multiple steps of approximation, can easily obliterate the 

possible effect of line tension. 

The tradi tional description of a liquid lens system is through the classical Neumann 

triangle relation [89] which relates the three contact angles fomed by the diree interfaces at 

the contact line to the surface tensions of these interfaces. The effect of line tension has k e n  

neglected. As a first step, it would be interesting to test how well the classical Neumann 

triangle relation can describe a liquid lens system. As mentioned in the Literature Review, 

there are experiments even indicating zero line tension, Le., non-existence of line tension. If 

the classical Neumann aiangle relation fails to describe the liquid lens system, then such a 

daim will be disproved. 

1.2.1 Necessity of Line Tension 

In t h  section, a strategy to test the classical Neumann txiangle relation is presented. 

Then, the results of relevant experimental work are shown to test this classical relation. 

Fmdy, the line tension is inaoduced to explain the discrepancy between the experiment and 

the prediction of the classical Neumann mangle relation. 

For the liqwd lens system shown in Fig. 1- 1 a, the classical Neumann triangle relation 

may be written as [90] 

where y, and y, are the surface tensions of the f i o a ~ g  drop and of the base liquid, and y ,, 
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is the interfacial tension between the two liquids; 8, is the contact angle between the direction 

of y, and the horizontal direcuon K, e2 is the angle between y, and -K, and O,, that between 

y,, and K; K denotes the curvature of the three-phase contact line. Equation (1-1) involves 

the contact angle 8,, spanned by the interface between the two liquids, which cannot be 

easily observed. Therefore, in order to venfy the classical Neumann triangle relation, it is 

desirable to refomulate Eq. (1 - 1) so that the contact angle 8,, will not be needed. 

One way to do this is to use a cosine expression of the classical Neumann triangle 

relation, in which only one contact angle, el,, between y, and y, is involved [3,91] 

However, since the three-phase contact line rnay be depressed below the horizontal surface 

of the base liquid (Fig. 1 - 1 a), it rnay be difficult to measure this angle accurately. This 

problem can be circumvented by elevating the three-phase contact line as shown in Fig. 1-1 b 

( s e  Chapter 3 for details). The design depicted in Fig. 1-1 b allows for a direct measurement 

of the contact angle 8,, by acquiring a cross-sectional image of the liquid lens [3]. The 

validity of the classical Neumann tiiangle relation can then be tested by obtaining the three 

surface tensions and by mesuring O,,: It has k e n  demonstrated [3,91] that, for a dodecane- 

water-air three-phase system, the contact angle 8,, experimentally rneasured is significantly 

different from the one predicted by Eq. (1-2). Details are shown in Fig. 1-1. This 

discrepancy necessarily led to an interpretation of the data in ternis of line tension. The effect 

of line tension would mDd$y the mechanical equilibrium condition at the three-phase contact 

line and hence provide a correct explanation for the contact angle rneasured. 
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To evaluate line tension effects on contact angles in the present liquid lens system, an 

appropriate way is to rnodify the clasncal X e - m m  triangle relation by including line tension 

contributions to the equilibrirun condition at the three-phase contact line. Once a modified 

Neumann triangle relation is obtained, a suitable expenment must be designed for liquid lens 

systems so that the necessary parameters can be measureâ for determining line tension. As 

will be show in the following chapters, measurement of a single contact angle is insufficient 

to estimate the line tension frorn the modified Neumann triangle relation. Advanced image 

analysis schemes are required to obtain the experimental information that would allow for a 

Line tension calculation. 

1.2.2 Objectives of the Thesis 

To surnmarize, the objectives of the thesis are: 

( 1 ) to generalize the classicai Neumann triangle relation by including line tension effects, 

i.e., develop a Quadrilateral Relation for three-phase contact line systems, 

(2)  to design an experirnent by applying the Quadrilateral Relation to liquid lens systems 

for measuring Iine tension, and 

(3) to perfonn measurements using a series of liquids to evaluate and M e r  veriQ the 

line tension results. 



Chapter 2 

Theoretical Development: The Quadrilateral Relation 

for Three-Phase Contact Lines 

The purpose of this chapter is to explore theoretical possibilities and to develop a 

theoretical mode1 which can relate line tension to contact angles directly for Iiquid-liquid-fluid 

three-phase contact line systems. However, before these theoretical developments, the basic 

thermodynamic concepts of lines will be presented, and in particular the definition of h e  

tension will be discussed. As mentioned in the Introduction, the therxnodynarnics of lines is 

developed in complete analogy to the accepteci thmodynamics of surfaces [42,78,92]. 

Therefore, surface thermodynamics will be reviewed first, where the concept of the Gibbs 

dividing surface is introduced. Since the systems under consideration are often macroscopic 

in size, Le., the radii of curvature of surfaces and lines are much larger than the thickness of 

the surfaces and the width of the multiphase contact lines, Gibbs' moderate cwanire 

approximation [42,78,92] can be adopted. As a consequence, the effects of bending moments 

associated with high cwatures [2,42,78,80,92] will be neglected. 

This chapter consists of three parts. The first part is 2 review of thermodynamics of 

surfaces and of lines. The treatment will be Gibbsian in the sense that it is based on his 

concept of the dividing surface and the dividing line. The second part is a derivation of a 

modifieci form of the Neumann triangle relation including line tension effects. This WU result 

in the Quadrilareral Relation for three-phase contact line systems. The third part is the 
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application of the Quadrilateral Relation to a number of geomemes of contact fine systems 

that have or could be used in experimental studies. 

2.1 Thermodynamics of Surfaces 

2.1.1 The Dividing Surface 

A molecule in the neighborhood of the interface (surface) beween any two bulk 

phases will experience a different environment hom that if the same molecule were deep 

within a similar bulk phase. Consequently, the density of the various components and their 

energy and entropy densities in the neighborhood of the interface will be different from the 

corresponding densities in the bulk phases. Furthemore, the time-averaged densities will 

likely change gradually and continuously from one bulk phase to the other, not in a 

discontinuous or stepwise fashion. For an equilibriurn system which is subject to extemal 

body and/or surface f~rces, and which is sufficiently small so that the interfacial regions need 

consideration (ie., the boudaries are not i . t e l y  remote), one h d s  that the energy, entropy 

and mass densities will be hnctions of position, which wili Vary dowly through each bulk 

phase due to the influence of p v i t y  or other extemal body forces, and will, in general, Vary 

rapidly across the interface. In most cases of interest, the influence of the interface is limitai 

and does not extend beyond several molecular diameters (about lu9- 10'~ m) into the bulk 

phases [92]. Therefore, it rnay be considered to a First approximation, as done by Gibbs 

[42,93,94], as a two-dimensional mathematical boundary benveen the two bulk phases which 
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both extend uniformly right up to the dividing swface. 

From t le Gibbsian point of view, the dividing surface or surface of discontinuity i~ a 

rnathernatically constructed surface of only two dimensions which is "sensibly" placed within 

the thin interface region, separating the two bulk regions. Buk propenies in each phase are 

assumed to persist unifomily right up to the dividing surface, and the excess propedes, 

fomed as a result of this assumed mode1 for the interface, are attributed to the dividing 

surface. Therefore, the dividing surface, whic h is initiail y constructed as a geometric surface 

of bulk separation, is msformed into a thermodynarnic, autonomous system. This system 

is governed by a suitable fundamental equation for the interface which is dependent only on 

excess or surface quantities [92,95]. Surface or excess quantities like the intemal energy are 

then defined as 

where the quantities denoted by the superscripts (a ) and ( P ) are those for the hypothetical 

bulk systems (a) and ( P ) that extend right up to the dividing surface. The variable UA) 

represents the Merence in energy between the real system of total energy u,"), with an 

interface of nonzero volume, and a hypothetical system of energy (va)+ U@)) in which the 

phases (a ) and ( P) are completely unifom right up to the dividing surface. Thus, CfA) 

represents the excess energy arising from the Gibbsian mode1 of an interface, or equivalently 

it represents the total interna1 energy of the surface phase. 

Similarly, SA' represents the difference in entropy between the real system and a 

hypot hetical system c o n s i s ~ g  of the two buk phases which are unifom nght up to the 
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dividing surface. gA) is then the corresponding total surface en trop y for the in terface between 

the buik phases (n  j and (P). Finally, the surface mass of component i, Ni 'A), can be defmed. 

It should be noted that, in the process of introcking a dividing surface to mode1 the 

interfacial region, the total energy, entropy, nnd mass of the real system do not change, i.e., 

the extensive quantities of the system are d l  conserved [92]. 

2.1.2 The Fundamental Equation of Surfaces 

The hindamental equation for a mioderately cmed surface (interface) [2,42,78 $0,921 

can be readily established by considenng the modes in which the intemal energy UA' of the 

surface can be changeci. There is the possibility of transfer of mass and heat into and out of 

the surface. Instead of the volume as in the case of a bulk phase, the mechanical energy 

transfer here is associateci with the surface area A.  The work done in generating a surface 

area increment dA is y dA, where y is the surface tension. Overall, one obtains 

where T is the temperarure, pi  is the chernicd potential of component i. Altematively, the 

fundamental equation for the surface may be expressed as 

The surface tension, defined as 



is the two-dimensional counterpart of the the-dimensional bulk pressure P. Both quantities 

are isotropie, but the surface or interfacial tension is tensile rather than compressive like the 

pressure. 

Corresponding to Eq. (2-2), the Euler relation for the surface can be written as 

From here one can easily write down free energy forms through the Legendre transformation 

[ 11. For example, the grand canonical potential (free energy) can be readily written as 

and in differential forrn 

It can be seen that the grand canonicai potentid would be the appropriate themiodynamic 

potential (free energy) when the system is in both thermal and chernical equilibrium, Le., 

under the condition of constant temperature and chemical potential. 



2.2 Thermodynamics uF Lines 

As suggested originally by Gibbs [96], the lines in which surfaces meet should be 

treated in a rnanner entirely analogous to that in which surfaces are treated. Following this 

h e  of thought, one exaapolates the properties of the dividing surfaces by assuming that the 

fundamental equation for each surface holds at every point of the surface right up to the 

dividing line. The dividing line, or the line of discontinuity is a rnathematically constructed 

line of only one dimension, which is "sensibly" placed within the n m w  multiphase contact 

line region. Thus, the actual quantities of intemal energy, entropy, and masses (or mole 

numbers) in the vicinity of the dividing iine are represented partially by the extrapolated 

volume density, partially by the exaapolated surface densities, and partially by whatever is 

remaining (Le., the excess) that is attributed to the dividing line in the foxm of linear dentities. 

Under the Gibbs moderate cuwature assurnption, the fundamentai equation for a line 

(2,42,78,80,92] can be readily established by considering the modes in which the intemal 

energy LI'L) of the h e  can be changed. Similar to the case of surfaces, there is the possibility 

of transfer of rnass and heat into and out of the line. Instead of the surface area in the case 

of a suxface phase, the mechanical energy transfér here is associated with the length of the line 

L. The work done in generating a iine length increment dL. is a a, where o is the line 

tension. Overall, one obtains 

where T is the temperature, pi is the chernical potentid of component i. Aitematively, the 



fundamental equation for the surface may be expressed as 

The line tension is then defined as 

which is the one-dimensional counterpart of the two-dimensional surface tension. Both 

quantities are tensile, rather than compressive like their three-dimensional counterpart , bulk 

pressure. 

Corresponding to Eq. (2-8). the Euler relation for the line can be written as 

Therefore, one cm easily write down free energy forms through the Legendre transformation 

[Il. For exarnple. the grand canonical potential (free energy) cm be readily written as 

and in differential form 

1 t can be seen that the grand canonical potential would be the appropnate thermodynamic 

potential (free energy) when the system is in both thermal and chernical equilibrium, Le., 



under the condition of constant temperature and chemical potential. 

2.3 The Quadrilateral Relation for Three-Phase Contact Llnes 

With the thermodynamic background above, one is in the position to explore 

theoretical possibilities to generalize the ciassical Neuniann triangle relation and to investigate 

the role of line tension in the mechanical equilibnum condition of multiphase boundary curve 

sys tems. 

As mentioned earlier, the classical Neumann triangle relation was suggested over a 

century ago [89] for a liquid Iens system in relating the three surface tensions of the three 

interfaces that intersect at the contact Iine. Over the last few decades, it was found that this 

relation must be modified by line tension. Pethica [40] was the fvst to modify the Young 

equation of capillanty by including a line tension contribution in the equilibrium condition of 

a sessile drop on a solid smface. Lane [97] rrodified Pethica's analysis and appiied his results 

to the case of a small Iiquid volume wetting a conical pore (i.e., to mode1 a liquid in contact 

with an inclined rather than a flat solid surface). Torza and Mason [54] obtained the force 

baiance conditions for the anachment of two drops, and Pujado and Scriven [44] corrected 

Langmuir's original analysis [43] of the equilibrium conditions of a bubble or a drop pressed 

against another fluid interface in the gravitationai field AU these force balance or equilibrium 

conditions cm be, in principle, convened to a generalized Neumann triangle relation [78] 

where line tension is incorporatecl. In 1977, Boruvka and Neumann [78] obtained a generai 

Ne- triangle relation which includes not only line tension but also higher order curvanûe 
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t e m  such as geodesic curvatures and torsion. Recently, Ivanov, Kralchevsky and Nikolov 

[ 121 re-derived the fo re  balance condiîions by a variational approach. 

However, there are several drawbacks witb cwrent expressions: (i) Al1 of this work, 

except that of Bomvka and Neumann, is based on some specitic geomeaies, (ii) a clear 

conversion from the force balance conditions (which are n o d y  represented by two 

orthogonal force balance equations) to a type of "cosine mle" Neumann aiangle relation (in 

which cosines of contact angles are explicitly involved in the equation of tensions) has not 

been provided. Such a conversion can be practical, as demonstrated in situations where the 

classical Neumann triangle relation [89] is employed, and (iii) no corresponding graphical 

representation, ie., a pictograph sunilar to the classical Neumann aiangle, has been developed 

for the situation where line tension effects are noticeable. 

To address these limitations, a generalization of the Neumann aiangle relation to 

include h e  tension wiil k t  be derived, without restriction to any specifc geornetry of a three 

phase line system. Then, a graphical representation of a quadrilateral relatim is developed. 

Such a quadrilateral relation is cornposed of the three surface tensions associated with the 

three intersecting interfaces and a h e  tension at the intersection. The interpretation of 

experimental data, and especially data obtained h m  liquid lens capiliary systems, would be 

enhanceci by a clear picture of the rnanner in which the classical Neumann triangle relation is 

altered by the presence of line tension. Such a representation would be usehl in a l l  situations 

where the classical Neumann aiangle relation has been traditionally employed. One obvious 

benefit that arises h m  this representation is a simple, geomeaic method for manipdating the 

quadrilateral pictograph to obtain either a cosine rule expression or a force balance equation 
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projected in a particular direction. Experimental concems would dictate the choice of 

variables in the cosine rule expression, and simple considerations, based on the q-adrilateral 

gwmetry, would provide the methodology for choosing which quantities would need to be 

rneasured. In the present case, the quadrilateral relation would be expected to be applied to 

the liquid lens system, providing a dinct relation between the contact angles and the line 

tension. 

In the next section, a suitabie fkee energy representation for capillary systems is chosen 

and then, on the basis of the grand canonical f k e  energy, a modified fom of the Neumann 

triangle relation that includes a line tension contribution is derived. To avoid undue 

complexity, the investigation is restricted to a three-phase lens system with just one h e  

tension term and the usual three surface tensions (Fig. 2- la). It is also assumed that the 

adjacent surfaces foming the contact line are both unifonn and isotropic, which, of course, 

wiU be satisfied by most Buid phases. Finally. it is assumed that the contact line occm in a 

plane of constant extemal potenta (r), so that VQ, (r) = O. This assumption does not limit 

the analysis, as it is consistent with vimially aii experimental situations considered in the 

literature [3-493 1-68]. Once the quacirilaterai relation is developed and a clear physical 

rneaning provided, application will be discussed to a number of typical geometries that exist 

or could exist in experirnental sniaies on line tension. 



Three Phase Contact Line 

Fig. 2- 1 Schernatics of (a) a Iiquid lens and (b) a blow-up of a region of the three phase 
contact line. y('), y*) and f )  denote the surface tensions of the interfaces 
between bulk phases V, and V,, V, and V,, and V, and V,, respectively. m, and 
ni (i=1,2,3) depict the tangentid and nomial directions of the interfaces. o~ 
represents the line tension o contribution to the force balance at a point of the 
contact line with t as the tangent. 6r denotes an arbitrary variation in the position 
of the point. 



2.3.1 Derivation of the Quadrilateral Relation 

The ciassical Neumann txiangle relation is the appropriate boundaxy condition when 

the three surfaces which intersect to fonn the contact line are a i l  deformable and the 

conaibution from lhe tension is ignored. When one of the surfaces is rigid, the Young 

equation is the appropriate boundary condition. In the general formulation, these boundary 

conditions can be quite complex because they would include a detailed analysis of the higher- 

order curvature dependence of both the surface and the h e  boundaries [78]. In practice, 

however, the mechanical equilibrium conditions for capillary sy stems with complex geomeay 

are not of imrnediate necessity in many experimental studies that deal with either sphencal or 

axisymmetric systems. Furthemore, most esbmates of line tension have ken  perfonned 

using capillary systems which are axisymmetric and where the surfaces forming the contact 

line are deformable. Thus, the consideration is resaicted to the equilibrium of three buik 

phases which meet in a line of three-phase contact (Fig. 2-1). 

MacroscopicalIy, the locus of points that fom the contact line is one-dimensional and 

locally linear (i.e., there are no higher-order curvature effects); it is analogous to the 

macroscopically two-dimensional and locaily planar interface between two buik phases. It 

is possible to define an excess free energy per unit length, or line tension, that is associate. 

with the contact line (cf. Eq. (2- 12)) and to write down the total free energy as the sum 

where the first three ternis on the right-hand side are the grand canonical potentials of the 
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three bulk phases with volumes V,, V, and V,; the next three terms are the grand canonical 

potentials of the three surfaces with areas A,, A, and A,; the last term is the ffee energy of the 

contact line with a length L. At equilibrium, O , is minimized when the system is under the 

condition of constant temperature, chemical potentials, and total volume of the composite 

system, i.e., 

According to Eqs. (2-6) and (2- L2), the variation of the total free energy, ô Cl,, cm 

be written as 

where Pl), PZ) and p3) are the pressures of the three bulk phases V,, V, and V,; y(*), f2) and 

y O) are the slirface tensions for surfaces A,, A, and A,; a is the line tension of the three phase 

contact line L. The minimum kee energy principle requires that the above variation vanishes, 

i.e., 6 Q,  = O. 

AUowing for arbimuy variations of the position vector r inside the volume V, one has 

[98- 1 O21 
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where the test term on the nght-hand side is the v h a l  work done by the extemal field, and 

the second term 

is the vinual work done by intemal forces. After employing the relation 

V a ( - P b )  = -VP-8r-P(V-or) (2- 19) 

and Gauss' divergence theorem for the vinual work of the intemal forces, Eq. (2- 17) reduces 

to 

where n is the unit no& to the surface which encloses the bulk volume under consideration. 

Equation (2-20) represents the bulk phase variation of a point dong the contact line. 

For each bulk phase in our present three-phase contact line system (Fig. 2-1 ), one has 

identical expressions; that is, 

where n, and n, are the unit nomals to the surfaces A, and A, that bound the volume VI, as 

indicated in Fig. 1. Likewise, the variations of the next two volume work terms (bulk 

variations) corresponding to the arbitrary variation 6r can be written as 



and 

where n, is the unit normal to the surface A,. 

The comesponding surface phase variations involve both surface and line contributions 

and may, in andogy with Eq. (2-17), be wrinen as 

When using the surface analogue of Gauss' divergence theorem [103], Eq. (2-24) becomes 

where J is the mean curvature of the surface A, and rn is the unit vector tangent to the surface 

A and coincident with the direction of the surface tension force, i.e., the inward directeci 

binormal to the contact line (Fig. 2- 1 b). Using this relation, one may wrîte the first surface 

phase variation in response to an arbitrary variation of the position, 6 r, of the point dong the 

contact line 

6 dA1' = - f ly ( ' ) j1  ( n ,  àr) dA, -$y ( ' ) (ml *  6r)dL 

where the mean curvature J ,  and binomial na, refer to the h t  surface A,. Similarly, the other 

surface phase variations are given by 



and 

where J, and 4 are the mean cwatures of the surfaces A, and A,, and m, and m, are the unit 

tangents to the surfaces A, and A,, respectively. 

Finally, the variation of the linear work terrn in response to the variation of the 

positions of points dong the contact line is written as 

where K is the cwature vector of the contact he. and the scalar product ~ * 6 r  represents the 

extension in length of the contact line per unit length. 

Substitution of the bulk, surface, and line variation expressions (using Eqs. (2-21) - 

(2-23), (2-26) - (2-28), and (2-29)) into the necessary equiiitnium condition 6 0, = O yields 

With the variation 6r unresnicted, each integrand must independendy equal zero in order to 

saasfy the necessary condirion of minimum fk energy. The k t  hree area related integrands 

result in the usual Laplace equation of capillarity. The last integrand yields the equilibxium 



condition for the contact line 

This is a generalization of the Neumann triangle relation with the line tension effects included. 

This is at the same level in the hierarchy at whch the classical Laplace equation is the 

appropriate equilibnum condition for surfaces 1781. 

To represent the above relation graphically, one begins with the classicd Neumann 

triangle relation and then adds an additional (line tension) vector UK to the triangle of surface 

tensions. The resulting diagram is a quadrilateral which contains three surface tensions and 

one h e  tension, see Fig. 2-2. Within the scope of the present consideration, the surfaces and 

the line are uniforni and isotropie, so that the quadrilateral should be in a plane since the three 

surface tensions are aü nomial to the tangent direction, t = n x rn, of the three phase contact 

line. The line curvature K is also nomal to t. 

In the contact line quadrilateral relation, the line tension term always occurs in 

association with the cunmture K. If K is small (i.e., the radius of the cwanire of the contact 

line is large, compared to the ratio of the line tension and the surface tension), the line tension 

contribution to the force balance becomes negligible and the classical Neumann aiangle is 

recovered. 

2.3.2 Variants of the Quadrilateral Relation 

To be able to interpret relation (2-31) in the context of experirnental situations, it is 



Fig. 2-2 Schemacics of (a) a side-view of a three phase contact line, and (b) a quacirilateral 
which is composed of three surface tensions y''), y"), and y ", and a line tension 
conmbution UK. 
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desirable to conven the planar vectonal relation that is given in Eq. (2-31) into two 

eq uivalen t, orthogonal scalar relations. This is accomplished by projecting the vector 

expression into two orthogonal directions to achieve independent and equivalent scalar force 

balance equations about the contact line. This rnay be demonstrated by selecting two 

directions such that one direction (denoted by the x unit vector) is dong the direction in 

which the line tension force operates; that is, the direction in which the vector K points, and 

the other direction (denoted by the y unit vector) is perpendicular. With this choice of 

directions, one rnay write the vector expression (Eq. (2-3 1)) as two scalar expressions 

projected in the two directions 

which elirninates the line tension term from the force balance equation in the y direction. 

Identical expressions, applicable to axisymrnetric liquid lens systems, can be obtained from 

the balance of forces in the radial and vertical directions by appropnate mathematical 

manipulation [104]. 

It rnay be seen that both of these projected equations contain the possibility of at least 

three independent angles since 8,, + 8, + O,, + O,, = 2 x .  In addition, this particular choice 

of projection directions eliminates the line tension term from the force balance condition in 

the y-direction. If the surface tensions can be obtained by an independent means, then 

evaluation of the line tension will involve the measurement of a minimum of tw9 angles. The 
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choice of angles is arbiîmy, but the expe-ntal situation rnay dictate a preferable pair. This 

can be reaüzed by mathematical rnanipilation of the contact line quadrilateral* consider one 

of the two diagonals of the quadrilateral, which divides the quadrilaterai into two triangles. 

Within each divided triangle, one can use the cosine rule to W t e  down an expression for the 

square of the length of this diagonal by using the other two sides of rhis mangle and the 

contact angle benveen them. From the two triangles, an equation containhg two contact 

angles, three surface tensions and one line tension follows. For example, if one uses the 

contact angle O,, between the directions of the surface tensions y(') and y (", and the contact 

angle O,, between the directions of the surface tension yo) and the line tension UK (see Fig. 

2-2), a scalar cosine rule relation is achieved 

In Eq. (2-34) the two contact angles occur at opposite corners of the quadrilateral (Fig. 2-2). 

A similar equation rnay be written by using the rernaining pair of opposite corner contact 

angles. If one h o w s  a priori that the line tension terni o~ is much smaller than the surface 

tension terms, then the square of the line tension term rnay be dropped in favour of the 

rernaining terms and Eq. (2-34) simplifies to 

which may be used to obtain an estimate of o~ provided the two selected angles can be 

rneasu~ed. Wallace and Schiirch 146,471 used an analogous approach to select a liquid-liquid- 

fluid systern for e s t i m a ~ g  o that approximately satisfied 0, + 4, = sr so that they only 
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needed to measure the angle O,,. Equation (2-35) is consistent with the classical Neumann 

triangle relation in the limit (OK) + 0. 

Another scalar form of the force baiance at the three phase contact line may also be 

easily obtained kom the qusdnlateral, by expressing one of the four quantities (three surface 

tensions and one line tension) in ternis of the r e r . g  three. If the interest is to fmd the line 

tension, the cosine mle gives the expression (see Fig. 2-2b) 

where 

and 

It is interesting to note that only two independent contact angles are involved in Eq. (2-36), 

and that they are adjacent to each other. Equation (2-36) can also be obtained by surmning 

the squares of Eqs. (2-32) and (2-33). Three other equalities may be obrained from Eq. (2- 

36) by permutation of ak, y('), y "), yt3) and their corresponding contact angles. 

Resolving the force balance in all four directions bat  lie, respectively, in the three 

interfaces and the one h e  tension direction, and that are al1 perpendicular to the three phase 

contact line, one has 



The four equations forrn a set of dependent homogeneous equations for the surface 

and line tensions; thus, the deteminant of coefficients vanishes, i.e., 

1  COS^,, C O S ( B ~ ~  +Orl) 

cose,, 1 cose, 

C O S ( ~ , ,  +BK,) C O S ~ ~  1  COS^^, 

 COS^^,, cos(B,, +8,J COSO,, 1 

which dernonstrates that any one of Eqs. (2-39) follows from the other three. As a 

consequence of their hondgeneity, Eqs. (2-39) determine only ratios of tensions, ni tha  than 

the tension themselves. 

2.3.3 Applications of the Quadilateral Relation to Specific Ceometries 

It is possible to demonstrate the utiüty of the various quivalent forms of the 

Quacirifateral Relation by considerîng several common geometries that have or could be used 

to measure line tension. In particular, (i) a liquid lens, (ii) a pendant drop in contact with a 

second irnmixible liquid, and (iii) a cone-shaped capiUary will be considered. In each case, 

the correspondmg expression for niechanical equilibrium at the contact line wîîl be aven and 

how one could obtain an estimate of the line tension b m  the selected geometxy wiil be 



2.3.2.1 Arrangement (i): A Liquid Lens 

One of the benefits of using liquid Ienses is that the three phase contact line involves 

only liquids which permit smooth contact line formation, and no solid surface has to be 

considered in ternis of its surface tension and surface preparation. By using conventional 

methods, liquid-laquici and iyiuid-fluid surface tensions c m  be easily detexmined to a relatively 

high degree of accuracy. As mentioned above, in order to apply the quadrilaterai relation, one 

has to determine at least two contact angles dong with three surface tensions to evaluate the 

line tension. As depicted in Fig. 2-2, for an axisymmetric liquid lens, the contact angles €4, 

and O,, rnay be the two angles which are easiest to measure. The angle may be obtained 

by optical methods while O,, can be measured through the observaion of the slope of the 

tangent to the liquid lens surface against the horizontal. If these two angles are used, the 

cosine quacidateral equation (2-36) would be r e m e n  by rotating the comesponding surface 

and line tension quantities to yield the expression 

where the sum of the three contact angles is 2 ~ .  Equation (2-41) is quadratic with respect 

to the line tension a, and its solution may be easily obtained once the cwature of the three 

phase line u is known. The radius of this curvature may be measured by determining the 

distance between the two edges of the Quid km (Le., the diameter of the dvee phase contact 
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iine), and this nmiy be achjeved either through the top view of the iiquid lens or proper optical 

reflection rmthods. 

If one of the liquids has a much higher mass density than the other, then it is unlikely 

that it defoms to a signiscant level when the lighter liquid is deposited ont0 i t  The resulting 

three phase contact line system c m  then be approxirnated as a sessile dwp system [46,47]. 

In this situation, only the force balance in the direction dong the flat (or nearly flat) surface 

is needed. From Eq. (2-32), this condition can be written as 

where O,, is the contact angle conventionally defied for a sessile drop on a solid surface. 

However, there are only a limitai number of lîquid lens systems that approximately satisfy the 

conditions necessary to use a sessile drop type approximation. The first and only attempt 

using this approach was made by Wallace and Schürch [46,47]. On the other hand, there is 

a large number of @uid lens systens where the sessile drop approximation is not valid; hence, 

one has to use the mre  general Quadrilateral Relation, one form of which is aven by Eq. (2- 

41) 

2.31.2 Arrangement (ii): A Pendant Drop in Contact with a Second lmmiscibïe Liqitid 

An alternative experknental arrangement to measure lhe tension involving lowering 

a pendant drop so that it touches a second liquid in a container, see Fig. 2-3. At the contact 

rim a three phase contact line is forrned between the two liquids and the ambient fluid (e.g. 



Fluid Pendant Drop 

Second Liquid 

Fig. 2-3 Schermtic of a pendant drop in contact with a second liquid. y (') and y are the 
surface tensions of the pendant liquid and the second liquid; y is the interfacial 
tension between the two liquids; o~ represents the line tension contribution to the 
quadrilateral relation. 
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air). One of the icey benefits of using a pendant drop is that the extent of the contact beoiieen 

the two iiq,~ds cm be fidly wntrolled by adjushg the drop position, pmviding wme ease and 

flexibility of experimentation. Furthemore, the liquid-iiquid engulfing problem is avoided. 

if one knows the three surface tensions, then to obtain an estimate of the line tension, 

one would need to measure two angles. One snategy would be to measure h t l y  the 

contact angles O,, and 0, t h u g h  a physical observation of the dope of the pendant drop at 

the three phase contact line. Another strategy for evaluating these two contact angles is to 

apply the Axisymmemc Drop Shape Analysis (ADSA) methodology [los-1071; one would 

obtain images of a part of the pendant droy profile and of the second liquid surface (which 

is brtween the second liquid and the ambient fluid), and then best fit these images (cuwes) 

to the Laplace equation of capillarity. The intersection of the two Laplacian cuves is the 

position of the three phase contact h e  in the cross secr;.on of the pendant drop. Once the 

intersection is found, the slope of the pendant drop profde at the three phase contact line can 

be detennined and with that, the two contact angles O,, and QI are obtained. The kt 

paramter to be detemiined in applying the quadrilateral relation, Eq. (241), is the curvature 

of the contact line, which, however, can be easily obtained through the distance between the 

nvo opposite intersections bede the axisymmetnc axis of the pendant &op (the diameter of 

the contact he). Finally, the line tension can be estirnated from Eq. (2-41). It is noted that 

employing the methodology of ADSA may greatly enhance the accuracy of the experirnent 

with the added potentiai of automadng the expimental procedure. 



2.32.3 Arrangement (5): A ConeShaped Capilhy 

A cone-shaped capdhy system (Fig. 2-4) is another interesthg experimentai situation 

that is similar to the sessile &op arrangement for measuring line tension [55-631. The 

mechanical boundary conditions at the contact line follow Eqs. (2-32) and (2-33) 

and 

where €4, is the contact angle of the liquid against the solid surface, O,, is the contact angle 

which is predetenmned through the apex ange 8, of the cone: O,, = ( sr - 8, ) / 2, and P, 

denotes the solid surface stress c o q n e n t  in the normal direction. It is necessary to assume 

that a surface stress exists at the three phase contact line; otherwise, Eq. (2-44) cannot hold 

since the left-hand side of the equation is positive definite when P, is absent. The same 

situation exists in the case of a sessile drop where a nomal component of the surface stress 

has to be assumed, to balance the venical force equation at the contact line. 

A relevant question regardhg a sessile drop on a soiid surhm was rai& by Bikemian 

[log, 1091. He objected to the Young equation by mentioning that the conventional proof of 

the equation was incorrect in that the vertical (to the solid surface) component of liquid 

surface tension yo! namely y") sine, was unaccounted for. He indicated that such a tension 

component had to be balanced by a force not of a surface origin. This force is believed to 



Fig. 2-4 Schematic of a cone-shaped capillary. y('), ym and y") are the surface tensions 
of liquid-fluid (air). solid-fluid and solid-liquid; o~ represenu the line tension 
conmbuuon to the quadrilateral relation; P, is the nomial stress component of 
soIid surface. 
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originate h m  the bulk stress tensor in the solid, rnanifesting itself as a solid surface stress at 

the three phase contact line. 

Although the solid surface is regardai as flat (in the radial direction for a cone), a 

small surface strain is kely present, which will induce a finite surface stress. Through a 

hydrostatic analysis [79,110], the normal stress component can be written as 

where al's (ij=1,2,3) are the components of the stress tensor in the solid, and T is the 

integrating path dong the solid surface and perpendicular to the three phase contact line. 

Future work may be to study the stress and strain of the solid in order to ver@ the 

assumption of the normal stress component. 

In the expriment of the cone-shaped capillary, one has to measure the contact angle 

4, and the cwature of the contact line K. The contact angle O,, may be obtained through 

a direct optical observation, and K can be calculated through the diameter of the contact line 

which is horizontai. By using Eq. (2-43), the line tension can be estimated if the three surface 

tensions are known. The diffculty in finding the solid s u f x e  tensions ym and yo) may be 

resolved by using an equation of state approach [ 1 1 1,1121. 

One of the benefits of using the cone-shaped capillary is that one can control the size 

of the t hree phase contact line by adjusring the mount of the liquid Also, by varying the 

radius of the c w a m e  of the three phase line, the curvature dependence of the line tension 

may be detennined. 

It is also noted that, by changing the circular shape of the cross-section to a, say, 
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eiliptical shape, and observing the shape of the t k e  phase üne, one may study the fine tension 

effect on the wetting and des ion  on the solid surface. It is anticipated that the distortion 

of the three phase contact line is aff'ected by the magnitude of üne tension as well as by the 

local cwature of the cone shaped capillary. 

2.4 Summary 

The thermodynarnic 'îimnts in the fint IWO sections are Gibbsian in the sense that 

they are based on his concept of the dividing surface and the dividing line. Line tension is 

defined fkom the fundamental equation of a linear phase, which is in complete analogy to the 

accepted thermodynamic definitions for surface tension and bulk pressure. The treamients 

are lirrrited to the situations where the radii of curvanire of lhes as weli as surfaces are much 

larger than the thickness of the surfaces and the width of the multiphase contact lines. As a 

result, Gibbs' moderate curvature approximation is applicable [2,42,78,80,92]. 

The grand canonical potential is identifid as the appropriate k e  energy for a capillary 

system where thermal equiîibrium as well as chernical equilibrium are established. The 

classical Neumann triangle relation is then modified to account for iine tension effects, using 

the fke energy minimum principle. The modified Neumann mangie relation represents the 

proper mechanical equilibrium boundary condition, which converts the triangle of forces to 

a quadrilateral. From the quadrilateral pictograph, it becomes easy to derive various fonns 

of the mechanical equilibrium conditions at the contact iine and to evaluate which for@) 

would be appropriate for a parricular expeximmtal sihiarion. Severai cornmon geometries are 
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discussed and strategies for detennining the line tension are proposed. In al1 cases involving 

deformable liquid phases (e.g., a Equid lens system), the line tension may be obtained 

provided that two contact angles in addition to three surface tensions are determined. For 

liquids in contact with ideal solid surfaces, the line tension may be measured after measuring 

one contact angle and three surface tensions or, altematively, the drop-size dependence of 

contact angle and the surface tension of the liquid drop. 



Ciiapter 3 

Line Tension Measurement 1: An Application of the 

Quadrilateral Relation to Liquid Lens Systems 

In this chapter, an application of the Quadrilateral Relation to a liquid lens system is 

demonstrated. The experimental design presented in this chapter WU, however, be valid 

essentially for all fluid, three-phase systems; it will allow iine tension measurement to be 

p e r f o d  on both pure Muid lens systems and systems containhg surfactant or a monolayer. 

Here, a system which consists of a dodecane liquid lens f l o a ~ g  on an air-water interface is 

chosen. From the experiment, the line tension value is determined by a straighâorward 

utilization of the QuadriIateraI Relation. 

3.1 Theoretical Analysis 

wth the help h m  the graphitai representation of the Quadrilateral Relation (Fig. 2- 

21, one c m  eady O btain several scalar forms of the Quadrilateral Relation, such as equations 

involvüig cosines of contact angles [101]. Here, only the scalar forrn of the Quadrilateral 

Relation that suits the present experimental design (Fig. 3-1) is given. This contact line 

represents the intersection of three interfaces among the two immiscible liquids and the 

ambient gaseous phase (air in tk present experiment). Such a design avoids the difficulty of 

liquid-hquid enguhg;  it also provides connol of the extent of the contact between the two 



Air 

Second Liquid 

Fig. 3- 1 Scheniatic of a pendant/floating liquid lens in contact with a second liquid. y") 
and y (2) are the surface tensions of the pendant liquid and the second liquid; y'') 
is the interfacial tension between the two liquids; or represents the line tension 
contribut ion to the quadnlatcral relation. Contact angles 0, and 0, are measured 
in the experiment, which can be used tu calculate necessary contact angles in Eq. 
(3-1) to obiYn line tension: The angles in the quadrilateral relation can be 
obtained from O,, = O,, O,, = n - O,, and O,, = rr -0, + 8,. 

Capillary 
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liquids and hence improves the stability of the system. This stability is necessary since an 

immobile hangirg liquid lens ir required so that the three-phase contact angles can be detected 

with high accuracy. 

To calculate iine tension through the Quadrikteral Relation, three interfacial (surface) 

tensions are needed. They cm be routinely measured to a high degree of accuracy by an 

appropriate methodology, such as Axisymmeaic Drop Shape Analysis (ADSA) [los- 

1 07,114- 1 1 61. In addition, two contact angles at the three-phase contact line are also 

required. A convenient way to obtain hem is to measure the contact angles O,, and &, 

directly (Fig. 3-l), thmugh a physical observation of the slopes of the two interfaces between 

the two liquids and the air. 

It is noted that only two contact angles are needed among a total of four angles at the 

three-phase contact line; the contact angles spanned by the dodecane-water interface (in Our 

present case) need not to be measured. To measure the contact angles spanned by the 

dodecane-water interface would, on the other hand, pose a great diffcdty since such a 

measurement would have to be made through the liquid phases. 

With the parameters chosen above. one can reaàily write a scalar foxm of the 

Quadrilateral Relation in order to caiculate h e  tension. Equation (2-41) presented in the lase 

chapter is quadratic with respect to the Line tension O, and its solution may be easily obtained 

once the curvature K of the three phase line is known. The radius of this curvature may be 

rneasured by detemening the diameter of the huid l m .  This, dong with the detection of the 

two slopes of the interfaces, rnay be achieved by acquiring the cross-sectional image of the 

liquid lens. 



Solving Eq. (2-41) for the line tension a, one obtallis 

Two solutions for the line tension are possible, and it will be shown that one of the solutions 

can be rejected by comparing contact angles predicted by the classical Neumann triangle 

relation and those calculated through the Quadrilateral Relation (see below). 

It  is noted that in the actual experirnent, the two contact angles, 0,  and q,  are 

rneasured, correspondhg to the dopes of the pendanrltloating liquid and of the base liquid at 

the three-phase contact line (Fig. 3-1). These two angles are related to the contact angles in 

Eq. (3-1) by O,, =O,,  O,,= n - 02,and8,,=x -8, +8,. 

3.2 Experimental 

3.2.1 Materials 

The pair of imdscible liquids used here were dodecane and water. Dodecane with a 

punty of 99+% was obtained h m  Aldrich Chernical Company, Inc., USA. Water was 

disulled; its purity was checked by the surface tension measurement which, at 25OC, resulted 

in 72.14 k 0.04 mJ/m2 at the 95% confidence level (the experirnental method employed is 

ADSA as desCnbed below), comparing well to the standard pure water surface tension. The 

two liquids were saturated with each other for 24 hours before the experiment. 



3.2.2 Interfacial (Surface) Tensions 

The surface tensions of the two iiquids and the interfacial tension between them were 

measured by Axisyrnineuic Drop Shape Analysis (ADSA) [105-107,114-1161. The ADSA 

technique determines Iiquid- fluid interfacial tensions and contact angles from the s hape of 

axisymrnetric menisci, i.e., from pendant drops and sessile drops. The principle of such a 

technique is to fit the experimental drop profile to a theoretical one given by the Laplace 

equation of capillarity, and the interfacial tension is generated as a fitting panuneter through 

a non-linear regression procedure. The ADSA program requires several coordinate points 

dong the drop profile, the value of the density difference across the interface, and the value 

of the local gravitational constant as input. The details of this methodology and its 

experimental design can be found elsewhere [lOS 107,114- 1 161. 

To maintain the mutual saturation of the liquids throughout the surface/interfacial 

tension rneasurements, an expenmental setup similar to that in Ref. [116] was used. Bnefly, 

a quartz cuvette (4.5 x 2.5 x 8 cm) contained the two Unmiscible liquids (aikane and water 

in the present case), the heavier one at the bottom (Fig. 3-2). The bubbles or drops were 

created at the tip of a Tefion tube insened in the appropriate liquid phase. This setup allowed 

measurement of surface tensions by creating an air bubble in each of the nvo liquids. The 

interfacial tension was measured by fonnîng a water drop inside the dodecane phase. Al1 

these measurements were done while the two bulk liquids remainecl in contact. 

Since the density of each of the sarurated laquids is likely affected by mutual solubiîity, 

an accurate measurement of the density is also required. The density measurement was 



Water 

Fig. 3-2 Experimental setup for surface tension measurement under mutuai saniration 
condition. 
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performed on a digitai density meter (Anton Paar DMA 45, Austria). The results obtained 

were 0.745 1 g/cm3 for dodecane and 0.9970 0/cm3 for water. With these density values, the 

interfacial tension Setween dodeckqe and water was 52.09 f 0.04 mJ/m2, the surface tension 

between dodecane and the air was 23.53 f 0.06 d/d, and the surface tension between water 

and the air was 7 1.93 f 0.02 m3/m2. The statistical analysis was based on 10 mns for each 

interfacial (surface) tension measurement, and the error limits were given at the 95% 

confidence leveL AU these measurements were perfoxmed at room temperature, 25 OC. The 

values of these interfacial and surface tensions are comparable to the data published in [116] 

where both decane and hexadecane saturated with water were us&; the values for the 

dodecane-water system are intermediate between those for decane and hexadecane-water 

systems. 

3.2.3 Experimental design 

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3-3. The dodecane drop was 

created at the tip of a Teflon needle (capillary) with an outer diameter of 1.6 xnm 

(Chromatographic S pecialties, Inc., Canada). (Occasionall y a finer stainless steel needle with 

an outer diameter of 0.3 mm and an inner diameter of 0.15 mm was used.) The needle was 

C O M W ~ ~ ~  to a Hamilton gastight syinge (Chrornatographic Specialties, Inc., Canada) which 

was driven by a programmable stepper motor (Mode1 18705, Oriel Corporation, Stratford, 

Conn. USA). The syringe was supportai by a micromanipulator (Leica, ON, Canada) which 

could be used to position the pendantlfloating dodecane drop with precision. When lowenng 



light source 

pendantlfloating 
drop 

microscope & 
[-I video camera 

diffuser beaker 

digitizer monitor 

computer 

Fig. 3-3 Schematic of the expenmental setup. The pendani/floating drop of dodecane is 
supportrd by a Tefloi~ cüpilhy (necdle). Upon lowering the needle with a stepper 
motor, a three-phase contaci line is formed among dodecane, water and air. 
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the needle, a dodecane liquid lens was formed on the center of the water surface. The size 

of the three-phase centact fine between dodecane, water and air could be adjusted by raising 

or lowering the dodecane drop, or by adding or removing liquid h m  the drop. The typical 

drop diameter range used in the present experiment was between 1 and 7 mm. The water 

was contained in a 2 cm in diameter by 2 cm in height Teflon (or glass) cylinder with a 

circular opening which ensures that the liquid lens formed was also circula.. To observe the 

water-air interfice h m  a side-view of the pend.ant/floa~g liquid lens system, the water level 

in the glas cylinder had to be above the rim of the cylinder, i.e., the cylinder was overfilled 

with water [ 1 17- 1 191. To prevent possible contamination from airborne impurities, the 

system was enclosed in a quartz cuvette which was sitting on a leveling stage. 

The pendanytloating hquid lens was iliurninated with a white light source (Mode1 V- 

WLP 1000, Newport Corp., Fountain Valley, CA, USA) shining through a heavily frosted 

glas diffuser. The image of the cross senion of the iiquid lens was obtained by a microscope 

(Leitz Apozoom, Leica, ON, Canada) linked to a monochrome charge-coupled device video 

camera (Cohu 4810, hfrascan, Inc., BC, Canada). The video signal of the drop was 

transmit ted to a digital video processor (Parallax XVideo board) which pexformed the 

framegrabbing and digitization of the image to 640 x 480 pixels with 256 grey levels. A 

workstation (Sun SPARCstation 10, Sun Microsystems, ON, Canada) was used to acquire 

the images from the digitization board. An image analysis scheme was then foliowed (see 

below). The entire setup, except for the workstation, was placed on a vibration-f?ee table 

(Technical Manufacnuing Corp., Peabody, MA, USA) to isolate the system h m  extemal 

disturbances. The expeMnents were performed at m m  temperam, 25 O C .  A rypical image 
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obtained is shown in Fig. 3-4. 

With the motorized syringe, both static and dynamic modes were employed in the 

experiment. In the static mode, the liquid lens maintains its size by fixing the volume of the 

dodecane drop created at i k  ::de tip. For each static liquid lem, images were captured at 

0.5 second intervals inltially and progressively less rapidly, up to 1 minute intervals, nea. the 

end of the run of 6 minutes. In the dynamic mode, the dodecane drop size is varied by 

changing the drop volume through the motonzed syringe. Within a 1 minute cycle, the 

diamrter of the three-phase contact h e  changed b r n  4.5 mm to 7 mm and back. During this 

size change, images were taken at 0.3 second intervals thughout. 

3.2.4 Image analysis 

Having acquired the cross-sectional image of the liquid lens system (Fig. 3-4), an 

image analysis scheme is required to extract the drop profile and to obtain the profile 

coordinates of interfaces. The goal in this procedure is to obtain the diameter of the three- 

phase contact line (Le., the diameter of the liquid lens) and two contact angles (0, and 83 at 

the intersection point of the three interfaEes (Fig. 3- 1). A pmgrarn in C language was written 

to process the digital image of the liquid lens: 

F i t ,  edge detection was performed to extract the profile coordinates of the 

interfaces. The Sobel edge detection scheme was chosen because of its relative insensitivity 

to noise and the abilify to detect edges well in situations other than horizontal and vertical 



Fig. 3-4 An image acquired for the cross section of a pendant/floating liquid lens of 
dodecane in contact with water. 
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[ 120,12 1 j. After applying the Sobel edge operator, a secondary image cded  a gradient 

image was obtained. from which the edges (corresponding to interfaces) were identifid as 

the arrays of pixels with the steepest intensity (grey-level) m e n t .  A resulting interface 

(edge) profile is shown in Fig. 3-5 (top picture). 

The next step was to find the CO-planar points A and A' in Fig. 3-5; these intersection 

points correspond to the points at the three-phase contact line. The strategy to find the left 

intersection point A, for instance, was to mach dong the interface profile h m  the left side 

(point C in Fig. 3-5) and search for an abrupt change in the slope of the profile. The 

monitoring process involved fitting a straight line to the first 10 coordinate points, starting 

bom point C, and then slupping these 10 coordinate points and fitting another line to the next 

10 points. If there was a significant difference in the slope between the two fined lines, say 

10 degrees, the intersection point A must be located between these two fitted lines. The 

coordinate of the intersection between these two fined lines should give the coordinate for 

the desired point A with adequate accuracy. The sarne procedure was repeated for fmding 

the right intersection point A' at the three-phase contact line, but this rime starting from the 

right side of the interface profile (point C' in Fig. 3-5). The distance between the two 

intersection points A and A' gave the diameter of the liquid lens (i.e., the diameter of the 

three-phase contact line). 

F d y ,  to h d  the two contact angles at each of the two intersection points A and A', 

a ssaight line was fitted to the f i t  30 coordinate points, starting from the intersection point 

A for instance, dong each of the two interfaces that are intersecting at A (Fig. 3-5, bottom 

picture). From the slopes of the fitted lines, the two contact angles 8, and 8, in Fig. 2 were 



x-pixel 

Fig.3-5 AdropprofileacquHedbmanimage(asinFig.3-4)throughanimagedetection 
schew. The distance between A and A' is 6.69 mm, representing the diameter 
of the liquid lem. The bottom picture is an enlargement of the portion enclosed 
by a rectangle in the top picture, where 30 pixel points dong each of the 
interfaces AB and AC, starting £?om the intersection point A, are used in the linear 
curve-fit. 
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obtained. n ie  same procedure was repeated for the other intersection point A'. The average 

values for 0, and 8, were used in Eq. (3-1) to calculate line tension. 

The reasons for using 30 coordinate points in the suaight line fit for finding the 

contact angles at the intersection points are as foiiows: Ideally, one would wish to find the 

tangent to the interface at the intersection, and from this tangent the contact angle would be 

calculated. One of the methods to find the tangent is to fit a few pixel points at or near the 

intersection to a straight line along the interface; the slope of the fitted line will represent the 

tangent. However, as can be seen fiom Fg. 3-5, it is not possible to use only a srnall number, 

Say 5 or fewer pixel points, because the resolution of the profile is only to the closest pixel. 

This results in horizontal smngs of pixels as shown in Fig. 3-5 (bottom picture), to the left 

of point A. To obtain adequate averaging a nurnber of pixels sigiuficantly larger than five 

must be used. By inspection of the interface profile in Fig. 3-5, it is also seen that the 

interfaces are actually curved; hence, using too many pixel points would also lead to enors. 

To seek an optimal number of pixel points used in the linear curve-fit, linear cwe-fit results 

are plotted against the nurnber of pixel points for a typical &op profile (Figs. 3-6 and 3-7). 

Figure 3-6 shows the slope of the fined maight h e  to the pixel points dong the interface AB, 

starting fiom the intersection point A, as in Fig. 3-5. It is seen that error lirnits are very large 

when using too few pixel points &ss than 10); as more pixel points (more than 40) are used, 

the slope is decreasing progressively. This latter observation is also perceived in the 

curvature along the interface AB (Fig. 3-5). Only within the region where benveen 20 and 

40 pixel points are used, are constant slopes, also with relatively s d l  error lirnirs, observed. 

The contact angle variation correspondhg to the slope fluctuation within 20 to 40 pixel point 



Number of Pixel Points 

Fig. 3-6 The slope of the fitred straight line to the interface AB in Fig. 3-5 against the 
number of pixel points used in the fit, which indicates a steady value of the slope, 
dso wiih a relatively sinal1 fluctuation, in the region of 20 to 40 pixel points. The 
errors associated with each slope are the standard errors in the linear curve-fit. 



20 30 40 
Number of Pixel Points 

Fig. 3-7 The dope of the fiited suiiight line to the interface AC in Fig. 3-5 against the 
iiumkr of pixel points usrd in the fit ,  which indicates a steady value of the slope, 
also with a rehtively small fluctuation, in the region of 20 to 40 pixel points. The 
mors associüted with each slope are the standard errors in the linear curve-fit. 
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regon is found to be less riian 0.3 O, afier converthg the slope to the angle. As will be shown 

latter, such a 4 contact angle change does not affect the h e  tension results drastically. 

Therefore, 30 pixel points were chosen for the linear cuve-fit. 

A similar pattern is found in Fig. 3-7, w here the slope of the straight line fined to the 

pixel points along the interface AC of Fig. 3-5, starting from the point A, is plotted against 

the number of the pixel points used in the fit. Agairr, a relatively constant dope is found in 

the region of 20 to 40 pixel points. When more pixel points are used in the curve-fit, the 

dope stans to increase progressively, this is also perceived in the cwature along the interface 

AC  FI^. 3-5). As a consequence from Figs. 3-6 and 3-7,30 pixel points were chosen in the 

linear curve-fitting procedure. 

Another reason for using a 30 pixel point linear curve-fit is that the 30 pixel point fit 

provides excellent linear correlation coefficients for each of the rwo intersecting interfaces 

(AB and AC in Fig. 3-5), typically, better than 0.995 for the interface AB and 0.9 for the 

interface AC dong with extremely high confidence levels (> 99.9%). It might be suggested 

to fit a higher order polynomial to the interface profile and then to calculate the slope of the 

fitted polynomial at the intersection point; however, it was found that the higher order 

polynornial fit was too sensitive to the pattern and/or noise in the pixels detected ter the 

interface (edge) (see Fig. 3-5). This resulted in contact angle fluctuation of well above 1' 

w hen a slightly different number of pixels (say, 32 instead of 30) was used for a third or 

fourth order polynomial f i t  Thus, the linear cwe-fit to 30 pixel points dong the interface 

profile s e e d  optmial (It should be noted that the above conclusion is based on the analysis 

on the present liquid lens configuration where the allcane lens size ranges h m  1 to 7 mm.) 
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three surface tensions obtained above, one could calculate the contact angles with the classical 

Neumann relation and compare the results with those calculated h m  Eqs. (3-2) and (3-3). 

The one of the two 8,;s which sigrufîcantly differs from the prediction of the classical 

Neumann mangle relation will be rejected, see below. 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Detemination of the Appropriate Sign in Equation (3-1) 

To detemiine the appropriate sign in Eq. (3-l), by using the data extracted from an 

image as shown in Fig. 3-4 for the dodecane-water-air three-phase contact line system, two 

line tension values, approximately - 1 x 10' and 8 x 10 " J/m, were calculated, corresponding 

to the negative and positive signs preceding the square rwt term on the nght-hand side of Eq. 

(3- 1 ), respectively. By applying Eqs. (3-2) and (3-3), values of 13" and l67", corresponding 

to the minus and plus signs, were obtained for O,, 

On the other hand, suppose the line tension cm be neglected, Le., the classical 

Neu- triangle relation can be used. The contact angle O,, (equal to O,, + 8,, in Fig. 3-1) 

between the air-dodecane interface and the dodecane-water interface can be calculated, 

yielding a value of 39'. With the contact angle 8, (= O,, - 28") observeci from the slope of 

the air-dodecane interface, one obtains O,, = 39 - 28 = 1 1°, whiih is close to &, = 13 " for 

the minus sign in Eq. (3-1). Because the contact angle O,, = 167 " corresponding to the plus 

sign is drastically different from the prediction h m  the classical Neumann triangle relation, 



3.2.5 Line tension calculation 

HaMng the tiiree interfacial (surface) tensions, the two contact angles and the radius 

of curvature of the three-phase contact line, the line tension can be calculated by using Eq. 

(3- 1 ), for each image acquired. In applying Eq. (3- l) ,  y ('), y(2) and yQ) correspond to the 

interfacial tensions of dodecane-air, water-air and dodecane-water, respectively. It is 

necessary to make a choice for the sign in front of the square-mot on the right-hand side of 

Eq. (3- 1). However, one had no a priori knowledge of line tension. Both of the signs were 

then us& to calculate the line tension value initially. The next step was to determine which 

one of the two line tension values was reasonable. 

Having the lhe tension value, one could calculate al1 the contact angles at the three- 

phase contact line, including O,, (Fig. 3- 1). Projecting the Quadrilateral Relation into two 

orthogonal directions, one of which foilows the horizontal line tension direction, yields [3] 

and 

Thus, the contact angle O,, can be determineci. The resulting contact angle 8,;s are expected 

to be drastically different for the two line tension values. On the other hand, it is known that 

the existence of line tension does not change contact angles by large amounts h m  those 

detennined from the classical Neumann triangle relation [55,56]. Therefore, by using the 
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this choice of sign is then rejected. Consequently, the negauve sign was used in calculating 

line tension from Eq. (3- 1). 

3.3.2 Line Tension Results from Static Measurements 

It is wonh noting again that in using Eq. (3-1) to calculate line tension, oniy two 

contact angles 0, and 0, are required (see dso Fig.3-1). The contact angles spanned by the 

dodecane-water interface do not have to be measured; hence, the diffïculty to determine the 

position of this interface is avoided. 

Figure 3-8 gives the diameter, the two contact angles 8, and 8, (c.f., Fig. 3- 1), and 

the line tension calculated f?om Eq. 3- 1. The data are shown as a function of time in a static 

experiment where the dodecane drop volume was kept constant. Within the 6 min span, there 

is no obvious trend of change in the data Small fluctuations occur in each of the four graphs 

in this figure, which correspond to less than 10% error b i t s  at the 95% confidence level. 

Particularly, the error limits for the two contact angles 8, and 8, are less than f 0. 1°, based 

on the analysis of more than 30 images of a static drop and the use of the student t- 

distribution. It is noted that ai l  the line tension values are negative, resulang in an average 

of - 1.42 f 0.1 1 x lu6 J/m at the 95% confidence level for the liquid lens with a diameter of 

6.9 1 mm. This result is entered into Table 3-1 for cornparison with the results h m  other 

liquid lenses of different diameters. 
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Fig. 3-8 The diamter, two contact angles corresponding to die slopes of the air-dodecane 
interface and air-water interface (relating to the contact angles in Fig. 3- 1 by 8, 
= and 8, = O,, + 8,, - x), and line tension plotted as a function of time up to 
6 min. The values of the diameter and Iine tension are entered into Table 3- 1. 



Table 3-1 Line Tension versus Diameters of the Dodecane Liquid Lens 

1 Diameter (mm) Line Tension (@/III) l 

- - - -  

Overall Average 

Overall95% 
Confidence Limits 

95% 
Confidence Limits 

When changing the dodecane drop volume, the diameter (and hence the curvature) 

of the three-phase contact Line changes. In this static mode, line tensions were obtained as 

shown in Table 3- 1. Again, the values of iine tension for dl five nuis, with diameters ranging 

fkom 1 to 7 nnn, are negative, on the order of 1W6 J/m. From the table, no apparent trend in 

Line tension is o b e d  with the drop size variation. Averaging these five line tensions results 

in - 1.29 f 0.24 x lu6 J/m at the 95% confidence level (Table 3-1). 

It is noted that in Table 3-1 the 95% confidence lunits for each nin are rather small 

and do not overlap fiom run to m. This is believed to be due to the random variation in the 

initial conditions under which the liquid lenses were formed. As men tioned in Section 3.2.3, 

a liquid lem was forrned by lowering the needle, which supported the pendant drop of the 

sample liquid (Fig. 3-3), through a manual conml over the mimrnanipulator. 



3.3.3 Line Tension Results from Dynarnic Measwements 

Figure 3-9 illustrates line tension as a fûnction of t h  in a dynarnic experiment, during 

which the diameter of the three-phase contact line was varied in a periodic mode from 4.5 mm 

to 7 mm. Each cycle took approximately 1 min, and two cycles are presented in Fig. 3-9. 

Although the change in the diarneter induces a periodic variation in the contact angles, 

especially for O,, the line tension essentMy remains constant The steady, slight decrease in 

the line tension is attributed to a mual accumulation of impurities (e.g., fiom the air) during 

the experiment. Applying linear regression to the line tension values yields an intercept value 

for the line tension at - 1.40 i 0.05 x lu6 Jlm (0.05 is the standard error from the linear 

regression), which is comparable to the line tension value from the static experiment (Table 

3-1). This intercept value of line tension represents the value at t h e  zero when the 

experiment stans, and hence it is assurned to be least subject to impurhies. 

An interesting feature in Fig. 3-9 is the drop-six (or lens-size) dependence of the 

contact angle, Le., the effect of diameter variation on the contact angle. Conceptually, one 

rnay adopt a sirmlar analysis as used in the drap-size dependence of contact angle for a sessile 

drop on a soiid surface [55,56], Le., to use the modified Young equation to analyze the drop- 

size dependence in Fig. 3-9. The fact that the increase in contact angle (0, in Fig. 3-9) 

corresponds to the increase in drop size (representeù by the diarneter in Fig. 3-9) indicates a 

negative value for the line tension. This confirms that the line tension in the present system 

is negative. 



Time (s) 

Fig. 3-9 The diameter, two contact angles correspondhg to the slopes of the air-dodecane 
interface and air-water interface, and line tension versus tirne in a dynamic mode, 
where the drop-site is controiled by adjusment of the &op volume of dodecane. 
The intercept at tim zero of the fitted straight line to the iine tension values yields 
a iine tension of -1.39 f 0.05 x J/m (0.05 is the standard error Mt in the 
linear regession), comparable to the values in the static experiment (Table 3- 1). 



3.4 Discussion 

3.4.1 Possible Sources of Error in Line Tension Meamrements 

By using the automatic image analys& scheme, it is possible to analyze a large amount 

of data, which aii result in a negative line tension of the order of 1W6 J/m (Table 3- 1, Figs. 3-8 

and 3-9). To confrmi this image analysis scheme, manual digitization for an image as shown 

in Wg. 3-4 was also performed. in this manual digitization, one first chose ten pixel points 

dong an interface, starting h m  an intersection point (which could be identified by eye). By 

linear curve-fitting to these ten points with a least-squares procedure, one then found the 

dope of the interface, which could be convened into a contact angle. The distance between 

the two intersection points was also measured, which represents the diarneter of the iiquid 

lens. Finally, with the contact angles and the diarneter obtained, the line tension was 

calculated using Eq. (3- 1). The resulting values were comparable to the values reportai in 

Table 3- 1, except that the scatter in the üne tension value was from - 1 to -3 x 1C6, which was 

larger than that of the automatic image analysis scheme (Table 3-1). This indicates that the 

automatic image analysis scheme can not only process a large amount of data points in a 

relatively short period of tim but also give better precision than a manual digitization scheme. 

in Fig. 3-5, which results boom the automatic irmge analysis scheme, one sees that the 

interface AC contains two steps within the first 30 pixel points fkom the intersection point A. 

There are 5, 15 and 9 pixel points in consecutive horizontal sections; the slope of a fined 

straight line will then be affecteci by the positions of these two steps. This is reflected in Fig. 
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3-9, where the scatter in the contact angle is observed. The line tension values show a 

corresponding scatter. (In Chapter 5, an irnproved version of the image analysis scheme with 

subpixel resolution in edge detection will be introduced. The results there will show reduced 

scatter in the data but nevertheless confÏrm the average values of line tension reponed here.) 

Another possible source of error might be the surface and interfacial tension 

determination. The ADSA technique is able to detemine surface and interfaciai tensions 

typicaily to +- 0.04 ml/m2 at the 95% confidence level, with the present setup. These error 

Limits will translate into an error of the order of J/m in line tension value, which is two 

orders of magnitude srnaller than the values of the line tension found. 

Funhermore, the surface/interfaciai tension values reported in Ref. [116] for severai 

other alkane-water systems were used to interpolate the vaiues for the dodecane-water 

system. The resulting surface/interfacial tensions are 23.7 1, 7 1.55 and 5 1.5 1 mJ/m2 for 

dodecane-air, water-air and dodecnne- water interfaces. respective1 y. With these values, the 

line tension corresponding to Fig. 3-8 was re-calculated, yielding -1.23 k 0.29 x J/m 

instead of - 1-42 t O. 1 1 x 104 J/m at the 95% confidence level. This indicates that the errors 

kom the surface/interfaciai tensions are mimai, not resulting in substantial change in the line 

tension value. 

3.4.2 Impossibility of Zero Line Tension 

The line tension obtained in the present experimental design is -1.29 x lu6 J/m (Table 

3- 1, with the diarneter of the liquid lens ranging fIom 1 to 7 mm). This line tension has the 
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Sam= order of magnitude as that resulting h m  the drop-size dependence of contact angle 

rneasurement on a solid srnface, although with the opposite sign [55,56]. However, this value 

ciiffers fiom that of other reports [4-341 by orders of magnitude, where an order of 10" Jlm 

is typically reported. From the perspective of the results reported here, such a result would 

mean that line tension would not be detectable, Le., o = 0. 

In order to demonstrate that our observation of the shape of the liquid lens (Fig. 3-4) 

cannot be explained in the absence of line tension or with line tension only of an order of IO-'' 

J/m, the following calculations are p e r f o d .  Fi, one calculates the contact angle with the 

classical Neumann triangle relation, Le., s e h g  the line tension zero in Eq. (2-41). Then, one 

compares this calculated contact angle with the angle measured in the present experiment. 

For a typical liquid lens, the classical Neumann relation gives the contact angle O,, = 152.9' 

(c.f., Fig. 3-l), but the expenmental value is O,, = n -8, + 8, = 155.7 f 0.2" (data from Fig. 

3-4) at the 95% confidence level. The difference in contact angle of 2.8' is an order of 

magnitude larger than the error limits in the expenment; thus, the posmbility of zero line 

tension is ruled out. 

The above not only d e s  out the possibility of zero line tension but also implies that 

a line tension of the order of 10'1° J/m is incompatible with the data obtained in the present 

experiment. This is sigmhnt since, through a dimensional argument, one may state [4] that 

line tension should be on the order of magnitude of the product of surface tension and some 

characteristic length. It has ken  speculated [4] that such a characteristic length is the width 

of a contact line region. If one takes the surface tension to be of the order of 100 d / m 2  (the 

connion order of magnitude for silrface tension) and the width of the contact line to be of the 
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order of m (one molecular size), then the estimated order of magrunide for the line 

tension would be 10-'"/m. Thus, the vdue of the order of l @ O  J/m seems reasonable. 

However, such a dimensional argument shouid be used with caution since there is no proof 

for its validity. As mentioneà in the Introduction chapter, the current development of 

statistical thermodynamics has not been able tu resolve the problems in predicting the value 

of line tension. 

Furthemre, if the above argument c m  be used for estimating line tension, a similar 

argument shouid be applicable for evaluating the order of magnitude of surface tension; that 

is, the surface tension would approximately equal the product of bu& pressure and the 

thickness of an interface. When one takes the pressure to be one amiospheric pressure and 

the thic kness of the interface to be of the order of 10-9 m, their product would predict the 

order of 10' d / m 2  for the surface tension. However, this prediction is three orders of 

magnitude smaller than the surface tension value, which is ofien of the order of 100 mJ/m2, 

such as the water surfise tension. One interesting observation is that in both predictions for 

line tension and for surface tension, the estimated values are smaller than the experimental 

ones, all by three or four orders of magnitude. This discrepancy cenainly indicates that the 

validity of this dimensional argument is questionable. 



3.4.3 Quadrilateral Pictograph of a Negative Line Tension 

Wirh the line tension measured, Le., - 1.29 x 10m6 J/m (Table 3- l), one may draw a 

quadnlateral with four sicies, in proportion, representing the three surface (in terfacial) tensions 

and the one line tension term, and using the contact angles obtained from the actual 

rneaswenaent (Fig. 3- 10). As expected, the resulting quadrilateral (top portion of Fig. 3- 10) 

looks essentially the same as a classical Neumann aiangle since the line tension value is small 

and the line tension contribution is negligible relative to the surface tension tems in the 

quadrilatd However, with a rnagnification of 100 times, one can show the conaibution of 

the line tension. While large compared to some published data, this line tension is still small 

compared to the surface tension contribution. It is seen that the negative line tension 

contribution to the quadrilateral diagram results in crossing of the two surface tension 

vectors, although the topology of the quadrilateral rernains intact. 

3.5 Summary 

The Quadnlateral Relation, as a generalization of the classical Neumann mangle 

relation, was applied to a Iiquid lem system. The line tension of the three-phase contact line 

fomed by dodecane-water-air three phases was found to be -1.29 f 0.21 x lu6 J/m ai the 

95 Z confidence level, with the diameter of the liquid lens ranging h m  1 to 7 mm. This 

value of line tension is supponed by both static and dynamic measurements on the present 

lq"d lem system In agreement with the formulation of the Quadrilateral Relation (Chapter 



Fig. 3- 10 Quacirilateral diagrarn with four sides representing three surface (interfacial) 
tensions (dodecane-air, water-air and dodecane- water) and a line tension 
contribution (dodecane-water-air three-phase contact h e )  in propoflon, using 
the contact angles obtained from the actual experiment (comsponding to Fig. 3- 
4). Because of the minuteness of the line tension relative to the surface tension, 
the resulting quadrilateral diagram looks iike a classical Neumann mangle (top 
pomon of the figure). W h  a rnagnification of 100 times, the contribution of this 
srnall, negative line tension c m  be seen, which constitutes the fourth side of the 
quadrilateral (bottom pomon of the figure). The negative h e  tension 
contribution to the quadrilateral diagram results in mssing of the two surface 
tension sides, although the topology of the quadrilateral remains intact 
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2), there is no lens-size dependence of line tension observed with the diameter of the Iiquid 

lem ranging nom 1 to 7 mm. The expexhental design presented is able to provide relarively 

stable and reproducible line tension measurements, and this design in principle works for al1 

three-phase contact line systems involving only fiuid phases. 



Chapter 4 

Line Tension Measurernent II: Lens-Size Dependence of 

Contact Angles in Liquid Lens Systems 

A methodology has been established in the preceding chapter for measuring the line 

tension in liquid lens systerns, where the Quadrilateral Relation has played an essential d e .  

The line tension of the three-phase contact line formeci by dodecane-water-air was found to 

be negative and of the order of 104 J/m, which is of the same order of magnitude as that from 

the drop-size dependence of contact angle measurement on a solid surface, although with the 

opposite sign [55,56]. This result has been confirrned from both static and dynamic 

masurements (Figs. 3-8 and 3-9). The measurement shown in Fig. 3-9 was in fact a &op- 

size or, more precisely, a lens-size, dependence of contact angle expenmenr. This leads to 

the question whether such information can be used in determinhg line tension, just as that 

used in solid-liquid-air systems. This chapter answers this question by exploring the 

possibilities of using the lens-size dependence of contact angle information to estimate the line 

tension value. 

As pointed out before, compared with those in solid-liquid-fluid systems, the 

interfaces in Liquid-liquid-fluid systems are smooth and homogeneous; hence, zero contact 

angle hysteresis is expected. That is, the contact angle measured will be independent of 

whether an advancing or a recding contact angle is used in the experiment. However, then 

is still a need to support this clairn with experimentai evidence. Furthexmore, the lem-size 
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dependence of contact angle measurement is dynamic in nature; therefore, it is reasonable to 

ask whether the rate at which the three-phase contact moves will affect the nutcome of 

contact angle measurements. These questions will be answered in this chapter. 

Specificaily, to exclude the possibüity of any fluid mechanics or other dynamic effects, 

the change of lem size was performed (in a penodic mode) at three different rates. To 

confjrm and complemnt the measurernents presented in the last chapter, contact angles were 

detemiined as a funcrion of lens diameter. In this chapter line tension results as determined 

by two approaches are presented: One is that presented in the last chapter which uses the 

quadrilateral formula k t l y  to calculate the line tension from individual floating lenses, and 

for the sake of dis~ction this is called Method 1. A dodecane liquid lens floating on a water- 

air surface was formed and the contact line was advanced and receded continuously at a fixed 

speed in order to study Ienses of different sizes. Further, a new scheme (called Method II) is 

developed to calculate line tension by reformulating the Quadrilateral Relation, where, similar 

to the application of the modifiai Young equation to the drop-size dependence of contact 

angle of a sessile drop on a solid surface, the dope of the cosine of the contact angle against 

the diarneter of contact line is used. The resulting line tension from this new scheme will be 

compared to that obtained in the last chapter (i.e., with Method 1). 

4.1 Theoretical Analysis 

The rnain purpose of this section is to generate a theoretical expression which allows 

for a correlation between line tension and the drop-size dependence of contact angle. 
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However, this may not be an easy task since, unlike the case in a solid-liquid-fluid system, no 

interface can be regarded as flat in a liquid-liquid-fluid three-phase contact fine system, due 

employed for Method 1 will be bnefly reviewed, thereby leading to a development of the 

necessary theoretical expressions of line tension in relation to the &op-size dependence of 

contact angles. 

The theoretical relation used in calculating h e  tension in Method 1 has k e n  presented 

in the last chapter. The line tension is calculated based on the values of three interfacial 

(surface) tensions, two contact angles at the three-phase contact line, and the diarneter of the 

liquid lens. The scalat form of the Quadrilateral Relation suitable for the experirnental design 

is Eq. (2-41) 

where y, and a are the surface tensions of the pendant liquid and of the base liquid 

(dodecane and water in the present case), respectively; y ,, is the interfacial tension between 

the two; o is the line tension of the three phase contact line; the sum of the three contact 

angles €4, + 8,, + 0, = 2n. 

Solving Eq. (2-41) for the line tension a ,  one obtains 

It is noted in Eq. (3-1) that this fom of the Quadrilateral Relation resernbles the modified 
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Young equation [55,56] if only the fxst texm on the right-hand side of the equation is 

retained. The modified Young equation (see ûlso Appendix A) can be witten as 

where K is the cuvature of the tbree-phase contact line of the sessiie drop on a solid surface; 

y ,, y, and y, are the surface tensions between the liquid and the air, the solid and the air, 

and the solid and the 4Wd. respectively; 0 is the liquid contact angle on the solid surface and 

is the counterpart of 8,, in Eq. (3- 1). The technique of the drop-size dependence of contact 

angle determines line tension by finding the slope (-oly") of cos8 against r = 1 / ' ,  where R 

is the radius of the contact circle. To find this slope, a series of contact angles is measured 

within a range of the curvature K of the three-phase contact line. The benefit of using the 

slope to determine line tension is that the solid surface tensions are not needed (Appendix A). 

The Method II utilizes a sirnilar slope method in conjunction with the Quacirilaterd 

Relation to calculate iine tension. However, in Eq. (3- l), the slope of cosû,, against K 

involves not only -a&, but also several other ternis. To find out how usefbi the slope 

dcos8Jd~ is in determinhg the line tension o, Eq. (3- 1) is reformulated into [123] 

where 0, = O,, 8,, = n - €4, and O,, = n -8, + 8, are employed It is apparent that in order 
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to determine the line tension o, three dopes have to be measured: dcos8,/d~, dcos8Jdcos8, 

and dcos(0,-8,)/dcos8,, in addition to al1 three surface rensions, and two contact angles 0, 

and 8,. No computational advantage over Eq. (3-1) seems to be gained. Nevertheless, the 

input required for Eq. (4-2) is quite different from that for Eq. (3-1). While the latter only 

requires information about the contact angles at one lens diameter, the former also requires 

infomtion on the lens size dependence of contact angles. Thus, while Eq. (4-2) is, at face 

value, less convenient than Eq. ( 3 4  it provides a test for the intemal consistency of the 

approach. 

FWthmre,  as will be shown later, for the dodecane-water-air the-phase contact 

line system in our present experiment, the fnst term is the dominant one on the right-hand side 

of Eq. (4-2); hence, 

The significance of Eq. (4-3) lies in the fact that the lhe tension can be estimated for the 

present system-and presmbly many skdar  ones--hm a single surface tension and the lens 

size dependence of a single contact angle. In Eq. (4-3), the surface tension can be in emr  

by a few percent at the most. Hence, the sign and the magnitude of the line tension depend 

encirely on the lem size dependence of the contact angle 8,. This is significant since the line 

tension values of the order of -104 J/m reported here are separateci from a line tension value 

of O (or IO-'' J/m) only by less than 3 degrees in €4, (see the last chapter). While the 

experimental accuracy is indeed an order of magnitude better than this, some concem about 
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a systernatic error, e.g., due :O lighting, might remain. But it would seem far less likely that 

such a putative e m r  in lighting would also prodrice a similarly faulty value for the lens-size 

dependence of the contact angle. 

4.2 Experirnental 

The materials used, the interfacial (surface) tensions measured, and the image analysis 

schemes applied were the same as those presented in the last chapter. The expenmenral 

design was also simüar to that of the last chapter, except that the rnotorized syringe was used 

smctly to Vary the size of the lens by adding and removing liquid from the Lens (c.f., Section 

3.2.3). 

4.2.1 Ex perimental Procedure 

Lenses were fomed by creating an initial dodecane drop at the needle tip then 

carefidly lowering the needle down until the drop just touched the water surface. The drop 

would then spread to form the lens, and the rnotor could then be used to pump more fluid 

in to increase the size of the lens. During the static experiment in which the lens diameter was 

held constant, images were captured at 0.5 second intervals initially and progressively less 

rapidly, up to 1 minute intervals, near the end of the run of 6 minutes. During the dynamic 

experirnents the lem size varied by changing the drop volume through the motorized syringe. 

Three motor speeds were employed: 20,5 and 1 step(s) per second, which corresponded to 
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92.2, 23.2 and 4.75 pm/s for the advancing and receding of the contact line. They also 

corresponded to approximately 1, 3.5 and 16 minutes per cycle, witti.in which the diarne.ter 

of the three-phase contact Iùie changed from 4.5 to -7 mm and back. During this size change, 

images were taken at 0.3 second intervals throughout. 

4.2.2 Line Tension Calculation 

Having the three interfacial (surface) tensions, the two contact angles and the radius 

of curvature of the three-phase contact line, the line tension can be calculated by using Eq. 

(3- 1) as well as Eq. (4-2), for each image acquired. In applying Eq. (3- l), y ,, y, and y,, 

correspond to the surface (interfacial) tensions of dodecane-air, water-air, and dodecane- 

water interfaces, respectively. As mentioned before, the negative sign in front of the square- 

root on the nght-hand side of Eq. (3-1) was chosen by comparing the expenmental contact 

angles with those predicted by the classical Neumann aiangle relation (see Chapter 3). In 

applying Eq. (4-2), three derivatives have to be determined through the &op-size de pendence 

of con tact angles; hence, a linear regression procedure was employai to find the respective 

dopes (see below). 



4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Method 1: Line Tensioa from Individual Lenses 

Figure 4 1  illustrates the results of diarneter, IWO contact angles 8, and 0, (c.f., Fig. 

3- 1 ), and line tension calculated from Eq. (3- 1) for a typical dodecane- water-air lens system. 

The data are show as a function of t h e  in the experiment in which the dodecane &op 

volume was kept constant. This is sirnilar to Fig. 3-8, except with a different lens size. 

Within the 6 min span, there is no obvious aend in the data Srnall fluctuations occur in each 

of the four graphs, which correspond to less than 10% error limits at the 95% confidence 

level. AU the line tension values are negative, resulting in - 1.2 f O. 1 x 10d J/m at the 95% 

confidence level for the liquid lens at a diarneter of 3.5 mm. 

Figures 4-2 to 4-4 illustrate the contact angle and iine tension data as a function of 

time for the case in which the diameter of the three-phase contact line was varied in a periodic 

mode fiom 4.5 rm to 7 mm Each cycle takes approxhtely 1,3.5 and 1 6 min for Fig S. 4-2, 

4-3 and 4-4, respectively. Although the change in diameter induces a periodic variation in the 

contact angles, especially in O,, the line tension essentially remains unaffected. The steady, 

siight decrease in the line tension may be attributed to a gradua1 accumulation of impurities 

during the experiment (c.f., Section 3.3.3). With the decrease in the rate of the diarneter 

change, the deche in line tension within one cycle increases, h m  Fig. 4-2 to Fig. 4-4. This 

is due to the incsease in experiment tirne. By applying linear regression to the line tension 
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Fig. 4- 1 The diameter, two contact angles defming the slopes of the dodecane-air interface 
and water-air interface (cf. Fig. 3- l), and line tension plotted as a function of rime, 
for individual static lenses. 
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Fig. 4-2 The diameter, two contact angles defining the slopes of the dodecane-air interface 
and water-air interface, and line tension venus time. The lens size is v&ed by 
adjusmnt of the drop volumc of dodecane at a rate of 1 min per cycle, Le., 92.2 
pn/s of the contact h e  movement The intercept at cime zero of the fined 
saaight line yields a line tension of - 1.4 f O. 1 x 1 O6 J/m (0.1 is the standard error 
lirnit in the linear regression). 
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Fig. 4- 3 The diameter, two contact angles defining the slopes of the dodecane-air interface 
and water-air interface, and h e  tension versus time. The lens size is varied by 
adjusmient of the drop volume of dodecane at a rate of 3.5 niin per cycle, Le., 
23.3 pm/s of the contact line movement. The intercept at t h e  zero of the fined 
straight h e  yields a line tension of - 1.3 f O. 1 x 106 J/m (0.1 is the standard error 
îimit in the linear regession). The slight decline in line tension is due to gradual 
accumulation of irnpurities at the interface and the contact line regions. 
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Fig. 4-4 The diameter, two contact angles defining the slopes of the dodecane-air interface 
and water-air interface, and lhe tension versus time. The lem size is v&ed by 
adjusmient of the drop volume of dodecane at a rate of 16 min per cycle, Le., 4.75 
pm/s of the contact h e  movement The intercept at t h e  zero of the fined 
straight h e  yields a line tension of - 1.1 1 0.1 x 1 O4 J/m (O. 1 is the standard enor 
limit in the linear regession). The slight decline in h e  tension with time is due 
to gradua1 accumulation of irnpunties at the in terface and the con tact line regions. 
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values, the intercept values for the line tension are obtained at - 1.4 f 0.1 x 10d, - 1.3 f 0.03 

x 106 and -1.1 f 0.02 x lu6 I/m (the e m r  limits are the standard error) from Figs. 4-2,4-? 

and 4-4, respectively. These values compare well with the line tension value h m  the static 

lenses (Fig. 4- 1) and that presented in the last chapter (Table 3- 1). The intercept represents 

the value of the line tension at time zero when the expenment starts; this value is assumed to 

be least subject to impurities. 

4.3.1.1 Cornparison between Advancing and Receding Contact Angles 

An interesting feature in Figs.4-2 to 4-4 is the !ens-size dependence of the contact 

angle, i.e., the effect of diameter variation on the contact angle. Figure 4-5 shows this 

dependence of the contact angle 0, on the diameter of the three-phase contact line for three 

rates. A significant change in 8, is observeci with the diameter variation between 4.5 and 7 

mm With the slowest rate of the diameter change (Fig. 4-Sc), it is seen that 8, comesponding 

to advancing and receding contact angles branches out markedly. This branching between 

advancing and receding contact angles is also indicated in Fig. 4-Sb for the intermediate rate. 

However, at the fastest speed of diameter variation (Fig. M a ) ,  essentiaiiy the same advancing 

and receding contact angle 0 ,  are seen. This indicates that the contact angle hysteresis for 

the liquid-liquid-fluid system is negligible, connary to most sessile drops on soiid surfaces 

where imperfection of the solid surfaces always induces a difference between the advancing 

and receding contact angles. 

The most likely exphnation for the rate-dependent branching between the advancing 
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Fig. 4-5 The lens-size dependence of contact angle at three different speeds of advancing 
and receding the contact line (a) 1 min per cycle, (b) 3.5 min per cycle, and (c) 16 
min per cycle. At lower speeds (b) and (c), the difference between the advancing 
contact angle and the receding contact angle is attributed to gradua1 accumulation 
of impurities to the interfaces and the three-phase contact line. 
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and receding contact angles is the accumulation of impuities at the three-phase contact line 

and the interfaces; hence, the interfacial tensions as weil as line tension cm be influenced. 

With the highest rate, the irnpurity effects, presumably linked to adsorpticm processes, do not 

influence the contact angle significantly due to a short period of t h e  of adsorption [123]. 

Further comrnents on the effects of impur@ adsorption are given in Section 5.2.1. 

4.3.2 Method II: Line Tension Calculations from the Lens-Size Dependence of Contact 

Angles 

As mentioned above, the Iens-size dependence of contact angles results fkom line 

tension effects. In a rnanner similar to the practice of the drop size dependence of contact 

angle on a solid surface 155,561, it is hoped to make use of the lens size dependence of the 

contact angles through Eq. (4-2). In Fig. 4-2, the first half cycle AB is labelled as Leg 1, the 

second haif cycle CD as Leg 2, the third half cycle EF as Leg 3, and the last half cycle GH as 

Leg 4. From each of these legs, one finds three denvatives dcose,/d~, dcosûJdcos8, and 

dcos(0 ,-O J/dcod0 , by linear curve-fitting, which are required in line tension calculation. 

Using Leg 3 as an example, typical cime-fitting results are presented in Table 4- 1. Using 

these slopes, representing the necessary denvatives, one calculates the line tension values 

from Eq. (4-2). The resuits are shown in Table 4-2, dong with the line tension results 

calculate. by Eq. (3-l), for al1 legs and all runs. 

Both equations (3-1) and (4-2) give the sarne sign and order of magnitude of line 

tension in Table 4-2. With Eq. (4-2), the mean value of the line tension shows larger 

variations f b m  one leg to another because the slopes Met bmone  leg to another, however, 
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within one leg, the error lirnits of a are much d e r  than those using Eq. (3-1). The 

ccnsiderable Merence in error limits from the two types of calculations of o arises from the 

very different mathematical procedures; the smaller error limits within one leg, calculated 

fkom Eq. (4-2), do not necessarily reflect more accurate line tension values. 

Table 4- 1. Linear Regression Results of the Three Derivatives for Leg 3 in Fig. 4-2. 

Slope )1.1410.12x104( 0.47fO.11 1 0.07I0.02 

Intercep t 1 0.84 * 0.01 1 0.50 k 0.01 1 0.93 f 0.01 

Correlation Coefficient 1 0.90 1 O. 69 1 0.64 

No. of Observations 1 24 1 24 1 24 

Note: The slope and intercept above are given in form of the mean f standard error. 

Degrees of Freedom 22 1 22 22 



Table 4-2. Line Tension o (p.J/m) as Calculated by Various Methods. 

Note: The speed above represents the rate of advancing and receding the contact line. The 

iine tension above is given in form of the mean f standard deviation. The in tercept 

is the line tension value at tirne zen, as calculated by linear regression. 

4.3.2.1 Line Tension Calculaton from a Single Swfwe Tension und Lens-Size 

Dependence of Contact Angle 

Intercept 

-1.4 k 0.1 

-1.3 * 0.03 

Also included in Table 4-2 are the results calculated by Eq. (4-3), where the line 

tension is approximated by the equation that resembles the modified Young equation for 

liquids in contact with a flat solid surface. Again, the same negarive sign and order of 
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-1.7 i 0.3 
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- 1.2 f 0.002 

-2.0 =Ir 0.005 
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-2.3 I 0.006 
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-3.0 k 0.007 
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magnitude of line tension are produced although the values show relatively large variations 

6om one leg to another. The absolute values of the results of Eq. (4-3) tend to De larger by 

approximately 50% than those obtained from Eq. (4-2). This clearly indicates that for this 

system and presumably many simüar ones, Eq. (4-3) can be expected to give the correct sign 

and order of magnitude of line tension, all on the basis of essentially a single lens size 

dependence of contact angle. 

If the lower liquid (water in the present case) has a much higher density than both the 

lens liquid and the arnbient (bathing) fluid. then it is unlikely that the liquid lem defoms the 

interface between the fluid and the lower liquid to a signifiant extent. In this situation, the 

liquid lens would be indeed similar to that of a sessile drop on a solid surface. The 

corresponding mechanical equilibnum condition becomes the modified Young equation (see 

also Section 2.3.2. l), which is the only balance relation that applies (in the direction that is 

parallel to the horizontal top of the lower liquid). Thus, following this argument, Eq. (4-3) 

would provide a much better approximation for line tension than just the sign and the order 

of magnitude. In fact, Wallace and Schürch 146,471 have used this approach based on Eq. 

(4-3) to m u r e  line tension; their expenments were perfomed on a substrate-bathing fluid 

interface modifîed by a surfactant monolayer (where an estimate of the monolayer surface 

tension w as required). 



4.4 Discussion 

4.4.1 Rate Dependence of the Contact Angle and the Line Tension 

Within the emr  Wts,  there is no considerable rate dependence of the contact angle 

and subsequendy calculated line tension (Figs. 4-2 to 4-4, Fig. 4-5 and Table 4-2) for the 

range of speeds studied. This is expected because of the high mobility of the fluid phases. 

In general, a rate-dependence is associated with either hydrpdynamics or adsorption at the 

surface and/or at the contact line. Within our speed mnge of changing the liquid lens 

diameter, hydrodynamic effects are unlikely to play a role. On the other hand, since pure, 

essentially mutually M b l e  iiquids were used to fom the three-phase contact line system, 

adsorption processes would not occur, except possibly for impurities. This is in contrast to 

liquid lenses fomed by solutions, e.g., surfactant solutions, where the equilibration of the 

three-phase contact line system is expected to be important due to the adsorption of the 

solutes at the surfaces and the contact line. 

Although the rate of diarneter change does not affect the contact angle and the line 

tension directly, the impurity effixts increase with decreasing speed of the lens size variation. 

The iine tension decline becomes more apparent as sbwer rates are used, see Fig. 4-2 to Fig. 

4-4. Furthemore, the difference between the advancing contact angle and the receding 

contact angle becomes more eMdent at lower speeds (Fig. 4-5). The inipurities tend to reduce 

the contact angle O,, while, on the other hand, the line tension affects the contact angle such 

that during advancing 8, is increased, and subsequently decreased upon receding of the 
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contact line. Therefore, opposing effects on the contact angle 8, h m  impur@ accumulation 

and the iine tension occur during advancing the &CC-phase contact line (leg AB in Figs. 4-3 

and 4-4); in the contact angle receding mode (leg CD in Figs. 4-3 and 4-4), additive effect. 

from both impurity accurnulaaon and the line tension occur. As a result, the receding contact 

angle shows a iarger slope with respect to the diameter of liquid lens, and this is also reflected 

in the line tension calcdation using Eqs. (4-2) and (4-3) (Table 4-2). In Table 4-2, the line 

tensions calculated by using slopes obtained from the receding contact angles are generally 

more negative than those from the advancing contact angles. 

4.4.2 Lens-Size Dependence of Contact Angles 

Using the lens-size dependence of contact angle as input infomiation, which is 

different from that used in Eq. (3- l), the line tension calcularion with Eq. (4-2) provides an 

independent rneans and hence conhnation for the resuhs of line tension calculated by Eq. (3- 

l), at least, to the order of magnitude and the sign. When negltcting the tems on the right- 

hand side of Eq. (4-2) except the first one, Eq. (4-3) results. The justification for Eq. (4-3) 

is as follows: The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4-2), yddcos0ddcos8,), is small 

relative to the fist term, because the derivative dcos8Jdcos0, is close to zero (in Figs. 4-2 

to 4-4,0, shows little dependence on the lens-size). The last terni on the right-hand side of 

Eq. (4-2) is complicated, and only through the actual computation within the whole range of 

contact angles in the experiment can this terni be shown to be s d  relative to the first term. 

Therefore, Eq. (4-3) allows for an estirriate of line tension with only one lens-size dependence 
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of contact angle and one surface tension, y ,. 
As stated earlier, the significance of this result lies in the fact that the Sgn and the 

order of magnitude of line tension depend, apart from the relatively trivial matter of the 

surface tension y,  of the floating lens, only on the lens-size dependence of the contact angle 

0,. It would be very difficult if not impossible to ascribe the Iens-size dependence reported 

here to artefacts, such as imperfection of the lighting in the experiment. Thus, the conclusion 

seems inevitably that the line tension is negative and of the order of 10" J/m in the dodecane- 

water-air three-phase contact line system. 

4.5 Summary 

Two techmques are used to calculate iine tension: Method 1 utilizes the Quadrilateral 

Relation directly on individual liquid lenses, and Method II is based on the lens-size 

dependence of contact angles. The contact angle and the line tension of the dodecane-water- 

air three-phase contact line system are measured at three speeds of advancing and receding 

the contact line. With the highest speed, where the impurity influence on the contact angle 

is minimized, no contact angle hysteresis is observed. No apparent rate dependence of 

contact angle and line tension cm be nieasured, other than that due to impurity accumulation 

at lower speeds. 

The lem-size dependence of contact angles can be used to calculate line tension. With 

Eq. (4-2) three denvatives need to be obtained in addition to two contact angles and three 

surface tensions. No computational advantage can be gained by using Eq. (4-2) over Eq. (3- 
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1); however, as an independent computation scheme, the resulting iine tension values can be 

uscd to confimi the results previously obtained witii Eq. (3- 1) if only the s i g  and tie order 

of magnitude are the primary concems. 

When sirnphfjmg Eq. (4-2) by neglecting less important terms, Eq. (4-3) results, 

which resembles the modified Young equation for sessile drops on a flat solid surface. For 

the system studied here, by using Eq. (4-3), an estimate of line tension can be obtained to a 

factor of two, based ody on one slope of the contact angle against the lens-size and one 

surface tension. 

In all situations, the line tension calculated is negative and between - 1 to -4 x lu6 J/m, 

and probably nearer -1 x 106 J/m if impurity effects can be avoided. The results agree well 

with the data calculated using Method 1 which yielded a line tension value of - 1.29 f 0.2 1 x 

lu6 J/m (see also Chapter 3). 



Chapter 5 

Line Tension Measurement III: Chain-Length Dependence 

of Line Tension in the Alkane-Water-Air System 

In the preceding two chapters, methodologies have been established for line tension 

measurement. Using a dodecane-water-air three-phase contact line system, the line tension 

was detennined to be negative and of the order of 106 J/m, based on individual liquid lenses 

or on the lem-size dependence of contact angles. In this chapter, the line tension 

measurement will be extended to a series of aikanes. The purpose of this study is twofold: 

One, it is expected that the line tensions of sinBIar chemical systems would not be significan tl y 

different, and hence the same sign and order of magnitude are anticipated for all  the alkane- 

water-air three-phase contact line systems. Two, it is known that the surface tension of 

akanes monotonicaily decreases with decreasing chain-length [90,110,124]. It would be 

interesting to investigate whether a simiiar aend in line tension with decreasing alkane chain- 

length exists. 

As demonstrateci in Chapter 3, the line tension caiculation relies on measurement of 

two independent contact angles at the three-phase contact line. For the measurement of 

contact angles, an image analysis scheme is required to generate liquid meniscus profiles after 

image acquisition, and edge detection is the key for obtaining high quality data. In the 

previous studies (Chapters 3 and 4), the edge detection scheme had only pixel resolution, 

which resulted in a certain degree of scatter in contact angle values and hence a scatter in the 
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line tension value as calculated from the Quadriiateral Relation. In this chapter, a new image 

analysis scheme is presented in which sub-pixel resolution is achieved in edge detection. It 

is hoped to demonstrate that, with the ins,roved image analysis scheme, the scatter in contact 

angles and line tension c m  be reduced. 

Overall, the two objectives of this chapter are: i) to study the hydrocarbon chain- 

length dependence of the line tension in the alkane-water-air three-phase contact line system; 

ii) to apply the new image analysis scheme for obtaining accurate contact angle data and 

hence line tension values. 

5.1 Experimental 

The basic experimental setup and procedure were the sarne as that described in 

Chapter 3; the following only provides the information which was additional to or different 

from that in Section 3.2. 

5.1.1 Materials 

The aikanes used in the experiment were hexadecane, tetradecane, dodecane and 

decane; they were obtained from Aldrich Chernical Company, Inc., USA, with a purity of 

99+%. Water was deionized and glass distilled; its purity was checked by surface tension 

measurement which, at 25OC, resulted in 72.14 i 0.04 mJ/m2 at the 95% confidence level (the 

experimental method employed was ADSA as described in Chapter 3), which was in good 
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agreement with literature values [ 1241. Each of the alkanes was mutually saturated with the 

water for at least 12 hours before the experiment. 

5.1.2 Interfacial (Surface) Tensions 

In order to calculate line tension h m  the Quadrilateral Relation, surface tensions of 

water and alkane and interfacial tension of water-alkane are needed. The method employed 

to obtain these values was the same as that describeci in Chapter 3. The results of these 

surface/interfacial tensions are shown in Table 5-1, which are comparable to the data 

published in Ref. [116]. Also included in the table are the densities of the liquids, measured 

under the condition of munial saturation, w hich are necessary in the surface/in terfacial tension 

measurement (cf. Section 3.2.2). 

Table 1. Interfacial or Surface Tensions (d/m2) and Mass Densities (g/cm3) 

of Alkanes and Water under Mutual Saturation, at 25°C. 

1 Water Surface Tension 1 72.18 1 72.35 1 71.93 1 71.98 1 
Alkane Surface Tension 

1 Aikane-Water Interfacial Tension 1 53.82 1 52.7 1 1 52.09 1 5 1.20 1 

] Density of V!ater 1 0.9970 1 0.9970 1 0.9970 1 0.9969 1 

Cl&, 

26.44 

C14HM 

25.64 

C1#26 

23.53 

C l O b  I 

22.79 



5.1.3 Image Analysis 

i-Iaving acquired the drop image (cf. Section 3.2), an image analysis scherne is needed 

to extract the drop pronle and to obtain the profile coordinates of interfaces. The goal in this 

procedure is to obtain the diameter of the three-phase contact line (i.e., the diarneter of the 

liquid lens) and two contact angles (8, and O,) at the intersection point of the three interfaces 

(Fig. 3- 1). A program in C language was written to process the digital irnage of the liquid 

lem. As in the previous work (Chapter 3), the Sobel operator was the edge detection 

technique used to obtain the liquid lens profile from the digital image. The values obtained 

by applying the Sobel operator to a digital image represent the change in intensity or gray 

levels at any given pixel of the image with respect to adjacent pixels. Thus, edge points cm 

be found by searching for high Sobel values in the image. As mentioned above, our earlier 

effort to obtain the liquid lens profile was based on edge detection with pixel resolution, 

resulting in a certain degree of scatter in contact angles (Chapter 3). In the present study, an 

edge detection scheme with sub-pixel resolution was adopted. In addition, to enhance the 

reliability and efficiency of the program, a new strategy was used for finding the intersection 

point from the extracted profile. 

A typical liquici lens image is shown in Fig. 5-1, where the derails (see below, Fig. 5-2) 

in gray level variation across the edge of the lens were removed in order to increase the 

conaast of the image. The new edge detection scheme works as follows: Three cwrdinate 

points are selected by the user, one anywhere inside the needle at the top of the image (point 

1 in Fig. 5-1) where the program is going to start searching for the edges (left and right), and 
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two points near the ieft and right boundaries of the image (points 2 and 3 in Fig. 5- 1) that 

specify where the program will stop following the edgeJ. 

Starting fiom point 1, the program searches to the lefi for the point with the maximum 

Sobel gradient value [ 1 14,115,120,12 11, which detemiines the location of the fmt point of 

the left edge within pixel resolution, Le., pixel integer coordinate values. Figure 5-2 shows 

how the intensity or gray level of the pixels change across the edge of the drop h m  higher 

values on the bright background of the image to lower values inside the dark &op, and how 

the Sobel values reach a maximum at the pixel location that corresponds to the edge of the 

drop (x = 267 in Fig. 5-2). This edge detection procedure is essentially the same as the that 

of the previous method descnbed in Chapter 3. 

To refine the location of the edge to sub-pixel resolution (i.e., red or f loa~g-p~int  

coordinate values), it is clear that the Sobel gradient values near the edge start increasing 

gradually a few pixels away From the edge and decrease as one moves past the edge. 

Therefore, one c m  get a more accurate location of the edge by fitting a quadratic polynomial 

to the Sobel gradient values of a few pixels in the directions normal to the edge (to the left 

and to the nght directions in thjs case for the h t  point) and hding the maximum Sobel value 

of the firted polynonnal[122]. in Fig. 5-2, this corresponds to the edge location at x = 266.9. 

To detemine the nurnber of pixels to use for the polynomial fit, one notices that the 

nurnber of pixels containeci benveen the points where the Sobel gradient values start to 

increase on both sides of the edge mies depending on the sharpness and contrast of the 

image. For sharp and bright images, this "band" was usually found to be five pixels wide (the 

pixel with the maximum Sokl value and two pixels on each side), and wider for images 
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The intensity or graylevel of the pixel change across the edge of the liquid lens 
from higher values on the bright background of  the image to lower values inside 
the dark image. The Sobel values reach a maximum at the pixel location that 
corresponds to the edge o f  the lens at x = 267. After refining the location o f  the 
edge to sub-pixel resolution, x = 266.9. 
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with less contrast. To automate the procedure, the program selects the pixels on both sides 

of die edge that have Sobel values greater than 50% of the maximum value, or 5 pixels, 

whichever is larger. The quadratic polynomial fit is then performed on these pixels and the 

location of its maximum value is computed to ~btain the edge location with subpixel 

resolution. if the subpixel edge location is more than one pixel away h m  the original pixel 

value, the sub-pixel value is rejected and only the pixel resolution point is used. 

Once an edge point has been found, only adjacent pixels in the direction of the edge 

are scanned for the next edge point (the edge is assurned to be continuous) and the sub-pixel 

algorithm is applied u n d  the specified end points are reached (points 2 and 3). To determine 

the direction of search and to avoid sudden change of direction due to noise in the data, the 

width of the Sobel band (see above) is computed in dl  directions (vertical, horizontal and 

diagonal) at the edge point Since this bandwidth is minimum in the direction normal to the 

edge, the search direction is set to the direction normal to the minimum bandwidth. For 

instance, at the first edge point near point 1, the light intensity gradient is larger in the 

horizontal direction w hich is reflected by a nmwer  Sobel band in the same direction. This 

means that at this point the edge is vemcal, and one searches for the next edge point in the 

vertical direction. 

The outcome of this algorithm is show in Fig. 5-3 (top), with the enclosed 

rectangular area enlarged in the bottorn figure. From this figure, it cm be seen that, with sub- 

pixel resolution edge detection, radier smooth interfaces (edges) are obtained, in particular 

for the lower part of the curve comesponding to the air- water interface. In cornparison, Fig. 

5-4 shows the profie of the same liquid lens system when using the edge detection with pixel 



Fig. 5-3 

x-coordinates (pixels) 

A drop profile (top) acquired h m  the image in Fig. 5-1 through the edge 
detection scheme with subpixel resolution The distance between A and A' is 6.8 
mm, representing the diameter of the liquid lens. The botrom picture is an 
enlargement of the portion enclosed by the rectangle in the top picture, where 30 
pixel points dong each of the interfaces AB and AC, starting from the intersection 
uoint A, are used in the linear curve-fit (see textl. 



Fig. 5-4 

x-c oordinates (pixels) 
A drop profile (top) acquired h m  die image in Fig.5-1 through the edge 
derection scheme with pixel resolution. The distance between A and A' is 6.7 
mm, representing the diarneter of the liquid lem. The bottom picture is an 
enhgefnent of the portion enclosed by the rectangle in the top picture, where 30 
pixel points dong each of the interfaces AB and AC, starting h m  the intersection 
point A, are included. Note dut two steps m u r  in the lower portion of the cuve 
(bottom picture) because of the limitation of pixel resolution in edge detection. 
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resolution (see also Section 3.2.4 and Fig. 3-5). It is seen that several steps occur in the 

lower pan of the c w e  in Fig. 5-4; this wiil result iii uncertainty in the slope of the saaight 

line that is fitted to this portion of the profile (see below), i.e., the slope will fluctuate 

depending on the number of fitted points. 

The next step of the image analysis is to find the two intersection points h m  the 

profile, Le., the coplanar points A and A' in Fig. 5-3. The smtegy used in this chapter for 

finding A is different h m  that in Chapters 3, and is describeci as follows: First, locate two 

points B and C on the edge, far away h m  the intersection A (Fig. 5-5); this cm be done by 

choosing B and C anywhere near the s y ~ g e  needle and the leh boundary of the profile, 

respectively (see also Fig. 5-3). Then, B and C are connected with a straight line, and the 

distance, d, of each point on the edge (between B and C) to the line BC is computed. The 

point corresponding to the maximum distance represents the intersection point A, whose 

coordinates are recorded. The location of this intersection point may be refined by image 

analysis means: 

For each (sub-)pixel point on the edge (interface), one can fit two straight lines to a 

few pixels of the edge: one to the lefr and the other to the right of this chosen point. The 

number of pixels used in the Linear cmve fitting was selected to be 30 (see below). If this 

chosen point is not at the intersection, then one of the two fined lines wiU go over the 

intersection point. For instance, if this chosen point is on the edge AC (Fig. 5 - 3 ,  then the 

right fitted line will go over the intersection point A, and some pixels on the edge AB will 

have ken used for the linear cuve fitting. Beween the two fiaed saaight lines, an angle is 

fomed at this chosen point. It may be seen that this angle will not be minimum unless this 



Fig. 5-5 Illustration o f  the procedure for locating the intersection point A: 1 )  finding the 
maximum distance, d, o f  a point on the interfaces to the straight line BC. and 2) 
finding the smallest angle, 8, between the two fined suaight lines, one to the left 
and the other to the right o f  a point which is within the range of ten pixel points 
away from the point A. 
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chosen point is at the intersection. Therefore, the minimm angle between the two fitted 

straight lines may be used for locating the intersection point, as an dtemative to the method 

based on the maximum distance d to the line BC described above (Fig. 5-5). 

A program in C language was written for this purpose (Appendix C), the strategy of 

which is as follows: First, one chooses 20 consecutive pixels, centered around the potît A 

which m y  be predetermined by the maximum distance method. Then, for each of these 20 

pixels, starhg fkom the left end, one computes the angle foxmed at this chosen pixel point by 

the two straight lines which are fitted to 30 pixels each: one to the left and the other to the 

right of this chosen point The point comesponding to the minimum angle will be located as 

the intersection. The Ieast squares method was used in the linear curve-fit. 

Once the two intersection points (A and A' in Fig. 5-3) were located, two contact 

angles required in iine tension calculation 8, and 8, (Fig. 3- 1) were then obtained in the same 

rnanner as that describeci in Section 3.2.4. where 30 pixels were also used in the least squares 

linear cwe-fit. 

The rationale for using 30 (sub-)pixel points to perfonn the linear me- f i t  is similar 

to that described in Section 3.2.4 where edge detection is of pixel resolution. Briefly, when 

a srnail number of points, say five or fewer, were used, the error associated with the curve-fit 

would be large and hence resuit in a large scatter in the contact angles determineci h m  the 

slopes of the fitted lines. On the other hand, if a large number of points, Say forty or more, 

were chosen for the curve-fit, the curving of the interfaces would influence the results, 

causing a deviation from the tangents at the intersection point (Fig. 5-5). Therefore, an 

optimal number of points must be sought Figure 5-6 shows the contact angles 8, and O,, 



number of fitting points 

Fig. 5-6 The contact angles 0, and 8, obtained fiom a linear curve-fit as a function of the 
number of the points used in the fining procedure, which indicates a steady value, 
also with a relatively small fluctuation, in the region of 20 to 40 points. The 
errors associated with each siope are the standard erron in the linear curve-fit. 
In addition, the correlation coefficients associated with the curve- f i t .  appear to 
reach the plateau when using 20 points in the fitting procedure, and a M e r  
increase in the number of the points does not result in a significant increase in the 
correlation coefficient value. 
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determined h m  the slopes, as a huiction of the number of points used in the linear curve-fit 

As expected, large erron are associated with using smaU numbers of the points, and a 

progressive decrease in 8, and increase in 8, occur when too large a number of points are 

used in the cwe-fit. ûnly in the region of 20 to 35 points, can both small errors and 

relatively constant contact angles be found (Fig. 5-6). In addition, in the same region, the 

correlation coefficient reaches a plateau; a further increase in the number of fitting points does 

not improve the correlation coefficient significantly. Therefore, 30 points were selected for 

the linear curve-fit (c.f., Section 3.2.4). 

It is wonh n o ~ g  that choosing 30 (sub-) pixel points to perform the linear curve-fit, 

instead of other nurnbers of points between 20 and 35, e.g., 25 points, is somewhat arbitrary. 

As shown in Fig. 5-6, the error lirnits of the contact angles within the region of 20 to 35 

points are overlapping; the ciifference in the average contact angle is generally less than 1'. 

Furthemore, it was demonstrated in Section 3.4.2 that the line tension does not change its 

sign or order of magnitude unless the contact angle is varied by 3'. Therefore, the choice of 

30 points used in the cwe-fit will not affect the line tension result that this thesis concems. 

5.2 Results and Discussion 

5.2.1 Improvement from the Edge Detection and Image Analysis Scheme 

Figure 5-7 illustrates line tension as a function of tirne in a dynamic experiment for a 

dodecane liquid lens on the water surface, during which the diameter of the three-phase 

contact line was varieci in a periodic mode from 4.5 to 7.0 mm. Each cycle takes 



time (s) 
Fig. 5-7 The diameter, two contact angles, and line tension versus time in a dynamic 

experiment for a dodecane liquid lem on the water surface. The results are 
obtained from the image analysis scheme described in the text Compared with 
the results in Fig. 5-8 (see below), which are obtained h m  the original image 
analysis scheme used in Chapter 3, this present version of image analysis, 
including edge detection with subpixel resolution, signifkantly reduces the scatter 
in the contact angles and hence in the line îension. 



time (s) 

Fig. 5-8 The diameter, two contact angles, and line tension versus tirne in a dynamic 
experiment for a dodecane liquid lens on the water surface. The results are 
obtained h m  the original image analysis scheme used in Chapter 3 with pixel 
resolunon in edge detecaon. Note that the data show a relatively large scaner, 
compareci wiih diose in Fig. 5-7. 
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appruximately one minute, and two cyc!es are shown. It is sten that both contact angles 0, 

and 0, Vary smoothly with the diameter of the contact line, and the line tension calculateci 

h m  Eq. (3-1) is consistently negative and of the order of 104 J/m. To compare the present 

image analysis scheme with the previous one (Chapter 3). the same liquid lens images were 

re-analyzed using the image analysis scheme used previously whexe edge detection is of pixel 

resolution (Chapter 3). The result is shown in Fig. 5-8, from which one can see that, as the 

diameter of the dodecane liquid lens varies, the corresponding contact angles 8, and 4 

change with a relatively large fluctuation. As a result, the line tension shows a larger 

fluctuation, as compared with that in Fig. 5-7. 

Although the present image analysis scheme provides a morr precise determination 

of contact angles and lhe tension, both the present and the previous schemes result in a 

negative line tension, of the order of 1û6 J/m. Another common feature in Figs. 5-7 and 5-8 

is that there is a slightly downward trend in line tension with t h e  once the diameter stans 

varying. This is, as explained before, possibly due to the gradua1 accumulation of irnpurities 

at the the-phase contact h e  and at the interfaces, since there may be a srnall amount of 

irnpurities originally contained in the sample îiquids. However, it is obsenred that, in static 

experiments (see below), such a downward trend in line tension is not apparent. The 

Merence between the results of the nvo types of experiments may be due to the movement 

of the three-phase contact line in the dynamic experiments. Such movement may accelerate 

the accumulation of impurhies at hie contact line and the interfaces. On the other hand, in 

static experiments, the accumulation may not be sufficientiy fast so that its e f f m  on line 

tension are not detected. 
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Furthemore, the difference between the dynamic and the static experiments in the 

observation of s downward trend in line tension d g h t  be explained in terms of the rate 

constants for adsorption smi desorption. It is generally believed that for many molecules the 

rate constant for adsorption is higher than that for desorption. In dynamic experimnts, the 

surface area of interfaces is varied continuously in association with the movement of the 

three-phase contact line. When the surface area is increased, impurity molecules adsorb at 

the interfaces due to the availability of additionai adsorption sites. When the surface area is 

decreased, impurity molecules do not desorb from the interfaces as fast as they adsorb, 

because of a lower rate constant for desorption. As a result, the cycling of the surface area 

genmtes a net adsorption of impurity molecules at the interfaces, and hence accelerates the 

accumulation of impurities at the interfaces. Similarly, for the b - p h a s e  contact line, the 

back and forth movement of the contact line would generate a net adsorption of impurity 

molecules and accelarate the accumulation of impurities. Therefore, the downward trend in 

line tension with tirne is more noticeable in dynarnic experiments than in static experiments. 

5.2.2 Line Tension as a Function of the Alkane Chain-Length 

For the four allüuie systems studied: hexadecane, teaadecane, dodecane and decane, 

Fig. 5-9 shows representative results for each alkane liquid lens on the water srirface. In Fig. 

5-9a, the results of diameter, two contact angles 8, and O,, and line tension calculated h m  

Eq. (3- 1) are illustrated as a funaion of tim for the hexadecane-wata-air thne-phase contact 



time (s) 

Fig. 5-9a The diameter, two contact angles, and line tension ploned as a function of time 
up to 60 s in the static mode of the experiment for hexadecane. The errm are al l  
at the 95% confidence leveL The scatter in the data appears to increase with 
decreasing aikane chah-length (hm Figs. 5-9a to 5-9d). 
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Fig. 5-9b The diameter, two con tact angles, and line tension ploaed as a function of time 
up to 60 s in the static d e  of the experiment for tetradecane. The mrs are a l l  
at the 95% confidence level. nie scatter in the data appears to increase with 
decreasing alkane c hain-length. 



tirne (s) 

Fig. 5% The diameter, two contact angles. and line tension ploned as a function of time 
up to 60 s in the static mode of the experiment for dodecane. The enors are all 
at the 9 5 2  confidence level. The scatter in the data appears to increase with 
decreasing alkane c hain-length. 



tirne (s) 

Fig. 5-9d The diameter, two contact angles, and line tension ploned as a function of time 
up to 60 s in the static mode of the experiment for decane. The errors are all at 
the 95% confidence level. The scatter in the data appears to increase with 
decreasing alkane chain-length. 
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line system It is seen that the line tension obtained shows little fluctuation, with an average 

value of -2.16 f 0.05 pJ/m at the 95% confidence level. Sidlar results are shown in Fig. 5- 

9b, 5-9c and 5-9d for the tetradecene, dodecane, and decane-water-air three-phase contact 

line system, respectively. With the decrease in alkane chah-length, a decnase in the absolute 

value of line tension is observed: -2.16 f 0.05, -1.59 f 0.03, - 1.13 f 0.03, and -0.79 i 0.09 

pJ/m for hexadecane, tetradecane, dodecane, and decane, respectively. The results are 

summarized in Table 5-2; the vahie for hexadecane is an average over t h e  independent runs 

(&ta not shown), and that for dodecane is an average over five independent runs (see Table 

5-3). 

Table 5-2. Line Tensions of Akane-Water-Air Three-Phase Contact Lines 

Hexadecane Tetradecane Dodecane Decane 

Line Tension (pJ/m) - 1.98 - 1.59 - 1.09 - 0.79 
-- - 

95% Conf. Lirnits î 0.06 k 0.05 * 0.24 k 0.09 

From Table 5-2, it is inferred that the line tension is negative, and the absolute value of line 

tension increases with alkane chah length. 

The fluctuation in the data tends to increase with the decrease in alkane chain-length, 

see Egs. 5-9a to 5-9d. With the decane-water-air system, the scatter in line tension is 10% 

(Fig. 5-9d). In the a d  experirnentation, it was found that it was more dficult to f m  and 

maintain a decane wuid lens than a hexaâecane lens. Evennially, the lem detached from the 

needle and fbated down the m e d  watcr siirfaçe. The hexadezane-water-air system was the 



most stable and could be maintained statically up to haif an hour, while the decane-water-air 

systcni could only be maintained for ten minutes or less. This observation also indicates the 

limitation of the current technique for measuring line tension; i.e., formation and some 

stability of a liquid lens are necessary. 

5.2.3 Lens-Size Dependence of Line Tension 

It is noted that in Table 5-2, the error limits of the line tension for the dodecane 

system are larger than those for the other systems. This is due to the fact that the range of 

diameter of the dodecane liquid lens used in the exparnient was much larger than those of the 

other alkane systems, and hence a larger amount of randornness, due to the change in lens 

size, might occur in the measurement. However, on the other hand, the question arises 

whether a drop-size dependence of line tension exists. Table 5-3 shows the line tension as 

a function of lens size for the dodecane-water-air three-phase contact line system. The 

images used are the same as those of Table 3-1, but the image analysis given here is of 

subpixel resolution. 

It is observed that the line tension value fluctuates as the lens size varies, but there is 

no obvious trend as the diameter of the liquid lens changes h m  about 1.8 to 6.8 mm. The 

resulting average of line tensions is -1.09 f 0.24 pJ/m at the 95% confidence level, 

comparable to that in Table 3-1. 



Tabk 5-3. Line Tension versus the Diameter of a Dodecane Liquid Lens 

on the Air-Water Surface 
- - -- . --- 

Diameter (mm) Line Tension (IJlm) 95% C.L. 

1.84 - 1.44 I 0.03 

2.3 1 - 0.97 I 0.09 

3.48 - 1.13 * 0.03 
4.50 - 0.9 1 I 0.03 

6.84 - 1.00 * 0.07 
Overall Average 

Overail 95% 
Confidence Limits 

In the formulation of the Quadrilateral Relation for three-phase contact lines, line 

tension is tacitly assurnecl to be independent of the size of the the-phase contact line, i.e., 

the cwature of the system [?]. This assumption is consistent with the fact that line tension, 

in a proper thermodynamic analysis, appears in both the Quadrilateral Relation and the 

mciified Young equation [78] (i.e., the mechanical equilibrium condition for dividing lines) 

at the lowest level of generality, i.e., the same level in the hierarchy at which the classical 

Laplace equation is the appropnate equilibrium condition between bulk phases. AU these 

relations follow from the general analysis ody under the assumption that a i l  tensions are 

independent of cwature [78]. The results in Table 5-3 are in agreement with these 

theoretical assumptions. 



53 Summary 

The newly-devebped image anaiysis scheme with subpixel resolution 11221 for edge 

detection not only confims the h e  tension results obiaincd previously (Chapters 3 and 4) but 

also proves to be more precise, as reflected in the reduced scatter in contact angles and line 

tension. For the four alkanes: hexadecane, tetradecane, dodecane and decane, the absolute 

value of line tension increases with increasing aikane chain-length. The value of line tension 

of the dodecane-water-air three-phase contact line is shown to be independent of the lens size, 

Le., the curvature of the three-phase contact Iine, which is in agreement with the theoretical 

considerations presented in the present thesis (Chapter 2). 



Chapter 6 

Summary and Conclusions 

The concept of iine tension arises as a natural and necessary extension of the 

requirements of a fundamental equation when applied to systems with multiphase boundary 

curves. Line tension is defined in complete andogy to the accepted thedynamic 

defitions for buIk pressure and surface tension; it reprcsents the excess fne  energy per unit 

length of a multi-phase boundary curve. Despite being a weil-defineci thermodynamic 

quantity, line tension had not been quantified satisfactorily. The major problems associateci 

with the experiments reported in the literanire. bcfore this thesis, are: (i) the chosen three- 

phase contact line systems in which necessary contact angles can be readiy measured are 

often complicated, leading to difficulties in expaimental control; (ii) the theoreticai models 

used in data andysis are not always straighâorward, r e s d ~ g  in signifîcant errors in 

calculating line tension (e.g., for methods based on heterogeneous nucleation). 

In view of these difficulties, study of a simple three-phase contact line system, Le., a 

liquid lens, was chosen in this thesis. In order to determine line tension, a new thwreticd 

fhmework was generated, which provides a straighdorward correlation between line tension 

and measUrable quantities. Subsequently, a new experimental strategy was developed, which 

allows detemiinaton of line tension through the application of this theoretical framework to 

Muid lem systerns. An initial demonstration of this experimental strategy was conducted on 

a dodecane-water-air three-phase contact Line system, where a negative line tension of the 
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order of 106 J/m was obtained. 

To cunfim this line tension value, two additional computational schemes for 

calculating line tension were developed; the nquired input is the lens-size dependence of 

contact angles. These two schemes not only provide a test for the intenial consistency of the 

approach, but also eliminate the concem about a syswnatic emor, e.g., due to lighting in the 

experimental design. 

In the third stage of the experimental work, a series of allüuies was used to fom three- 

phase contact line systems, and line tensions were detemiined in order to investigate the 

dependence of line tension on hydrocarbon chain-length. In addition, an improved image 

analysis scheme was developed, where an edge detection with subpixel resolution [ 1221 was 

adapted. This resulted in a re-conf"mation of the line tension value obtained, with higher 

accurac y. 

S pecificall y, the following conclusions may be drawn: 

1. The contact line Quadrilateral Relation was derived using the fize energy minimum 

principle. This relation generalizes the classical Neumann triangle relation by 

inc1uding line tension effects into the mechanical equiiibrium condition of three-phase 

contact lines. 

2. A graphical representation of the Quadrilateral Relation was developed, which 

consists of three surface (interfaciai) tension quantities and a line tension tenn ( o ~ ) .  

From the quaddateral pinograph, it becornes easy to derive various f o m  of the 
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Quadrilateral Relation and to evaluate which fonn(s) would be appropriate for a 

particular experimental situation. 

3. Several cornmon geometries were discussed and smtegies for deterrnining the line 

tension are proposai. In all cases invohing defoxmable liquid phases, the line tension 

rnay be obtained from two contact angles in addition to three surface tensions. 

4. An experimental strategy for measuring line tension was developed, where the 

Quadrilateral Relation was applied to liquid lens systems. The experimntal 

procedure consists of (i) image acquisition (to obtain the cross-sectional image of 

liquid lenses), (ii) image analysis (to perfonn edge detecrion and extract the 

coordinates of the lem profile), (5) numerical analysis (to compute experimental data 

and generate line tension values according to the properiy formulateci theoretical 

expression). 

5. The line tension of the three-phase contact line fonned by dodecane, water, and air 

three phases was found to be negative and of the order of IO6 J/m at 25°C. This 

result is supported by both static and dynamic measurements. 

6. The iine tension value obtained was found to be independent of the lens size, Le., 

there was no curvature dependence of line tension, when the diameter of the liqud 

lem vaned h m  1 to 7 mm. This is in agreement with the theoretical formulation of 



the Quadrilateral Relation. 

7. Two additionai computational schemes were developed by refomulating the 

Qu adrilateral Relation, which ailow line tension estimation from the lens-size 

dependence of contact angles in liquid lens systerns. The outcome of these methods 

agreed with the line tension value obtained with the miginal method h e d  on 

individual lenses. 

8. The absolute value of line tensions was found to increase with increasing alkane 

chah-length, based on the experiments with four alkanes: hexadecane, tetradecane, 

dodecane and decane. The line tension values, king al1 negative, ranged h m  -1.98 

to -0.79 x 104 J/m at 25 OC. 



Chapter 7 

Future Work 

To extend the research presented in tbis thesis, the following topics rnay be snidied: 

7.1 Other Three-Phase Contact Line Systems 

The establishment of the methodology for line tension measunment provides an 

opponunity to study many other three-phase contact line systems. So far only aikane lenses 

at the air-water interface have been investigated. Other liquid systems can be studied with 

the same methodology, as long as a three-phase contact line can be consaucted, Le., two 

Muid phases are inmiscible. The first step may be to use some slightly polar liquids to fomi 

lenses on the water surface. Since it is known that molecular polarity has efkcts on surface 

tension, it would be interesting to see if line tension is influenced by the polarity in a similar 

mannec 

Another hteresting system is a three-phase contact line system conraining surfactant 

Because of its strong adsorption at interfaces, surfactant can drastically change interfacial 

(surface) tension. It is expected that surfactant would have a similar impact on the three- 

phase contact line; thus, iine tension would likely be altered significantiy by the presence of 

surfactant. 

However, due to its high affinity to interfaces (surfaces) and iines, surfactant s m  
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adsorbing at the phase boundaries once a three-phase contact line is constructed; then, the 

system will undergo an equilibraiion process. Thaefore, line tension measmrnent rnay be 

conducted only after equilibrium or quasi-equilibrium is reached. 

There are at k t  two reasons for studying surfactant-containing three-phase contact 

line systems: (i) The results wiil provide infoxmation about the (surfactant) concentration- 

dependence of line tension This information will be important not only in practical situations 

but also in theoretical considerations. In surface systems, the concentration-dependence of 

surface tension is descriï by the Gibbs adsorption equation [go]. In line systems, a similar 

h e  adsorption equation is expected. Thus, the experimental data obtained in the proposed 

study could be used for venfjmg such a line adsorption equation. (ii) The outcome of this 

experiment could be used to compare with those preMously published in the literanire, thereby 

leading to a better understanding of line tension and its rde in the three-phase contact h e  

construction. 

7.2 Combination of Line Tension and Film Tension Measurements 

Recently, a new methodology for measuring film tension has been found (see 

Appendix D). It has been demonstrateci that the film tension and film rupture of alkanes at 

the air-water interface can be detefmined [ 1251. It is possible to fom a three-phase contact 

h e  system in which one of the three intasecting interfaces may be coated with a film. In this 

case, the graphical rqresentation of the Quaddateral Relation, which was composed of three 

surface tensions and one line tension term, will be modified by replacing one of the surface 
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tensions with the film tension, A simultaneous measurement of the film tension and the two 

contact angles at the three-phase contact line will p e d t  line tension determinarion. This is 

significant because (i) such a rneasurement would allow for the study of the correlation 

between iine tension and nIm tension, two themodynamic quantities which are both 

fundarnentally important but difficult to measure with the previously existing techniques 

[3,125], and (ii) the outcome of this masurement would be used to compare with the results 

pubiished prwiously in the fiterature, in order to derstarxi the iine tension effects in ihin film 

systems better. 

7.3 New Strategy to Determine Contact Angles 

The current strategy in detennliing the two contact angles for line tension calculation 

using the Quadrilateral Relation is to measure the slopes of the twa interfaces at the three- 

phase contact line. The precision in such measurements is a few tenth of a d e p .  This may 

be irnproved by using an approach that has been adopted for Axisyxnrnetric Drop Shape 

My&-Profile (ADSA-P) in contact angle determination. Since the governing equation for 

the profde of i n t e e s  is alway the Laplace equation of capillarity, f i h g  the Laplacian curve 

to the experimentally obtained profile of the interface would generate contact angle 

idonmition as well as surfâce tension ifit is not known a priori. However, if surface tension 

can be determined beforehand, the contact angle would be determined more easily and 

robustly since fewer fitting parameters are needed. This work can be interes~g as it may 

lead to development of a technique that is capable of measuring line tension, contact angle, 



and surface tension al1 at the sarne time. 
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Appendix A. The Modified Young Equation of Capillarity 

in Line Tension Measurement 

This appendix contains the modified Young equation of capillanty and explains how 

it is applied for line tension measurement The modifiai Young equation of capillarity [78] 

is the mechanical equilibrium condition for a sessile drop on an ideal solid surface and may 

be written as follows: 

where y, y, and y, are the surface (interfacial) tensions of the liquid-vapour interface, the 

solid-vapour interface, and the solid-liquid interface, respectively; 8 is the local equilibnum 

contact angle; o is the line tension; and K is the local c w a m  of the three-phase contact line. 

If the substrate is a horizontal, planar, smooth, homogenwus, and ngid surface, the sessile 

&op will be axisymmetric and the three-phase contact line will be a circle. The curv lhire K 

wil i  becorne 

where R is the radius of cwature of the three-phase contact circle. Equation (A- 1) can be 

reduced to 



where 0 is the contact angle corresponding to a finite contact radius R, and 8, is the contact 

angle correspondmg to an Hinnitely large drop, ie., R = m. Equation (A-4) is the welî-known 

classical Young equation of capillarity. The modifieù Young equation (A-3) relates h e  

tension to contact angles and the radius of curvature of a contact line. As seen h m  Eq. (A- 

4), 8. is constant for a given solid-liquid system. Equation (A-3) predicts that cos 0 should 

be a linear function of 1/R, provided that line tension is constant. Thus, the line tension can 

be obtained through the slope of cos 8 vs. 1/R whrh in tum can be obtained by measurement 

of the drop-size dependence of contact angles [46,47,55,56]. 
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Appendix B. Heterogeneous Nucleation Theory and its 

Application to Line Tension Measurement 

This appendix contains a review of heterogeneous nucleation theory and its 

application to iine tension rneasurement. The existing theoretical andysis for heterogeneous 

nucleation [6-8,18-301 starts out with an expression of the free energy of formation for a 

cap-shaped nucleus on a planar solid substrate (Fig. B-1) 

A n = 0,- ni 

where 9, and 0, represent the grand canonical potentials [l] for the final state of the system 

(after the appearance of the little droplet) and for the initial state of the system. Q,  contains 

three types of fiee energy terms 

where QfO is the grand canonical potential for the two bulk flua phases, QP) for the three 

interfaces benveen the two fluid phases and between the solid subsaate and the two fluid 

phases, and for the thee-phase contact line. ni contains two types of fret energy terms 

ni = ~"+n) 03-31 

where 9 i0 is the grand canonical potential for one bulk fiuid phase (Le., vapour), and Q /A) 



Fig. £3- 1 Cap-shaped nucleus siniated on the surface of a planar subsaate. 



for the interface between the vapour and the solid substrate. According to the t h e d p a m i c  

definition of the grand canonical free energy [l], these Q 's can be expressed as 

where P,  is the vapour pressure 

P, is the liquid nucleus pressure 

y, is the solid-vapour surface tension 

y, is the liquid-vapour surface tension 

y, is the solid-liquid interfacial tension 

V,, = V, is the total volume of the vapour before the nucleus formation 

V, is the volume of the liquid nucleus 

(A,), is the initial interfacial area between the solid and the vapour 

(A& is the final interfacial area between the solid and the vapour 

A, is the initial interfacial area between the liquid and the vapour 

A, is the initial interfacial area between the solid and the liquid 

L is the perimeter lengtii of the three-phase contact line 

a is the line tension 

To obtain explicit expressions for these individual fke energy terms, the geometry of the 

nucleus droplet is idealized as a portion of a sphere (Fig. B-1). Relevant mathematical 



relations are as follows: 

Fînally, combining Eqs. (B-1) - (B-4), the fne energy of nucleus fonnation can be 

written as [6-8,18-301 

where r is the radius of curvature of the spherical surface of the nucleus, 0 is the contact 

angle of the nucleus on the solid substrate, and @(O) is a sptcial fûnction of the contact angle, 

defined as 

With the fke energy expression, Eq. (B-5), the equiliùrium stabüity conditions for the 

critical nucleus droplet can be analyseci to generate the critical contact angle 0 and radius of 

cwature r [68,18-301. These critical values are then related to the supersaruration P,, I P, 

(Pu is the vapour pressure of a superyinwtion system, and P, that of a saturateci one) through 

the Gibbs-Thomson equation 



where y is the molecular volume of the liquid and k is the Boltzxnann constant, and T is the 

absolute temperature. 

The nucleation rate is given by the Volmer equation 1881 

where A is the work of formation of a critical nucleus or the energy barrier and can be 

calculated from Eq. (B-l), and A is the pre-exponential factor. 

By analysing the above Eqs. (B- 1)-(B-8), the iine tension effects on heterogeneous 

nucleation c m  be predicted as follows [6-8,17-2 11: (i) the nucleation barrier will be modified 

by the presence of h e  tension; (ii) the nucleation contact angle wili be d e r  if a is 

negative, and the nucleation contact angle wiii be larger if o is positive); (iii) there is a linnt 

to the minimum size of the nucleus when line tension is positive; (iv) spontaneous (Le., 

barrierless) nucleation of cap-shaped droplets is possible when ïine tension is negative; (v) 

homogeneous nucleation will be more favourable than heterogeneous nucleation when 

positive line tension becomes sufficiently large. 
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Appendix C. Programs for Analysing the Liquid Lens Profile 

and Computing Line Tension 

This appendix provides four programs for analyshg the liquid lens proNe and 

computing line tension. The first two prograrns are used to determine the trend of contact 

angle and line tension change with respect to the number of the fitting points used for finding 

the tangents at the intersection points; therefore, from these prograrns the optimum number 

of the fitting points is generated. The last two programs are used to analyse multiple images 

for computing contact angles, a lem diameter and line tension through the Quadrilateral 

Relation. 

C.l Program 1: TLT.MinA 

Background: This program is used to detemine the trend of contact angle and line tension 

change with respect to the number of the fitting points used for hding the tangents at the 

intersection points, h m  which two angles 8, and 8, are calculated (Fig. 3-1). This program 

has three main funcaons: (i) l o c a ~ g  the two intersection points, one on the left side of the 

lens profile and the other on the nght side of the lens profile, by the maximum distance 

method (see below); (ii) finetuning the location of the intersection points with the minimum 

angle rnethod (see k1ow); (iïi) determuiuig the optinnun number of the finkg points from die 

trend of contan angle and line tension change with respect to the number of the f i d g  points. 



(i) The program starts by locating two points on the edge, far h m  the intersection. 

Considering the left side of the lens profile (the procedure is the same for the right side), one 

point is located near the synnge needle, the other is located at the left boundary of the lens 

profile. These two points, referred to as points B and C, respectively (Figure 5-5), are joined 

by a sûaight line BC. For each point on the edge bounded by B and C, the distance, d, to the 

line BC is computed. The point, A, corresponding to the maximum distance, is recorded. 

Ideally, this should be the intersection point amng the three phases on the lefi side of the lens 

profile. 

(ïi) However, the intersection point detexmineci above may be deviated from the tme 

intersection point due to noise and artifacts near the intersection points. (It was found that 

the subpixel points detected for the edge near the intersection were noisier than those far 

away b m  the intersection.) Thus, a finetuhg process is employed: First, a number of (sub- 

)pixel points (specified by the user, e.g., 20) are selected centered mund the intersection 

point A as detected above. Starthg at one end, for each point selected, two straight lines are 

fitted to pixel points, one to the left and the other to the nght of this point. Once fitted, the 

angle between the two lines is calculated. The point corresponding to the minimum angle is 

then located as the intersection. This new point is taken to be the more "correct" intersection. 

Furtherm~re, to avoid the effect of noise and artifka near the intersectoin of the three 

phases, a certain srnall number of points (to be specified by the user) sumunding the 

intersection point can be rermved, or taken off. Then, two new straight lines are fitted to the 

profiles, one to the left and the other to the nght of the intersection point From the slopes 
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of these two straight lines, two angles 0, and 8, are obnined (Fig. 3-1). 

(iii) Once the intersection points are located, the trend of contact angle and line 

tension change with respect to the number of fitting points used in the hear fit can be 

studied. The number of points used in the fit rnay influence the angle. The linear fits should 

approximate real tangents to the intersection point of the three phases. By using more points 

to fit, the correlation niay be pater, but the line deviates from the m e  tangent. On the other 

hand, using fewer points may allow the line to mode1 the tangent better, but the error 

associated with the fit would be unacceptable (see also Sections 3.2.4 and 5.1.3). This 

program tests the optimum number of fimng points to use. Hence, the prefix TLT, or Test 

Line Tension, is used in the program name. 

It was also seen that the diameter of the liquid lens determine. from the distance 

between the two intersection points is influence by the method used to locate the intersection 

points. The diameter determineci through the maximum distance algorithm, denoted as Dm, 

was diffèrent firom that obtained thmugh the minimum angle approach, denoted as D-. This 

program uses D,, to calculate the radius of cwature, K, which is required in iine tension 

calculation. Hence the suffix MinA, or minimum angle, is used in the program narne. 

As an example, a typical image was analysed. The profde was obtained as outlined 

in Section 5.1.3, and this program was mn. The image, the proNe file, and the input and 

output Nes of this program are shown in Figs. C-1, C-2, C-3 and C-4, respectively. 
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Fig. C-3 Example of a typical input füe for TLT.MinA or TLT.MaxD. 

Filename: i n p u t  



Fit/Fine 
L e f t  Riqht ---------------- 
O05 020 005 020 
006 020 006 O20 
007 020 007 O20 
O n !  020 008 020 
009 020 009 020 
010 020 010 020 
011 020 011 020 
012 020 012 020 
013 020 013 O20 
O14 020 014 020 
OIS 020 015 020 
016 020 016 020 
017 020 017 020 
0L8 O20 018 020 
OL9 020 019 O20 
O20 020 O20 020 
021 020 021 020 
022 020 O22 020 
023 020 023 020 
024 020 024 020 
025 020 025 020 
026 020 026 020 
027 O20 027 020 
028 020 028 020 
029 O20 029 020 
030 020 030 O20 
031 020 031 020 
032 020 032 O20 
033 020 033 020 
034 020 034 O20 
035 020 035 O20 
036 020 036 020 
037 020 037 020 
03L 020 038 020 
039 020 039 020 
040 O20 040 020 
041 O20 041 O20 
042 020 042 020 
043 020 043 O20 
044 020 044 O20 
045 020 045 020 
046 O20 046 020 
047 O20 347 O20 
g d ~  a:o o d e  o:o 
049 020 049 O20 
050 020 O50 923 
OS1 020 OS1 020 
0 5 2  620 0 5 2  020 
053 020 053 O20 
054 O20 OS4 020 
05s 020 055 920 
056 020 056 020 
057 O20 057 O20 
058 O20 058 O20 
059 020 059 020 
060 O20 060 020 
061 O20 061 O20 
062 O20 062 020 
063 020 063 320 
064 O20 064 O20 

Fig. C-4 Example of a typical output file for TLTMinA. 

Filename: output  
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Usage: In order to nin TLT.MinA, an input file containhg a ncmber of parameters and the 

name of the profile to be analysed mst be created. Figure C-3 shows an example of a typical 

input file, and an explanation of each of the parameters is given below. To run the program, 

en ter: 

at the prompt. The program will then prompt the user for the input file: 

Enter inputfile m e :  inpu 

followed by the number of points to remove around the intersection, in order to reduce the 

effect of noise around the intersection: 

Enter no. 4 takeoff points: 3 

Finally the program will prompt the user for the name of the file to write the output to: 

Enter outputfile m e :  ourput 
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The Input File: The input file (Fig. C-3) consisu of the parameters that the program needs 

for the calculation of line tension. The layout is shown below: 

line 1: 

line 2: 

line 3: 

line 4: 

line 5: 

line 6: 

line 7: 

line 8: 

line 9: 

line 10: 

line 11: 

line 12: 

line 13: 

line 14: 

surface tension of liquid 1 (iens), y, (mJ/m2) 

surface tension of liquid 2 (surface), y, (mJ/m2) 

interfacial tension between liquids 1 and 2, y,, (mJ/m2) 

scaling or magnifcation factor, (m/pixel) 

y-coordinate of left cut-off point 

y-coordinate of right cut-off point 

# of finetuning points for the left side of the lens profile 

# of linear fitthg points to use initiaily for the lefi side of the lens profile 

# of finetuning points for the right side of the lens profîle 

# of linear f i h g  points to use initiaily for the right side of the lens 

profile 

the increment of increase of the # of finetuning points for each run 

the increment of increase of the # of linear fitting points for each run 

the range of linear fitting points, i.e., # of iterations 

filename of the image profile to be analysed 

This program allows one to perform an analysis of the dependence of the dope of the 

"tangent" on the number of fitting points used. Lines 1, 2 and 3 are the surface tensions 

needed by the Quadrilateral Relation. Line 4 relates the pixel size to the lens' real size and is 

obtaired thmugh cali'brahn of the microscope and the C U I  camera used in the expairnent 

Lines 5 and 6 specify the uppex extent of the îens for the left and right sides, respeaively; any 

part of the profile above this cutoff is considered as part of the needle and is not used. Line 

7 spenfies the number of points used to finehine the location of the left intersection point, or 
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the range which the finetuning test sweeps through to determine the point associated with the 

minimum angle (see above). Line 8 sgpcifies the initial number of fitting points to be used in 

order to obtain the 'tangent'' angles 0, and 8, on the left side of the lens profile. Lines 9 and 

10 are the sarne as iines 7 and 8, but are for the nght side. Line 11 specifies the increment of 

increase of the fïnetuning points to be used in each run, and hence it inmeases the range of 

points to test. Usudy it is kept as O. Line 12 specifies the increment of increase of the fimng 

points for each run. Line 13 spedes the range of increase of the fitting points. Hence, as seen 

in Figs. C-3 and C-4, the range of fitting points used would be 60, with an initiai value of 5 

points, increasing to a final value of 64, with an incremental increase of 1. Line 14 specifies 

the image profile on which the analysis will be performed 

The Output File: The output file (Fig. C-4) is a table of information. Columns 1 and 2 

show the numbers of the fitting and finetuning points for the left side of the lens profle, 

respectively. Columns 3 and 4 show the same information for the right side. Columns 5 and 

6 display the line tension (Nlrn) and the diameter (mm), respectively. Colurnns 7, 8, and 9 

show €4 (deg), the error of 8, (deg), and the correlation coefficient in the linear curve-fit for 

finding O,, respectively. Colurnns 10,11, and 12 display the same s on nation for 8,. 

The Cornputer Codes in C Language: 



typedef double * float-array ; 

* INPK'DATA */ 
k t  fitNumP,L, fineNurnP_L, fitNurnP_R, fineNum0-R; 
int takeoff-point; 
doubb garnrnai , garnma2, gamma1 2; 
double factor; 
double cu'lefty, cut-nghty 

/* OUTPUTDATA */ 
double thetal, theta.2, thetal 2; 
double sigma, IensDia; 
double deltaL, deItaR, delta, rL, rR, r; 

/* INPUT FILE VARIABLES */ 
int count, i; 
char plotFile[20]; 
FILE *inFile; 

/* FUNCIIONS */ 
double calSigrna ( double t2L, double tlL, double t2Ry double tlR, double lensDia, 

double t12L, double t12R ); 
double linear-fit ( int point-number, double *x, double *y ); 
double linea~fit2 ( int point-number, double *x, double *y ); 

void detect-point ( char plotFiie[20], int direction ) { 

FILE *data; 
char temp2; 
int numPoints = 0; 
int max-i = 0, left-max-i = O, rightmaxmaxmaxi = 0; 
int count = O, temp = 0; 
int i = O, j = O, jl, j2, end = 0; 
in t cut-leftindex, cut-right-index check = O, poin t-begin; 
int m i ~ l e f t i ,  miri-right-i7 down-begin, up-begin, tenter-point; 
double rLineXl = O, rLineY 1 = O, rLineX2 = O, rLineY2 = 0; 
double X = O, Y = 0; 
double tg_slope = 0, sin-slope = 0, cos-slope = O; 
double L-dom-up = O, distance = 0; 



double lefiftmaxaxx = 0, left-max y = 0, right-max-x = 0, nght-max y = O, max = 0; 
double t l2Lmin, t 1 2Rmin; 
double xconPointL, yconPointL, xconPointR, yconPointR; 
double t 12L, t 12R; 
double 1ensTilt; 
double dowri-beta, up-beta, down-beta-0, up-beta-0; 
double t2L, t lL, t2R, t 1 R; 
double fit-rLineX 1 [ 1501, fitrLineY 1 [ 1 SOI ; 
double fitrLineX2[150], fit-rLineY2[150]; 
double temp-change; 
float-array x-coord, y-coord; 

numPoints = 0; 
data = fopen ( plotFile, "n" ); 

if ( data = NULL ) ( 
pnntf ( "Failure to open:\t%sli", plotFile ); 
exit ( 1 ); 

1 

if ( direction = 0 ) { 
do { 

fscanf ( data, "%cW, &temp2 ); 
if ( temp2 = '#' ) 

count = count + 1; 
) while ( count c 3 ); 

fscanf ( data, "%dW, &numPoints ); 

do { 
fscanf ( data, "%cW, &temp2 ); 

) while ( temp2 != "ui' ); 

temp = 0; 
x-coord = ( double * ) calloc ( numPoints, sizeof ( double ) ); 
y-coord = ( double * ) calloc ( numPoints, sizeof ( double ) ); 
fscanf ( data, "% lf %lf ' , &x-coord[temp J , & y-coord[temp] ) ; 
check = 1; 



do ( 
temp = temp + 1; 
fscanf ( data, "%lf%lf ', &x-coord[temp J, &yYcoord[temp] ); 
if (y-coord[temp] > c u t - l e u  ( 

if ( check = 1 ) ( 
cut-lef'tjndex = temp; 
check = - 1; 

1 
1 

} while ( temp <= ( numPoints - 1 ) ); 

p i n  t-begin = CU t-left-index; 
fclose (data); 

1 
else if ( direction = 1 ) { 

do ( 
fscanf ( data, " %clt, &temp2 ); 
if ( temp2 = '#' ) 

count = count + 1; 
} while ( count c 5 ); 

fscanf ( data, "%d", &numPoints ); 
temp = O; 

do ( 
fscanf ( data, "%cW, &temp2 ); 

) while ( temp2 ! = In' ); 

x-cwrd = ( double * ) calloc ( nurnPoints, sizeof ( double ) ); 
y-coord = ( double * ) calloc ( nurnPoints, sizeof ( double ) ); 
fscanf ( data, "%lf%lf ', &x-coord[temp], &y-coord[temp] ); 
check = 1; 

do ( 
temp = temp + 1; 
fscanf ( data, " %lf%lfl, &x-cocd[temp], &y-coord[temp] ); 

if ( y-coord[temp] > cut-rightj ) { 
if ( check = 1 ) { 



cut-right-index = temp; 
check = -1; 

1 
1 

) while ( temp <= ( numPoints - l ) ); 

point-begin = cut-rigght-index; 
fclose ( data ); 

1 

/* FIM) MAXIMUM DISTANCE POINT */ 
rLineY 1 = y-cwrd[numPoints - 11; 
rLineX1 = xcoord[numPoints - 11; 
rLineY2 = y-coord[point-begin]; 
rLineX2 = x-coord[point-kgin]; 
L-down-up = sqrt ( pow ( ( rLineY 1 - rLineY2 ), 2 ) + 

pow ( ( rLineX 1 - rLineX2 ), 2 ) ); 
tgslope = ( rLineY 1 - rLineY2 ) / ( rLineXl - rLineX2 ); 
sin-siope = fabs ( ( rLineY 1 - rLineY2 ) ) / L-down-up; 
cos-slope = fabs ( ( rLineX 1 - rLineX2 ) ) / L-dom-up; 
max=O; 
max-i = O; 
distance = 0; 

for ( i = point-begin; i < numPoints; i t e  ) ( 
X = fabs ( x-coord[i] - rLineXl ); 
Y = fabs ( y-coord[i] - rLineY l ); 
distance = ( X + ( Y * tgslope ) ) * sin-slope - Y / cos-slope; 

if ( distance > rnax ) { 
max = distance; 
maxi  = i; 

1 
1 

if ( direction = O ) ( 
left-max-x = x-coord[max_i]; 
left-maxj = y-c wrd[maxmaxi]; 
leftftmaxmaxi = max-i; 

1 

if ( direction = 1 ) ( 
righ trnax-x = x-coord[max_i]; 



/* FIND LEFT SIDE MINIMUM ANGLE */ 
if ( direction = 0 ) { 

tl2Lmin = 3.1415926; 
center-point = lefi-max-i; 

for ( i = O; i <= fineNumP_L; i++ ) ( 
down-begin = center-point + fineNumP-L / 2 - i; 
up-begin = down-begin; 

for ( j = O; j < fitNumP-L; j++ ) { 
j 1 = dom-begin + j; 
j2 = up-begin - j; 
fit-rLineX 1 [j] = x - c d [ j  11 ; 
fit-rLineY 1 ÜJ = y-coordu 11; 
fit-rLLineX2ü = x_coordu2]; 
fit-rLineYZÜ] = y-coord021; 

1 

down-beta = l ineadt  ( fitNurnP_L, fit_rLineX 1, fit-rLineY 1 ); 
up-beta = linear-fit ( fiNumP_L, fit-rLineX2, fit-rLineY2 ); 
t12L = fabs ( atan ( down-beta ) ) + 3.1415926 - fabs ( a m  ( up-beta ) ); 

/* FIND LEFT CONTACT POINT */ 
for ( j  = O; j < fitNumP-L; jtç ) { 

j 1 = min-left-i + j + takeoff-point; 
j2 = min-lefti - j - takeoff-point; 
fit-rLineXllj] = x-coord~l]; 
fit-rLineY 1 ü] = y-coordü 11; 
fit-rLineX20]= x-coord[j2]; 



t2L = linearfit ( fitNurnP_L. fit-rLineX1, fit-rLineY 1 ); 
temp-change = t2L; 
t 1 L = linearfit ( fitNumP_L, fit-rLineX2, fit-rLineY2 ); 
clown-betu = linearfit2 ( fitNumP-L, fit-rLineX1, fit-rLineY 1 ); 
up-beta-û = linearJIt2 ( fitNumP-L, fit~LineX2, fit-rLineY2 ); 
xconPointL = ( down-beto - up-betu ) / ( t 1 L - t2L ); 
yconPointL = down-beta-0 + t2L * xconPointL; 

t12L=fabs(atan ( t 2 L ) )  +3.1415926-fabs (atan ( t l L ) ) ;  
deltaL = delta; 
rL = r; 

1 

/* FIND RIGHT SIDE MINIMUM ANGLE */ 
if ( direction = 1 ) { 

tl2Rmin = 3.14159; 
center-point = righ t-max-i; 

for ( i = O; i <= fineNumP-R; i++ ) ( 
down-begin = center-pint + fineNumP-R / 2 - i; 
up-begin = down-begin; 

for ( j = 0; j < fitNurnP_R; j++ ) ( 
jl  = down-begin + j; 
j2 = up-begin - j; 
fi~rLineX 1 ü] = x_coordu 11; 
fit-rLineY 1 u] = y-cwrdu 11; 
fit-rLineX20]= x-cwrdÜ2]; 
fit-rLineYZu] = y_coordÜ2]; 

1 

down-beta = linear-fit ( fitNumP_R, fit-rLineX1, fit-rLineY 1 ); 
up-beta = linearJït ( fitNurnP_R, fit-rLineX2, fit-rLineY2 ); 
t12R = fabs ( a m  ( down-beta ) ) + 3.1415926 - fabs ( atan ( up-beta ) ); 



/* FIND RIGHT CONTACT POINT */ 
for (j = O; j c fitNumP-R; j++ ) { 

j 1 = min-right-i + j + takeoff-point; 
j2 = min-right-i - j - takeoff-pin~ 
fit-rLineX 1 lj] = x-coordü 11; 
fit-rLineY 1 ü] = y-coordlj 1 1; 
fit-rLineXZlj] = x-coordlj21; 
fit-rLineY2[j] = y_coordÜ2]; 

1 

t2R = Iinearfit ( fitNumP_R, fi~rLineX1, fit-rLineY 1 ); 
t 1 R = linear-fit ( fitNurnP_R, fit-rLinm, fitrLineY2 ); 
down-beta-O = linearfit2 ( fitNurnP_R, fit-rLineX 1, fit-rLineY 1 ); 
up-beta-O = linear-fit2 ( fitNumP-R, fitrLineX2, fit-rLineY2 ); 
xconPointR = ( down-beta-0 - up-beta-O ) / ( t l  R - QR ); 
yconPointR = down-beta-0 + t2R * xconPointR; 
t12R = fabs (atan ( t2R) ) + 3.1415926 - fabs ( a m  ( t lR) ) ;  
deltaR = delta; 
rR = r; 

/* CALCULATE LENS DIAMETER */ 
if ( direction = 1 ) ( 

lensDia = sqrt ( pow ( ( xconPointL - xconPointR ), 2 ) + 
pow ( ( yconPointL - yconPointR ), 2 ) ); 

lensTilt = ( yconPointL - yconPointR ) / ( xconPointL - xconPointR ); 
1 

/* CALCULATE LINE TENSION */ 
if (direction = 1 ) ( 

if ( fabs ( tl2L - t12R ) < 5.*3.1415926/180. ) { 
sigma = calSigma ( temp-change, tlL, CR, tlR, lensDia, t12L. t 12R ); 

1 
else { 

fprintf ( inFile, "ABS(Theta 12-L - Thetal2-R) > 5 deg." ); 
fpnntf ( inFile, " The run is ign0red.W ); 

1 
1 

fiee ( x-coord ); 
fiee ( y-coord ); 



double linear-fit ( int point-number, double *x, double *y ) { 

int i = 0; 
double SS-xx = O, SS-xy = O, S S j y  = O, SSE = O; 
double sum-xx = 0, sum-xy = 0, su-x = 0, s u m j  = 0, sumJ = 0; 
double beta-O = 0, b e t ~  1 = 0; 
double s = 0, s-beta = O, ta = 0; 

for ( i = 0; i < point-number, i t t  ) { 
sum-x = sum-x + x[i]; 
SUIIIJ = sum y + y[i]; 
sum-xy = sum-xy + x[i] * y[i]; 
suxn-xx = sum-xx + x[ij * x[i]; 
sum-yy = s u m a  + y[i] * y[i]; 

1 

SS-xy = mm-xy - ( sum-x * sumy ) / point-number; 
SS-xx = sum-xx - ( sum-x * sum-x ) / point-nurnber; 
SSJ = sw y y  - ( su- * s u m j  ) / point-number 
beta-l = SS-xy / SS-xx; 
SSE = S S y y  - beta-1 * SS-xy; 
s = sqrt( SSE / ( point-nuumber - 2 ) ); 
s-beta = s / sqrt ( SS-xx ); 
ta = 1.96; 
delta = ta * s-beta * cos ( fabs ( a m  ( beta-1) ) ) * cos ( fabs ( a m  ( km-1 ) ) ); 
r = fabs ( SS-xy / sqn ( SS-xx * SSJ ) ); 
muni ( beta-1 ); 

1 

double linear-fit2 ( int point-number, double *x, double *y ) ( 

int i = 0; 
double SS-xx = O, SS-xy = 0; 
double sum-xx = O, sum-xy = 0, sum-x = O, sumv = 0; 
double beta-0 = 0, beta_l= 0; 

for (i=O; i<pointnumbeq i++) { 



sumx = sumx + x[i]; 
s u .  = s u m j  + y[i]; 
SUIE-xy = sum-xy + x[i] * y[i]; 
s u . x x  = sum_xx + x[i] * x[i]; 

1 

SS-xy = sum-xy - ( sum-x * s u m j  ) / point-numbw 
SS-xx = sum-xx - ( sum-x * sum-x ) / point-number; 
b e - 1  = SS-xy / SSxx; 
beta-0 = sumy / point-number - beta-1 * sum-x / point-nurnumbeq 
return ( k m - O  ); 

1 

double calSigma ( double t2L, double t lL, double t2R, double tlR, double lensDia, 
double t 12L, double t 12R ) ( 

double k; 
double pi = 3.14 15926; 

thetal = (fabs(atan ( t l L ) )  +fabs (a tan( t lR) ) ) /2 . ;  
thetd = p i -  (fabs (a tm ( t 2 R ) )  +fabs (am (tZL)))/2.; 
thetal2 = ( t12L + t12R ) / 2.; 
k = 2. / ( lensDia * factor ); 

sigma = -( gammal * cos ( thetal ) + gamma2 * cos ( theta2 ) ) - sqn ( ( gammal * 
cos ( thetal ) + gamma2 * cos ( theta2 ) ) * ( gammal * cos ( thetal ) + 

gamma2 * cos ( theta2 ) ) - ( gammal * gamma1 + gamma2 * gamma2 
+2. * gamma1 * gamma2 * cos ( thetal 2 ) - gamma12 * gamma12 ) ); 

sigma = sigma / k; 
r e m  ( sigma ); 

1 



#include Cstdio. h> 
#include cstdlib. h> 
#include <ctype.h> 
#inchde <rnath.h> 
#include "t1t.rnina.h" 

void pnntHesjs ( FILE *outFile, char *plotFile ); 

void main ( int argc, char *argv[] ) { 

int direction = O; /*direction = O for left side, = 1 for right side*/ 
int j; 
int f ineNd-L-hi ,  fitNumP-L-ini; 
int fineNurnP_R-hi, fitNurnP_R-hi; 
int fitNumP_delta, fineNe-delta; 
int maxRuns; 
char out[SO], in[50]; 
FILE *outFile; 

if ( ( inFile = fopen( argv[I], "r" ) ) = NULL ) ( 
pnntf ( %Enter input file name:\t" ); 
scanf ( "%sW, in ); 
inFile = fopen ( in, "ru ); 

1 

pnntf ( "Enter no. of takeoff points:\t" ); 
scanf ( "%du, Brtakeoff-point ); 

pnntf ( "Enter output N e  name:\" ); 
scanf ( "%s", out ); 
outFile = fopen ( out, "w+" ); 

fscanf ( inFile, "%lfSblf%If%lf1, &gammal, 8tgamma.2, Bigammal2, &factor ); 
fscanf ( Mile, "%M%lf ', Brcu~lefty, &cut-righty ); 
fscanf ( inFile, " %d%d " , BrtineNumPumPL-hi, &5tNUIIlPUIIlPLLini ); 
fscanf ( inFile, "%d%dN, &fineNumF-R-hi, GtfitNutnP-R-ini ); 
fscanf ( inFile, "%d%dn, &fineNumP_delta, MtNumP_delta ); 
fscanf ( inFile, "%dW, haxRuns  ); 
fscanf ( inme, "%s", plotFile ); 



while ( !fmf ( Mile ) ) { 
for ( j = O; j < maxRuns; j++ ) ( 

fitNurnP_L = fitNumP-L-ini + fitNumP-delta * j; 
fineNumP_L = fineNurnP-L-ini + fineNumP-delta * j; 
fitNumP-R = ftNumP-R-hi + fitNurnP-delta * j; 
fineNumP-R = fineNurnP-R-ini + fineNumP_delta * j; 
direction = 0; 
detect-point ( plotFile, direction ); 
direction = 1 ; 
detec~point ( plotFile, direction ); 
printf ( "run\t%s\tstep %&", plotFile, j ); 

fprintf ( outFile, "%.3d %.3d %.3d %.3d ", fitNumP-L, fieNumP-L, 
fitNumP-R, fineNumP_R ); 

fprintf ( outFile, "% lf ", sigma * 1ûûû ); 
fjxind ( oume, "%If ", lensDia * factor * 100.  ); 
fpnntf ( outFile, "%1f ", theta 1 * 180. / 3.14 15926 ); 
fpnntf ( outFile, "%lf ", de1ta.L * 180. / 3.1415926 ); 
fprintf ( oume, "%lf ", rL ); 
fpnntf (outme, "%lf ", 180. - theta2 * 180J3.1415926); 
fprintf( outFile, "%lf ", de lm * 180. / 3.1415926 ); 
fpnntf ( outFile, "%1fîn", rR ); 

1 

fclose( inFiie ); 
fclose ( outFile ); 
1 

void printHeads ( FILE *outFile, char *plotFile ) ( 

fprintf ( outFile, "Using:Wo s W " ,  plotFile ); 
fprintf ( outFile, "Fit/Fine Sigma Diameter'' ); 
fprintf ( outFile, " Thetal Error 1 r 1 Theta2" ); 
fprintî ( outFile, " Enor2 r&" ); 
fpnntf ( outFile, "Left Right ( m i d / m )  (mm)" ); 
fprintf ( outFile, " (deg) (deg) (deg)" 1; 
fpM ( outFiïe, " (deg)LiM ); 
fpRna ( out~ile, --------------------------A--- " ); 





C.2 Program II: TLT.MaxD 

Background: This program is similar to TLT.MinA except that instead of using D,, the 

distance between the two intersection points detected using the minimirn angle approach, it 

uses Dm, the points detected using the maximum diameter approach (see Section C. 1). 

OtheNnse the purposes and structure are the same. 

This program tests the optimum number of fimng points to use, and hence the prefix 

TLT, or Test Line Tension, is used in the program narne. Since this program uses D ,, the 

intersection points obtained by the maximum distance approach, in calculating the radius of 

curvature K, the suffix MaxD, or maximum distance, is used in the program narne. 

As an example, the sarne image used in TLT.MinA was analysed in this program. 

The profile was obtained as outline in Section 5.1.3, and this program was run. The image, 

the detected profile points and the input file used are the same as in TLT.MinA and are 

shown in Figs. C-1, C-2 and C-3. The output file is shown in Fig. C-5. 

Usage: in order to run TLT.MaxD, an input nle containing a number of parameters and 

the name of the profile to be analysed must be created. The input file used is the same as that 

used for TLT.MinA (Fig. C-3). To run the program, enter: 

at the prompt. The rest of the procedure is the same as TLT.MinA. 



F i c / F i n e  
L e f t  R i q h t  ---------------- 
0 0 5  020  005  O20 
0 0 6  O20 0 0 6  020  
007  020  O07 0 2 3  
008  0 2 0  O!?! O20 
009  0 2 0  0 0 9  020 
010  020  010  020 
O l i  020  O 1 1  020  

Oiamecer T h e t a l  E r r o r l  t 1 
(mm) (deq)  ide91 ----------------------------------------- 

7  .OS7989 2 9 . 4 7 3 2 3 3  4 . 9 l 6 4 4 5  O .98dqSO 
7 .O57989 32 .O83849 5 .636975  O .97678O 
7 .O57989 32 .605332  4 .157221  O .984O48 
7 .057989  32 .669436  3.142'32 0 . 9 8 9 1 9 1  
7 . 0 5 7 9 8 9  32 .310962  2 .968440 0 . 9 8 8 1 5 5  
7  .CS7989 32 .064558  2 .407088  0 . 9 9 1 1 2 6  
7 .057989  31 .627793  2 .281921  0 , 9 9 0 6 9 0  
7 . 0 5 7 9 8 9  32.111874 2 .322464 0 .989662  
7  .OS7989 31 .303603  1 .626927  0 . 9 9 4 1 2 3  
7 .057989  31 .853388  1 .722768  0 . 9 9 3 0 2 0  
7  .O57989 3  1 .238304  1 . 2 3 6 2 6 1  0 . 9 9 5 9 3 2  
7 . 0 5 7 9 8 9  30 .928900  1 .127061  0 . 9 9 6 3 1 5  
7 , 0 5 7 9 8 9  31  .O13034 1 .245369  0 . 3 9 5 2 9 3  
7 . 0 5 7 9 8 9  30 .944573  1 .115577  0 . 9 9 5 9 8 2  
7 .057989  30 .967925  1 . 0 0 4 2 9 1  0 . 9 9 5 9 0 8  
7 .O57989 30 .617808  O .O03093 O . 9 9 7 5 6 l  
7 . 0 5 7 9 8 9  30 , 5 0 4 O i l  O .89447O O .  996862 
7 , 0 5 7 9 8 9  30 .568302  O -871746  O . 9 9 6 8 9 l  
7 .057989  30 .434379  O .8283L8 O . 996982  
7 .057989  30 .303603  0 .773346 0 . 9 9 7 2 2 9  
7 .057989  30.183200 0 .723025  0 .997456  
7 .057969  30 .223221  0 .718701  0 . 9 9 7 3 9 9  
7 .057989  29.951409 0 .642011  0 . 9 9 7 8 0 2  
7 ,057989  29 .813350  O . 6 l 4 4 8 2  O . 997894  
7 .057989  29 .693631  O .506251 O . 9 9 e o o o  
7 .057969  29 .716977  0 .592513 0 . 9 9 7 8 9 8  
7  .O57989 29 .611817  O .563793 0 . 9 9 8 0 2 2  
7  .OS7989 29 .433236  O -586471  0 . 9 9 7 7 6 5  
7 . 0 5 7 9 8 9  29 .153646  0 .550130  0 . 9 9 7 9 2 9  
7 , 0 5 7 9 8 9  29 .183783  0 .558793 0 . 9 9 7 8 1 1  
7  .O57989 29 . lO4628 O .5338S3 0 . 9 9 7 9 3 3  
7 .O57989 28 .939499  O .S2432l  0  - 9 9 7 9 3 5  
7 .057989  28 .652706  0 .512269  0 . 9 9 7 9 2 9  
7 . 0 5 7 9 8 9  28 .675628  0 .522602  0 . 9 9 7 8 0 0  
7  .OS7989 28 .720098  0  . S l 7 2 7 5  0 . 9 9 7 7 7 2  
7 .057989  26 .627642  0 .504827 0 . 9 9 7 8 1 1  
7 .057909  28 .495940  0 .505253  0 . 9 9 7 7 3 5  
7 .057989  28 .174273  0 . 5 1 1 7 t 2  0 . 9 9 7 6 0 1  
7  .O57989 28 .199974  O . S i 7 8 7 2  0 . 9 9 7 4 6 4  
7  .O57989 28 .197294  9 .SL56SZ O .99744O 
7 .057989  20 .204179  O.5LÎOl4 O . 997348  
7  .O57989 2 7 . 9 4 6 6 0 6  0 .51C732 0  - 3 9 7 3 3 8  
7 .957999  27 .791254  O . 523646  0 . 9 9 7 1 1 7  
7 . 9 5 7 3 8 7  27 .420495  9 . 5 1 4 1 9 4  9 . 9 9 7 1 4 3  
7 .357397  27 .678444  C . 5 2 1 5 5 5  0.99697 '  
7 . ? 5 7 0 8 ?  27.652CO4 g.5092?2 3 . 9 9 7 0 7 8  
7 . 9 5 7 3 9 3  2 7 . 4 6 4 9 7 5  9.507626 0 . 9 9 6 9 3 5  
7 . 5 5 Ï q R Q  2 7 . 4 3 8 7 9 9  9.496i5? 7 . 3 9 7 0 7 2  
7 .  ; 5 t ?9 !  2 7  .:07132: J .  j i ;  1 3 :  3 . 3 9 6 7 7 1  
7 .O57389 27 .O78SZO 9. Si4?:q O. 996653  
7 .057989  27 .369259  9 . 5 1 3 5 5 5  3 . 9 9 6 5 7 9  
7 .957399  27 .O52265 4 .504296  O .  396653  
7 .057989  26 .953906  0 . 5 0 0 4 6 7  0 . 9 9 6 6 2 5  
7  .OS7989 2 6 . 0 3 8 6 7 1  0 .500102  0 . 9 9 6 5 4 9  
7 .057989  26 .7145L5  O .  502782 O .  996428 
7 .057989  26  -597970  9 .503347  0 .  996335  
7 .057989  2 6 , 5 7 0 6 6 1  0 .491118  0 . 9 9 6 4 6 1  
7  .O57999 26 .547579  0 .590556  Q . 9 9 6 3 8 9  
7 .957939  2 6 . 3 6 7 0 6 1  9 .387210  9 . 9 9 6 3 6 1  
7 .057909 25.255733 2 .487525  9 . 9 9 6 2 1 6  

Fig. C-5 Example of a typical output file for TLT.MaxD 

Filename: output  
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Tho Input File: The input file is the same in structure as that used in TLT.MinA. An 

example is provided in Fig. C-3. 

The Output File: The output file is a tabuiation of inforniation and is the same in structure 

as that produceci by TLT.MinA. However, since the detected intersection points will be 

different, the line tension values calculated will be different as well. Figure C-5 shows the a 

typical output h m  TLT.MaxD using the same image and profile for analysis as TLT.MinA. 

Note the differences between Figs. C-4 and C-5. 

The Compter Codes in C Language: 



typedef double * float-array ; 

/* INPUTDATA */ 
int fitNumP_L, fineNumPL, fitNumP_R, fineNumP_R; 
int takeoff-poin t; 
double gamma 1, gamma2, gamma 12; 
double factor; 
double cut-lefty, cut-right y; 

/* OUTPUTDATA */ 
double theta 1 , theta2, theta 12; 
double sigma, 1ensDia; 
double deltaL, deltaR, delta, rL, rR, 

/* INPUT FILE VARIABLES */ 
int count, i; 
char plotFile[20]; 
FlLE *inFile; 

/* FUNCTIONS */ 
double calSigma ( double t2L, double t 1 L, double t2R, double t 1 R, double lensDia, 

double t 1 2L, double t 12R ); 
double linear-fit ( int point-number, double *x, double *y ); 
double linear-fit2 ( int point-number double *x, double *y ); 

void detect-point ( char plotFile[20], int direction ) { 

FILE *data; 
char temp2; 
int numPoints = 0; 
int rnax_i = 0, left-max-i = 0, nght-ma~i = 0; 
int count = O, temp = 0; 
int i =O,  j =O, jl, j2,end =O; 
int cut-lekindex, cut-nght-index, check = O, point-begin; 
in t min-lefti, min-right-i, dow n-begin, up-begîn, cen terterpoint; 
double rLineXl = O, rLineY l = O, rLineX2 = O, rLineY2 = 0; 
double X = O, Y = 0; 
double tgslope = 0. sin-slope = O, cos-slope = 0; 
double L-domlup = O, distance = 0; 



double leftmaxx = 0, left-max y = 0, nght-ma-x = O, right-maxj = 0, max = 0; 
double t l2Lmin, t l2Rmin; 
double xconPointL, yconPointL, xconPointR, yconPointR; 
double t 1 SL, t 1 SR; 
double IensTit; 
double down-beta, up-ha,  down-beta-0, up_beta_0; 
double t2L, t 1 L, t2R, t 1 R; 
double fit-rLineX 1 [ 1501 , fit-down_y[ 1501, fitup-x[ 1501, fit-upj[l50]; 
double temp-c hange; 
float-my x-coord, y-coord; 

numPoints = 0; 
data = fopen ( plotFile, "rt" ); 

if (data==NüLL) ( 
printf ( "Failure to open:\ % sW, plotfile ); 
exit ( 1 ); 

1 

if ( direction = O ) ( 
do I 

fscanf ( data, l'%cl', &temp2 ); 
if ( temp2 = '#' ) 

count = count + 1; 
} while ( count < 3 ); 

fscanf ( data, "%dl1, &nurnPoints ); 

do I 
fscanf ( data, "%cV, Brtemp2 ); 

} while ( temp2 != ln' ); 

temp = O; 
x-cwrd = ( double * ) calloc ( nurnPoints, sizeof ( double ) ); 
y-cwrd = ( double * ) calloc ( numPoints, sizeof ( double ) ); 
fscanf ( data, "%lf%lf ' , &x-coord[temp], &y-coord[temp] ); 
check = 1; 



do I 
temp = temp + 1; 
fscanf ( data, "%lf%lfl, &x-coord[temp] , &y-coord[temp] ); 

if ( y-coord(tempJ > cut-lefty ) ( 
if(check= 1 )  ( 

cut-left-index = temp; 
check = - 1; 

1 
1 

) while ( temp <= ( nurnPoints - 1 ) ); 

point-begin = cut-lefddex; 
fcIose ( data ); 

1 
else if ( direction = 1 ) ( 

do ( 
fscanf ( data, "%c", &temp2 ); 
if ( temp2 = '#' ) 

count = count + 1; 
) while ( count c 5 ); 

fscanf ( data, "%dn, &numPoints ); 
temp = O; 

do { 
fscanf ( data, "%c", &temp2 ); 

) while ( temp2 != '\nt ); 

xcoord = ( double * ) calloc ( numPohts, sizeof ( double ) ); 
y-coord = ( double * ) calloc ( nurnPoints, sizeof ( double ) ); 
fscanf ( data, "%lf%lf ', &x-coord[temp], &y-coord[temp] ); 
check = 1; 

do ( 
temp = temp + 1; 
fscanf ( data, "%lf%lf", &x-coord[temp], &y-coord[temp] ); 



if (check= 1 j { 
cut-right-index = temp; 
check = -1; 

1 
1 

) while ( temp <= ( nudoints - 1 ) ); 

point-begin = tut-right-index; 
fclose ( data ); 

1 

/* FIND MAXIMUM DISTANCE POINT */ 
rLineY 1 = y-coord[numPoints - 11; 
rLineX 1 = x-coord[numPoints - 11; 
rLineY2 = y-coord[point-beginl 
rLineX2 = x-cwrd[point-begin]; 
L-down-up = sqrt ( pow ( ( rLineY 1 - rLineY2 ), 2 ) + 

pow ( ( rLineX1 - rLineX2 ), 2 ) ); 
tgslope = ( rLineY 1 - rLineY2 ) / ( rLineX1 - rLineX2 ); 
sinslope = fabs ( ( rLineY 1 - rLineY2 ) ) / L-down-up; 
cos-dope = fabs ( ( rLineX 1 - rLineX2 ) ) / L-down-up; 
max=o; 
max-i = 0; 
distance = 0; 

for ( i = point-begin; i < nurnpoints; i++ ) { 
X = fabs ( xcoord[i] - rLineXl ); 
Y = fabs ( y-coord[i] - rLineY l ); 
distance = ( X + ( Y * tgslope ) ) * sin-slope - Y / cos-slope; 

if ( distance > max ) { 
rnax = distance; 
max j  = i; 

1 
1 

if ( direction = O ) { 
leftftmaxmaxx = x~coord[maxj]; 
1eftmax-y = y-coord[max_i]; 
lefi-max-i = max-k 

1 

if ( direction = 1 ) { 



/* FIND LEFI' SIDE MINIMUM ANGLE */ 
if ( direction = 0 ) ( 

t l2Lmin = 3.14 15926; 
cen ter-point = lefi-max-i; 

for ( i = 0; i c= fineNumP_L; i++ ) ( 
dom-begin = center-point + fineNumP_L / 2 - i; 
up-begin = down-begin; 

for ( j = O; j < fitNumP-L; jtc ) { 
j 1 = down-begin + j; 
j2 = up-kgin - j; 
fit-rLineX 1 [j = x-coordü 11; 
fit-down_y[j] = y-coordlj 11; 
fit-up-xu J = x_coord[j2]; 
fit-up yu] = y_coord[j2]; 

1 

down-beta = iinear-fit ( fitNumP-L, fit-rLineX1 , fit-downj ); 
up-beta = linear-fit ( fitNumP_L, fit-up-x, fit-up y ); 
t12L = fabs ( atm ( down-beta ) ) + 3.1415926 - fabs ( a m  ( up-beta ) ); 

/* FIND LEFI' CONTACT POINT */ 
for ( j  = O; j < fitNuxnPUIIIPL; j++ ) ( 

jl = min-left-i + j + takeoff-point; 
j2 = min-leki - j - cakeoff-pin& 
fit-rLineX 1 u] = x-coord[j 11; 
fit-down_y[j] = y-coordlj 11; 



t2L = Iiriear-fit ( fitNumP-L, KrLineXl ,  fit-dom y ); 
temp-change = t2L; 
t l L = linear-fit ( fitNurnP-L, fit-up-x, fit-up y ); 
down-beta-0 = linear-fit2 ( fitNumP-L, fit-rLineX 1, fit-downj ); 
u p - b e t d  = linear-fit2 ( fitNumP-L, fit-up-x, f i t -up j  ); 
xconPointL = x-coord[left-max-il; 
yconPointL = y-coord[left_max-il; 
t12L=fabs(atan ( t2L))+3.1415926-  fabs(atan ( t l l ) ) ;  
deltaL = delta; 
rL = r; 

I 

/* FIND RIGHT SIDE MINIMUM ANGLE */ 
if ( direction = 1 ) { 

tl2Rrnin = 3.14159; 
center-point = right-mm-i; 

for ( i = O; i c= fineNurnP_R; i++ ) { 
down-begin = center-pint + fineNumP_R / 2 - i; 
up-begin = down-begin; 

for ( j = O; j < fitNumP_R; j++ ) ( 
j 1 = down-begin + j; 
j2 = up-begin - j; 
fit-rLineX 1 x-coordü 11; 
fit-down y u ]  = y-coordu 11; 
fit-up-xu] = x-cwrd~2]; 
fit-up yu] = y-coordlj21; 

1 

down-kta = 1inea.r-fit ( fitNumP_R, fit-rLineX 1, fit-downj ); 
up-beta = i i n e d t  ( fitNumLR, fit-up-x, fit-up y ); 
t12R = fabs ( atm ( down-beta ) ) + 3.1415926 - fabs ( a m  ( up-beta ) ); 



/* F m  RIGHT CONTACT POINT */ 
for ( j = O; j < fitNumP_R; j++ ) { 

j 1 = min-right-i + j + takeoff-point; 
j2 = min-right-i - j - takeoff-point; 
fit-rLineX 1 Li] = x-coordu 11; 
fit-downju] = y-cwrdu 11; 
fit-up-xü] = xcoord~2]; 
fit-up yu] = y-coordu2]; 

t2R = linear-fit ( fitNumP_R, fit-rLinneX1, fit-downj ); 
t lR  = 1inea.r-fit ( fitNumP-R, fit-up-x fit-up y ); 
down-beta-0 = linear-fit2 ( fitNumP_R, fit-rLineX1, fit-down y ); 
up-beto = linear-fit2 ( fitNumP-R, fit-up-x, fi t-upj ); 
xconPointR = x-coord[nght-max-il; 
yconPointR = y-cwrd[right~nax-il; 
t12R = fabs ( atm ( t2R ) ) + 3.1415926 - fabs ( atm ( tlR ) ); 
deltaR = delta; 
rR = r, 

1 

/* CALCULATE LENS DIAMETER */ 
if ( direction = 1 ) [ 

lensDia = sqrt ( pow ( ( xconPointL - xconPointR ), 2 ) + 
pow ( ( yconPointL - yconPointR ), 2 ) ); 

lensTilt = ( yconPointL - yconPointR ) / ( xconPointL - xconPointR ); 
1 

/* CALCULATE LINE TENSION */ 
if ( direction = 1 ) { 

if ( fabs ( t12L - t12R) < 5. * 3.14159261 180. ) ( 
sigma = calSigma ( temp-change, tlL, t2R, tlR, IensDia, t 12L, t 12R ); 

1 
else { 

fprintf ( inFile, 'h %s image includes some large noise points" ); 
fprintf ( inFile, "or the program isn't be able to detect it, so quih", plotFile ); 

1 

free ( x-mord ); 
free ( y-coord ); 



double linear-fit ( int point-number, double *x, double *y ) ( 

int i = 0; 
double S S x x  = O, SS-xy = O, SSJ = O, SSE = 0; 
double sum-xx = 0, sum-xy = 0, sum-x = 0, s u m j  = 0, s u m a  = 0; 
double b e t o  = 0, beta-1 = 0; 
double s = 0, s-beta = O, ta = 0; 

for ( i = O; i < point-number; i++ ) ( 
s u m x  = sum-x + x(i]; 
sum-y = s u m j  + y[i]; 
sum-xy = sum-xy + x[i] * y[i]; 
sum-xx = sum_xx + x[i] * x[i]; 
sum-yy = sum_yy + y[i] * y[i]; 

1 

SS-xy = sum-xy - ( sum-x * s u m j  ) / point-numk, 
SS-xx = sum-xx - ( sum-x * su-x ) / point-numm 
S S a  = s u m a  - ( su- * s u m j  ) / point-number; 
beta-1 = SS-xy / SS-xx; 
SSE = SSJ - beta-1 * SS-xy; 
s = sqrt ( SSE / ( point-number - 2 ) ); 
s-beta = s / sqrt ( S S x x  ); 
ta = 1.96; 
delta = ta * s-beta * cos ( fabs ( a m  ( ben-1 ) ) ) * cos ( fabs ( atan ( hem-1 ) ) ); 
r = fabs ( SS-xy / sqn ( SS-xx * SSJ ) ); 
r e t m  ( km-1 ); 

1 

double linear-fit2 ( int point-number, double *x, double *y ) ( 
int i = 0; 
double SS-xx = O, SS-xy = 0; 
double sum-xx = O, sum-xy = O, sum-x = 0, s u m j  = 0; 
double beta-O = 0, beta-1 = 0; 

for ( i = O; i < point-numer, i++ ) ( 
sum_x = s u m x  + x[i]; 



s u w  = SV + y[i]; 
sum-xy = sum-xy + x[i] * y[i]; 
sum-xx = suii-xx + x[il * x[i]; 

1 

SS-xy = sum-xy - ( sum-x * sumy ) / point-number, 
SS-xx = sum-xx - ( sum-x * surn-x ) / point-numbeq 
beta-1 = SS-xy / SS-xx; 
beta-0 = surn y / point-number - beta-1 * s-x / point-number, 
return ( beta-0 ); 

1 

double calSigma ( double t2L, double t lL, double t2R. double t 1 R, double lensDia, 
double t12L. double t 12R) ( 

double k; 
double pi = 3.1415926; 

thetal = ( fabs ( atan ( tlL ) ) + fabs ( atan ( t lR ) ) ) / 2.; 
theta2 =pi  - (fabs (atan (CR)) +fabs (atm ( t 2 L ) ) ) / 2 . ;  
thetal2 = ( t12L + t12R ) / 2.; 
k = 2. / ( IensDia * factor ); 
sigma = -( gammal * cos ( thetal ) + gamma2 * cos ( theta2 ) ) - sqn ( ( gammal * 

cos ( thetal ) + gamma2 * cos ( theta2 ) ) * ( gamrnal * cos ( thetal ) + 
gamma2 * cos ( theta2 ) ) - ( gammal * gammal + gamma2 * gamma2 + 

2. * gamma1 * gamma2 * cos ( thetal2 ) - gamma12 * gamma12 ) ); 
sigma = sigma / k; 
r e m  ( sigma ); 

1 



void printHeads ( FILE *outFile, char *plotFile ); 

void main ( int argc, char *argv[J ) { 

Uit direction = O; /*direction = O for left side, = 1 for right side*/ 
int j; 
int fineNwnPurOPL_ini, fitNurnP-L-hi; 
in t fineNumP_R-hi, fitNUITlP-R-hi; 
in t fitNumKdelta, fineNufnP-delta; 
int maxRuns; 
char out[50], in[50]; 
FILE *outFile; 

if ( ( inFile = fopen ( argv[l], 'Y' ) ) = NULL ) ( 
printf ( %Enter input file name:k" ); 
scanf ( "%sW, in ); 
inFile = fopen ( in, 'Y' ); 

1 

printf ( "Enter no. of takeoff points:l" ); 
scanf ( "Qd", &takeoff-point ); 

printf ( "Enter output file name:\rw ); 
scanf ( "%s", out ); 
outFiie = fopen ( out, "w+" ); 

fscanf ( inFile, "%lf%If%lf%ift, &gammal, &gamma, &gammal2, &factor ); 
fscanf ( inFile, "%If%lf', &cut-le-, &cm-nghty ); 
fscanf ( inFile, "%d%d" , &fineNumPumPLLini, &fi tNumP-L-ini ); 
fscanf ( *le, "%d%d", &fïneNumPumPRRinii &fitNumP-R-ini ); 
fscanf ( m e ,  " %d%dW , &fineNumP-delta, &fitNumP_delta ); 
fscanf ( inFile, "%d", &maxRuns ); 
fscanf ( X i e ,  " l s " ,  plotFïde ); 



printHeads ( outFile, plotFile ); 
while ( !fmf ( inFile ) ) ( 

for ( j = O; j < maxRuns; j++ ) { 
fitNumP_L = fitNumP-L-ini + fitNumP_delta * j; 
fineNumP-L = fineNUIIlP-L-ini + fineNurnP-delta * j; 
fitNumP-R = fitNurnP-R-ini + fitNurnP-delta * j; 
fineNumP-R = fineNumP-R-ini + fineNumP_delta * j; 
direction = 0; 
detect-poin t ( plotFile, direction ); 
direction = 1 ; 
detect-point ( plotFile, direction ); 
printf ( "run\t%s\tstep %ch", plotFile, j ); 

Qrintf ( outFile, "%.3d %.3d %.3d %.3d ", fitNumP-L, fineNumP_L, 
fitNumP_R, fineNurnP-R ); 

fprintf ( outFile, "% If ", sigma * 1 0  ); 
fprintf ( outFile, "%lf ", IensDia * factor * 1000. ); 
fprintî ( outFile, " l l f  ", theta 1 * 180. / 3.14 15926 ); 
fprintf ( outFile, " l l f  ", deltaL * 180. / 3.1415926 ); 
@in$ ( outFile, "%If ", rL ); 
fprintf ( outFile, "%lf ", 180. - theta2 * 180. / 3.1415926 ); 
fpnntf ( outFile, "%If ", deltaR * 1 80. / 3.141 5926 ); 
fprintf ( outFile, " %lfLiV, rR ); 

1 

fscanf ( inFile, "%su, plotFile ); 
1 

fclose ( inFile ); 
fclose ( outFiie ); 

1 

void printHeads ( FILE *outFile, char *plotFile ) ( 





C.3 Program III: LT.MinA 

Background: This program is designed for analysing a series of images after the optimum 

number of fitting points is detemhed h m  Sections C. 1 and C.2. This prograrn outputs line 

tension, diameter and contact angle values for the liquid lens system under study. Hence, the 

prefix LT, or Line Tension, is used in the program narne. Since the program uses Dh, the 

lens size (distance between the intersection points) obtained by the minimum angle approach, 

the s u f i  MinA, or Minimum Angle, is used. The previous two pmgrams, TLT.MinA and 

TLT.MaxD, were designed only for testing of the linear curve-fitting and hence used only one 

image profile when varying the number of fitting points. This program is the full-fledged 

version and is used to analyse multiple images with a fixed number of fitting points. 

As an example, a typical senes of images were analyseci. The profiles were obtained 

as outlined in Section 5.1.3, and this prograrn was run. A typical image h m  the senes, a 

truncated profile file of that image, and the input and output fdes are shown in Figs. C-1 , (2-2, 

C-6 and C-7, respectively. 

Usage: In order to run TLT.MinA, an input file wntaining a number of parameters and the 

narne of the prome to be analysed rnust be created. Figure C-6 shows an example of a typical 

input nle, and an explmation of each of the parameters is given below. To run the program, 

enter: 



Fig. C-6 Example of a typical input file for LT.MinA or LT.MaxD. This is the input me 
used in the sample analysis. 

Filename: inpu t  



F i  lename S iqma 
ImicroJ/m) ----------------------- 

~000.00.plt -1.092477 
3000.51 .plt -1.149992 
s001.00.ptt -1.050880 
s001.51 .plt -1.114171 
3002.01.plt -1.070098 
~002.51.plt -1.068410 
s003.0l.plt -1.032347 
s003.51.plt -1.157644 
s004.02.plt -1.055796 
s004.52.plt -1.050493 
s005.01.plc -1.723953 
~005.51 .pic -1.114340 
~006.OZ.plt -1.287109 
s006.51.pLt -1.192344 
3007.02.plt -1.325689 
~007.52.plt -1.482096 
~008.OL.plt -1.139975 
3008.52.plc -1.30t500 
~009.02 .plt -1.408736 
3009.52.plt -1.240174 
3010.02.plt -1.297672 
jOL2.02.plt -1.445308 
s014.01.plt -1.469053 
3016.0l.plt -1.201425 
30 10.02. plc , - 1.055395 
~020.02.plt - 1.483255 
3022.02. plt - 1.242256 
3024.01.plt -1.420805 
3026.02.plt -1.434084 
s030.02.plt -1.374375 
s03S.Ol.plt -1.323880 
3040. O 1. plc - 1.506748 
3045.Ol.plt -1.343132 
~05O.Ol.plt -1,578406 
3055.02.plt - 1.573091 
sO60.02.plc -1.635331 
s070.02.plt -1,517341 
rORO.02.plt - 1 . 4 4 5 0 0 8  
sO9O.32. p l t  - 1 . 9 2 2 2 0  1 
11OO.02.pl: - 1 . 5 2 5 4 5 3  
3l:û.Ol.pl: -1.7G1895 
3120.92.pL: -1.761218 
sl8O.OL.plt -1.375185 
s240.01.pLt - 1.8QL512 
s300.0!.plt -2.062Z74 
3360.01 .plt -2.115907 

Theta2 EcrorZ 
(deg 1 (deq l -------------------- 

4.553928 0.667572 
4.567957 0.646090 
4.558454 0.695974 
4.646183 0.596680 
4.556096 0.628290 
4.600206 0.642525 
4.674721 0.681254 
4.538988 0.644151 
4.610152 0.65891: 
4.453335 0.639480 
4.734950 0.646796 
4.392442 0.509005 
4.759217 0.684430 
4.526893 0.675220 
4.616901 0.570745 
4. 59SSgZ O. 72 1502 
4.565129 0.620507 
4,665594 0.593212 
4.579549 0.581503 
4.622750 0.568401 
4.573366 O. 606966 
4.624935 0.511874 
4.709271 0.598819 
4.620899 0.602627 
4 .Se6735 0.552689 
4.569249 0.635420 
4.564334 0.622360 
4.579058 0.644949 
4.642467 0.632224 
4.700058 0.631095 
4.602224 O .S92629 
4.602400 0.469448 
4.628788 0.575543 
4.615087 0.626365 
4.629857 0.570998 
4.648783 0.602551 
4.629:OL 0.53:742 
1.67091L 0.706342 
3 . 7 5 3 3 0 5  0.465236 
4.570107 3 . 5 7 9 5 3 0  
1 . 6 8 1 5 7 6  ' Y .  522952 
4 . 5 7 6 5 3 5  3 . 1 6 3 4 0 7  
4.563051 5.613294 
4.687793 0.458447 
4. i?iO26 O .  451335 
4.625061 0.505939 

,---------- 

0.997726 
0.997874 
0.997540 
0.998172 
O. 997996 
O. 997890 
0.997664 
0.99788) 
0.997811 
0.997898 
0.997828 
O. 998L89 
0.997603 
O. 99764 1 
0.998312 
0.997315 
O. 998028 
0.998185 
O .998236 
0.998350 
0,998094 
O. 998636 
0.998157 
0.998143 
0.998436 
O. 997923 
0.998017 
0.997837 
0.997947 
0.997965 
O.998l7l 
0.998849 
0.998267 
0.997951 
0.999295 
0.998!:: 
0.399527 
' 2 .  ?97424 
01. ! '?985:  
S .  3Sî!56 
3 .  999571 
' Y .  'I'lfl'?:C 
CI. ' 3 t v a  
0. 3'?3O?7 
Q . 7 ' 3 0 9 ; I  
9 .3996:?  

Fig. C-7 Example of a typical output file for LT.MinA. These are the resula of the sample 
analysis. 

Filename: output 



at the prompt. The program wili then prompt the user for the input file: 

Enter input file m e :  irput 

followed by the number of points to remove around the intersection, in order to reduce the 

effect of noise around the intersection: 

Enter no. of ta- points: 3 

Finaily the program will prompt the user for the narne of the file to write the output to: 

Enter output file name: output 

The Input File: The input file (Fig. C-6) wnsists of the parameters that the program needs 

for the calculation of line tension. The layout is shown below: 

line 1: surface tension of liquid 1 Oens), y, (m2) 

line 2: surface tension of liquid 2 (surface), y, (ml/m2) 

line 3: interfacial tension of Iiquids 1 and 2, y,, (d/m2) 

line 4: scaling or magnification factor, (m/pixel) 

line 5: y-coorâinate of left cut-off point 

line 6: y-coordinate of nght cut-off point 



line 7: # of finenining points on the left side of the lens profile 

line 8: # of linear fitting points on the left side of the lens profile 

line 9: # of finetuning points on the nght side of the lens profile 

line 10: # of linear f i b g  points on the right side of the lens profile 

line 1 1 : filename of the image profile to be analysed 

fine 12: filename of next image 

Lines 1 ,2  and 3 are the surface tension values needeâ by the Quaclrilateral Relation. Line 4 

relates the pixel size to the lem' real size and is obtained through calibration of the 

microscope and the CCD camera used in the expenment Lines 5 and 6 specxQ the upper 

extent of the lens for the left and nght sides, respectively; any part of the profile above this 

cutoff is considered as piut of the needle and is not analysed. Line 7 specifies the n u m k  of 

points used to finetune the location of the Iefi intersection point, or the range which the 

finetuning test sweeps through to determine the point associated with the niinunum angle. 

Line 8 Specmes the number of fitthg points to be used in order to obtain the "tangent" angles 

8, and 8, on the left side of the lens. Lines 9 and 10 are the same as lines 7 and 8, but for the 

nght side. Lines 1 1, 12, and higher are used to s p i f y  the image profiles to be analysed. 

The Output File: The output file mg. C-7) is a table of infonmion Columns 1 shows the 

image profile nam. Colunms 2 and 3 display the line tension (pJ/m) and the diameter (mm), 

respectively. Columns 4,s and 6 show €4 (deg), the error of 8, (deg) and the correspoinding 

correlation c o e e n t  in the linear cuve fit for fînding €4, respectively. Columns 7,8, and 9 
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display the sme information for 8,- 

The chan at the top of the table (Fig. C-7) shows the number of points used in the 

fitting and finenining processes for the left and nght sides. The finenining numbers show the 

range, t h u g h  which the minimum angle test was applied, centering on the intersection point 

as determinecl iiutkùiy by the maximum distance approach. Hence, for both the left and right 

skies, a point, A, was chosen using the maximum distance test. Then, 10 points each flanking 

that determined point (Fig. 5-5) were selected. The minimum angle test was then applied, 

sweeping through al1 the points in that range. 

The Compter Codes in C Language: 



typedef double * float-array; 

!* INPUTDATA */ 
int fitNumP_L, fineNumP-L, fitNumP_R, fineNumP-R; 
in t takeoff-point; 
double gamma1 , gamma& gamma 12; 
double factor; 
double cut-lefty, cut-nghty; 

/* OUTPUTDATA */ 
double thetal, theta2, thetal2; 
double sigma, lensDia; 
double deltaL, deltaR, delta, rL, rR, t; 

/* INPUT FILE VARIABLES */ 
int count, i; 
char plotFile[20]; 
FILE *inFile; 

/* FUNCTIONS */ 
double calSigma ( double t2L, double t lL, double t2R, double t 1 R, double lensDia, 

double t 12L, double t 12R ); 
double 1inea.r-fit ( int point-number, double *x, double *y ); 
double linear-fit2 ( int point-number, double *x, double *y ); 

void detec t-point ( char plotFiIe[20], int direction ) ( 

FILE *data; 
char temp2; 
int nudoints  = 0; 
int max-i = 4 left-max-i = O, right-max-i = 0; 
int count = O, temp = 0; 
inti=O,j=O,jl,j2,end=O; 
int cut-left-index, cut-right-index, check = O, point-begin; 
int min-leKi, min-right-i, dom-begin, up-begin, center-point; 
double rLineXl = O, rLineY 1 = O, rLineX2 = O, rLineY2 = 0; 
double X = O, Y = 0; 
double tgslope = 0, sin-slope = 0, cos-dope = 0; 
double L-down-up = O, distance = 0; 



double left-max-x = 0, lefi-max y = O, right-max-x = 0, right-maxy = O, max = 0; 
double t l2lmin, t l2Rmi.n; 
double xcoilPointL, yconPointL, xconPointR, yconPointR; 
double t12L, t12R; 
do~ble  lensToit; 
double down-beta, up-beta, down-beta-0, up-beta-0; 
double t2L, t l L, t2R, t 1 R; 
double fit-rLineX 1 [SOI fit-rLineY 1 [SOI, fit-rLineIU[SO], fit-rLineYZ[SO]; 
float-array x-coord, y-coord; 

nurnPoints = 0; 
data = fopen ( plotFile, "nl' ); 

if ( data = NULL ) ( 
printf ( "Failure to open:\l%sli", plotFile ); 
exit ( 1 ); 

1; 

if ( direction = 0 ) { 
do { 

fscanf ( data, "Qc", &temp2 ); 
if ( temp2 = '#' ) 

count = count + 1; 
) while ( count < 3 ); 

fscanf ( data, "Qd", &numPoints ); 

do ( 
fscanf ( data, "%cl1, &temp2 ); 

} while ( temp2 != "\nt); 

temp = O; 
x-coord = ( double * ) c d o c  ( numPoints, sizeof ( double ) ); 
y-coord = ( double * ) calloc ( n d o i n t s ,  sizeof ( double ) ); 
fscanf ( data, "%lf%lf ' , &x-coord[temp] , & y-coord[temp] ); 
check = 1; 



do ( 
temp = temp + 1 ; 
fscanf ( data, "%lf%lft , &x-coord[temp J , &y-coord[temp J ); 
if ( y-coord[temp] > cut-left y ) ( 

if ( check = 1 ) ( 
cut-leftindex = temp; 
check = -1; 

1 
1 

} while ( temp <= ( numPoints - 1 ) ); 

poin t-begin = CU t-left-index; 
fclose ( data ); 

1 
else if ( direction == 1 ) ( 

do ( 
fscanf ( data, "%c", &temp2 ); 
if ( temp2 = Y' ) 

count = count + 1; 
} while ( count < 5 ); 

fscanf ( data, "%du, &numPoints ); 
temp = 0; 

do I 
fscanf ( data, "%cW, &temp2 ); 

} while ( temp2 != In1 ); 

x-coord = ( double * ) cdloc ( numPoints, sizeof ( double ) ); 
y-coord = ( double * ) calioc ( numPoints, sizeof ( double ) ); 
fscanf ( data, "%lf%lf ', &x-coord[temp] , &y-coord[temp] ); 
check = 1; 

do ( 
temp = temp + 1; 
fscanf ( data, "%lf%Ltl, &x-coord[temp], &y-coord[temp] ); 



cut-right-index = temp; 
check = -1; 

1 
1 

) while ( temp c ( nurnPoints - 1 ) ); 

point-begin = cutright-index; 
fclose ( data ); 

1 

/* FIND MAXIMUM DISTANCE POINT */ 
rLineY 1 = y-coord[numPoints - 11; 
rLineX 1 = x-cmrd[numPoints - 11; 
rLineY 2 = y-coord[point-begin] ; 
rLineX2 = x-coord[point-begin]; 
L-down-up = sqn ( pow ( ( rLineY 1 - rLineY2 ), 2 ) + 

pow ( ( rLineX1 - rLineX2 ), 2 ) ); 
tg-slope = ( rLineY 1 - rLineY2 ) / ( rLineX1 - rLineX2 ); 
sin-slope = fabs ( ( rLineY 1 - rLineY2 ) ) / L-down-up; 
cos-slope = fabs ( ( rLineX1 - rLineX2 ) ) / L-down-up; 
max=O; 
max j  = O; 
distance = 0; 

for ( i = point-begin; i < numPoints; i t ç  ) { 
X = fabs ( x-coord[i] - rLineX 1 ); 
Y = fabs ( y-coord[i] - rLineY 1 ); 
distance = ( X + ( Y * tgslope ) ) * sin-slope - Y / cos-slope; 

if ( distance > max ) { 
max = distance; 
max-i = i; 

1 
1 

if ( direction = 0 ) ( 
left-max-x = x-cwrd[max_i]; 
left-rnaw = y-coord[max-il; 
lefi-max-i = rnaxj; 

1 

if ( direction = I ) ( 
right-max-x = x-coord[max_i]; 



/* FIND LEFT SIDE MINIMUM ANGLE */ 
if ( direction = O ) ( 

tl2Lmin = 3.1415926; 
cen ter-point = lefiftmaxmaxi; 

for ( i = O; i <= fmeNumP-L; i++ ) ( 
down-begin = center-point + fineNumP_L / 2 - i; 
up-begin = down-begin; 

for ( j = O; j < fitNumP-L; j++ ) { 
j 1 = down-begin + j; 
j2 = up-begin - j; 
fit-rLineX 1 [j] = x-coordü 11; 
fit-rLineY 1 Li] = y-coordu 11; 
fit-rLineX2 [j] = x_coordu2] ; 
fit-rLLineYZU] = y-coordlj21; 

1 

down-beta = linear-fit ( fitNumP_L, fi~rLineX 1, fit-rLineY 1 ); 
up-beta = Linear-fit ( fitNumP_L, f i t ~ L i n e X 2  fitrLineY2 ); 
tl2L = fabs ( atm ( dom-beta ) ) + 3.1415926 - fabs ( atm ( up-beta ) ); 

/* FIND LEFï CONTACT POINT */ 
for ( j = O; j < fitNumP-L; jtç ) ( 

j 1 = min-left-i + j + takeoff'pint; 
j2 = minJefti - j - takeoff-point; 
fit-rLineX 1 Lj] = x-coordu 1 ] ; 
fit-rLineY 1 u] = y-coordü 11; 
fi t-rLineX2 [j] = xincoord[j2] ; 



t2L = linear-fit ( fitNurnP-L, fit-rLineX1, fitrLineY 1 ); 
t 1 L = linear-fit ( fitNurnP_L, fit-rLineX2, fit-rLineY 2 ); 
down-beta-0 = linear-fit2 ( fitNud-L, fit-rLineX 1, fit-rLineY 1 ); 
up-beto  = linear-fit2 ( fitNumP-L, fit-rLineX2, fit-rLineY2 ); 
xconPointL = ( down-beta-0 - up-beta-O ) / ( t IL - t2L ); 
yconPointL = down-ben-0 + t2L * xconPointL; 
t l2L = fabs (atan ( t 2 L ) )  + 3.1415926 - fabs ( a m  ( t l l ) ) ;  
deltaL = delta; 
rL = r; 

1 

/* FIND RIGHT SDE MINIMUM ANGLE */ 
if ( direction = 1 ) ( 

tl2Rmin = 3.14159; 
center-poin t = ngh t-max-i; 

for ( i = O; i <= fineNumP-R; i++ ) { 
down-begin = center-point + fineNumP-R / 2 - i; 
up-begin = dom-begin; 

for ( j = O; j c fitNurnP-R; jtt ) { 
j 1 = down-begin + j; 
j2 = up-begin - j; 
fit-rLineX 1 ü] = x-coordu 11; 
fit-rLineY 1 u] = y-coordU 11; 
fit-rLineX2UI = x_coordÜ2]; 
fit-rLineY2ÜJ = y-coordljl]; 

1 

dom-beta = lineu-fit ( fitNumP_R, fit-rLineX 1, fit-rLineY 1 ); 
up-beta = linear-fit ( fitNumP_R, fit-rLineX2, fit-rLineY2 ); 
t12R = fabs ( atan ( down-beta ) ) + 3.1415926 - fabs ( atm ( up-beta ) ); 

/* FIND RIGHT CONTACT POINT */ 



for ( j = O; j < fitNumP-R; j++ ) ( 
j 1 = min-righti + j + takeuff-point; 
j2 = min-right-i - j - takeoff-point; 
fit-rLineX 1 ü J = x-coordü 11; 
fit-rLineY 1 J = y-coord ü 1 J ; 
fit-rLineX2Ul = x-coordÜ21; 
fi t-rLineY tu]  = y-coord(j2l; 

1 

t2R = linear-fit ( fitNumP-R, fit-rLineX 1, fitrLineY 1 ); 
t l  R = linear-fit ( fitNumP-R, fit-rLineX2, fitrLineY2 ); 
down-beta-0 = linear-fit2 ( fitNumP_R, fit-rLineX1, fit-rLineY 1 ); 
up-beta-0 = l i n e e t î  ( fitNumP-R, fit~LimX2, fit-rLineY2 ); 
xconPointR = ( down-beta-0 - up-beta-0 ) / ( tlR - t2R ); 
yconPointR = down-beta-O + t2R * xconPointR; 
t l 2 R  = fabs (atm ( t 2 R ) )  + 3.1415926-fabs (am ( t l R ) ) ;  
de1ta.R = delta; 
rR = r; 

1 

/* CALCULATE LENS DIAMETER */ 
if ( direction = 1 ) { 

IensDia = sqrt ( pow ( ( xconPointL - xconPointR ), 2 ) + 
pow ( ( yconPointL - yconPointR ), 2 ) ); 

/* CALCULATE LINE TENSION */ 
if ( direction = 1 ) { 

if ( fabs ( tl2L - tl2R ) c 5. * 3.1415926/180. ) { 
sigma = calSigma ( t2L, t 1 L, CR, t 1 R, lensDia, t l ZL, t 12R ); 

1 
else ( 

Qrin tf ( inFile, " ABS (Theta 12-L - Thetal2-R) > 5 deg. " ); 
fprintf ( inFile, "The image is ignoredh", plotFile ); 

1 
1 

free ( x-coord ); 
free ( y-cmrd ); 



double Linearfit ( int point-number, double *x, double *y ) j 

int i = 0; 
double S S -  = O, SS-xy = O, S S n  = O, SSE; 
double sum-xx = 0, sum_xy = 0, surn-x = 0, sum y = 0, s u m a  = 0; 
double beta-O = 0, beta-1 = 0; 
double s, s-beta, ta; 

for ( i = O ; i < point-number; i++ ) { 
s u m x  = sum-x + x[i]; 
sum y = sum y + y[i]; 
sum-xy = sum-xy + x[i] * y[i]; 
surn-xx = sum-xx + x[i] * ~[ i ] ;  
surnyy = sum-yy + y[i] * y[i]; 

1 

SS-xy = sum-xy - ( sum-x * s u m j  ) / point-number, 
SS-xx = sum-xx - ( sum-x * surn-x ) / point-number, 
SS y y  = sum-yy - ( s u m j  * s u m j  ) / point-number. 
beta-l = SS-xy / SS-xx; 
SSE = S S a  - beta-1 * SS-xy; 
s = sqrt ( SSE / ( point-number - 2 ) ); 
s-beta = s / sqrt ( SS-xx ); 
ta = 1.96; 
delta = ta * s-beta * cos ( fabs ( atan ( beta-1) ) ) * cos ( fabs ( am ( beta-1 ) ) ); 
r = fabs ( S S x y  / sqn ( SS-xx * S S a  ) ); 
return ( betal ); 

1 

double 1inea.r-fia ( int point-number, double *x, double *y ) ( 

int i = 0; 
double SS-xx = O, SS-xy = O; 
double sum-xx = 0, sum-xy = O, sum-x = O, s u  = 0; 
double beta-0 = 0, beta-1 = 0; 

for ( i = O; i < point-numbec i++ ) { 
s u m x  = s u m x  + x[i]; 
sum_y = SUmJ + y[i]; 
su.mxy = sum-xy + x[i] * y[i]; 
~um-xx = sum-xx + x[i] * x[i]; 



SS-xy = sum-xy - ( sum-x * s u m j  ) / point-number, 
SS-xx = sum-xx - ( sum-x * sum-x ) / point-number; 
beta_l= SS-xy / SS-xx; 
beta-0 = sum_y / point-number - beta- 1 * su-x / pointnumber, 
return ( beta-0 ); 

1 

double calSigma ( double t2L, double t 1 L, double t2R, double t 1 R, double lensDia, 
double t 12L, double t 12R ) ( 

double k; 
double pi = 3.1415926; 

thetal = ( fabs ( atm ( t lL ) ) + fabs ( atan ( tlR ) ) ) / 2.; 
theta2 = pi - ( fabs ( atan ( t2R ) ) + fabs ( atm ( t2L ) ) ) / 2.; 
thetal2 = ( t12L + t12R ) / 2.; 
k = 2. / ( lensDia * factor ); 

sigma = -( gamma 1 * cos ( theta 1 ) + gamma2 * cos ( theta2 ) ) - sqn ( ( gamma1 * 
cos ( thetal ) + garma2 * cos ( theta2 ) ) * ( gammal * cos ( thetal ) + 
gamma2 * cos ( theta2 ) ) - ( gammal * gamma1 + g m a 2  * gamma2 + 

2. * gamma1 * gamma2 * cos ( thetal2 ) - gamma1 2 * gamma12 ) ); 
sigma = sigma / k; 
r e m  ( sigma ); 

1 



void pnntHeads ( FILE *outFile, char *plotFile ); 

void main( int argc, char *argv[] ) { 

int direction = O; /*direction = O for left side, = 1 for right side*/ 
char out[50], in[50]; 
FILE *outFile; 

if ( ( inFile = fopen ( argv[l], "r" ) ) == NULL ) ( 
printf ( 'Wnter input file narne:kW ); 
scanf ( "%s", in ); 
inFile = fopen ( in, "r" ); 

1 

pnntf ( "Enter no. of takeoff points:\t" ); 
scanf ( "%dW, &takeoff_point ); 

pnnd ( "Enter output file narne:\t" ); 
scanf ( "%sl', out ); 
outFile = fopen ( out, "w+" ); 

rewind ( outFile ); 

fscanf ( infile, "%lf%lf%lf%lf ', &gammal, &gamma2, &gammal2, &factor ); 
fscanf ( inFile, "%If%if" , &ut-lefty, &CU-righ t-y ); 
fscanf ( inFile, "%d%dH, &fineNumP_L, &fitNumP-L ); 
fscanf ( i f l e ,  "%d%dn, &fineNumP_R, &fitNumP-R ); 
fscanf ( inFile, "%sN, plotFiie ); 

printHeads ( oubile, plotFile ); 

while ( ! feof ( inFile ) ) { 
prinâ ( "Analysing:k%sLi", plotHe ); 
direction = 0; 
detect-point ( plotFile, direction ); 
direction = 1; 
detect-point ( plobile, direction ); 



fprind ( outFile, "45s ", plotFile ); 
fprind ( outFile, "% If ", sigma * 1000 ); 
fprintf ( outFile, "%lf ", lensDia * factor * 1000. ); 
fprintf ( outFile, "%If ", thetal * 180. / 3.141 5926 ); 
fprintf (outFile, "%lf ", deltal * 180. / 3.1415926 ); 
fpnntf ( outFile, "%lf ", rL ); 
fpnntf ( outFile, "%lf ", 180. - theta2 * 1 80. / 3.14 15926 ); 
fprintf ( outFile, "%If ", deltaR * 180. / 3.1415926 ); 
fprintf ( outFile, "%lfLi", rR ); 
fscanf ( inFile, "%", plopde ); 

1 

fclose ( inFile ); 
fcfose ( outFile ); 

1 

void printHeads ( FILE *outFile, char *plotFile ) { 

fpnntf ( outFile, " PointsLi" ); 
fprintf ( outFile, 'WimngtFinetuningLi" ); 
fprintf ( ouSile, Li" ); 
fprintf ( outFile, "Lefnt% .3&%. 3dLit1, fitNumP_L, fmeNumP_L ); 
fprintf ( outFile, "RightLSb.3d\tQ.3dLiùtf, fitNumP-R, fineNumP_R ); 
fprintf ( ou tFile, "Filename Sigma Diameter" ) ; 
fprintf ( oucile, " Thetal Emrl  r 1 Theta2" ); 
fprintf ( outFile, " &or2 r h "  ); 
fprintf ( outFiie, " (microJ/m) (mm)'' ); 
fprintf ( outFile, " (deg) (deg) (deg)" 1; 
fprintf ( outFile, " (deg)LiW ); 
fpnntf ( outFile, "------------------------- ------------ " 1; 
fprintf ( outFile, "----------------------------- ----------- " 1; 
fprintf ( outFile, "---------------- b" ); 

1 



C.4 Program IV: LT.MaxD 

Background: This program is similar to LT.MinA, except that instead of using Db, the 

distance between the wo intersection points detected using the minimum angle approach, it 

uses D,, the points detected using the maximum diameter approach. Othefwise, the 

purposes and structure are the same those in Section C.3. 

This program, like LT.MinA, is the full-fledged version used in line tension analysis, 

and hence the prefix LT, or Line Tension, is used in the program narne. Since this program 

uses Dm, the intersection p i n  ts obtained by the maximum distance approach, in calculating 

the radius of curvature K, the s u f i  MaxD, or maximum distance, is used in the program 

narne. 

As an example, a typical senes of images were analysed. The profdes was obtained 

as outlined in Section 5.1.3, and this program was run. A typical image h m  the series, a 

truncated profile file of that image, and the input and output files, all needed to run the 

program, are shown in Figs. C- 1, C-2, C-6 and C-8, respectively. 

Usage: In order to nui LT.MaxD, an input file containing a number of parameters and the 

name of the profile to be analysed must be created. The input file used is the same as that used 

for LT.MinA (Fig. C-7). To run the program, enter 



------------ 
sooo.OO .plt 
S000.sl.plt 
s001.00.p1t 
s001.51.plt 
S002.Ol.plt 
~002.51 .plt 
s003.01.plt 
~003.51.pic 
~004.02.plt 
sOO4.52 .plt 
~OOS.01 .plt 
s005.5l.plt 
sOO6.OZ .plt 
~006.51 .plc 
s007.02.plc 
s007.52.plt 
3008 .Ol.plc 
sOO8 .%?.plt 
~009.02 .plc 
1009. 52 .plt 
3010 .O2 .plt 
sOl2.02.plt 
3014 .O1 .plt 
s016.01.plt 
3018 .OZ.plt, 
s020.02.plt , 
s022.02.plt 
sO24.Ol.plt 
s026.02.plt 
s030.02.plt 
s03S.OL.plt 
3040 .O1 .plc 
304s .O1 .plt 
s050.01.plt 
SOS5 .O2 .p1c 
sO6O .O2 .plc 
3070.02. plc 
S080 .O2 .pLc 
3090 .O2 .plt 
sIOO.OL.plc 
~110.91.plc 
sL20.02.pLc 
s180.01 .pLt 
~240.0i .pic 
3300 .O1 .plt 
s360.OL.pLt 

S i q ~  
tmic roJ/ml ----------- 
-1 .O86917 
-1.146754 
-1.045484 
-1.310923 
-1 -064463 
-1.065964 
-1.025508 
-1.153265 
-1 .O53497 
-1 .O46393 
-1.710180 
-1.105544 
-1.283476 
-1.186924 
-1.316766 
-1.474626 
-1.133235 
-1.290871 
-1.401945 
-1.241082 
-1.289351 
-1.437613 
-1.458 148 
-1.196393 
-1.051785 
-1.471924 
-1.231522 
'-1.424695 
-1.423798 
-1.371979 
-1.320674 
-1.580583 
-1.339619 
-1.571565 
-1.562738 
-1.628522 
-1.514950 
-1.444645 
-1.809188 
-1.519555 
-1.689730 
- ?  .74?456 
-1.969217 
-1.790204 
-2 .O437 16 
-2.106408 

Theta 1 
( deg l ----------- 

JO. 416255 
30,366146 
30.467231 
30.483918 
30.443797 
30.489666 
30.603597 
30.329005 
30.513538 
30.36456 1 
29.88UO23 
30.23349% 
30.400228 
30.278725 
3O.2l6S3O 
30 .O18606 
30.374286 
30.292445 
30.085998 
30.309660 
30.205385 
30.090357 
3O.lQ69ll 
30.361740 
30.491554 
29.992052 
30.259745 
30.063875 
30. L2Ol54 
30.244696 
30.205638 
29.908419 

Erroc2 r 2 
î deq 1 .................... 

0.667572 0.397726 
0.646090 0,997874 
0.695974 0.997540 
O -596680 O -998172 
0.628290 0.997996 
0.642525 0.997890 
O. 68 1254 O. 997664 
O.644lSL O. 997883 
0.658911 0.997811 
O. 639480 0.997898 
0.646796 0.997828 
0.589085 0.998189 
0.684430 0.997603 
0.675220 0.997641 
0.570745 0.998312 
O.lZl5OZ O. 997315 
0.620587 0.990028 
0.593212 0.998185 
0.581503 0.998236 
0.568401 0.998350 
0.606466 O. 998094 
0.511874 0.998636 
0,598819 0.998157 
O. 602627 0.998143 
O -552689 0.998436 
0.635428 0.997923 
0.622360 0.998017 
0.644949 0.997837 
0.632224 0.997947 
0.631095 0.997965 
0.592629 O. 99817 1 
0.469448 0.998849 
0.575543 0.998267 
0.626365 0. 997951 
0.570998 0.998295 
0.602551 0.998111 
0.531742 0.998527 
0.706342 0.997424 
0.465236 0.398852 
0.598590 0 . 3 9 9 : 5 5  
0.522352 3.398571 
0.463407 9.999855 
O.6l3t84 0.997988 
O . 4 5 8 4 4 7  0.393337 
0.45L935 0.3989t0 
0 .5O6839 0.998629 

Fig. C-8 Example of a typical output file for LT.MaxD 

Filename: ou tpu t  



at the prompt. The rest of the procedure is the same as LT.M.inA. 

The Input File: The input fle is the same in structure as that used in LT.MinA. An 

exarnple is provided in Fig. C-6. 

The Output File: The output file is a tabuiaUon of information and is the same in structure 

as that produced by LT.MinA. However, since the detected intersection points will k 

diffennt, the line tension values calculated will k different as well. Figure C-8 shows a 

typical output file h m  LT.MaxD using the same image and profile for analysis as LT.MinA. 

Note the differences between Figs. C-7 and C-8. 

The Cornputer Codos in C Language: 



typedef double * float-array; 

/* INPUTDATA */ 
int fitNurnP_L, fineNurnP_L. fitNumP-R, fineNurnP_R; 
in t takeoff-point; 
double gamma1 , gamma2, gamma1 2; 
double factor; 
double cut-lefty, cut-righty; 

/* OUTPUTDATA */ 
double thetal, theta2, thetal2; 
double sigma, 1ensDia; 
double deltal, de l ta ,  delta, rL, rR, r, 

/* INPUT FILE VARIABLES */ 
int count, i; 
char plotFüe[20]; 
FILE *iflie; 

/* FUNCTIONS */ 
double calSigma ( double t2L, double tlL, double QR, double tlR, double IensDia, 

double t 12L, double t 1 ZR ); 
double linear-fit ( int point-number, double *x, double *y ); 
double linearJit2 ( int point-number, double *x, double *y ); 

void detect-point ( char plotFile[20], int direction ) ( 

FILE *data; 
char temp2; 
int numPoints = 0; 
int rnax-i = 0, leftftmaxmaxi = 0, right-max-i = 0; 
int count = O, temp = 0; 
int i =O, j =O, jl, j2, end=O; 
int cut-leftindex, cut-right-index, check = 0, point-kgin; 
int min-lefti, min-right-i, dom-begin, up-begin, center-point; 
double rLineXl = O, rLineY l = O, rLineX2 = O, rLineY2 = 0; 
double X = O, Y = 0; 
double tgslope = 0, sin-slope = 0, cos-slope = 0; 
double L-dom-up = O, distance = 0; 



double left-max-x = O, left-maxj = 0, nght--x = O. right-IWCJ = O, mu< = 0; 
double t 1 ZLmh, t l2Rmin; 
double xconPointL, yconPointL, xconPointR, yconPointR; 
double t12L, tl2R; 
double lensTilt; 
double down-beta, up-beta, down-beta-0, up-beta-0; 
double t2L, t lL, CR, t 1 R; 
double fit-rLineX 1 [ 1501, fit_down_y[l50], fitup-x[l50], fit_upj[l50]; 
double temp-change; 
float-array x - c m  y-coord; 

nurnPoints = 0; 
data = fopen ( plotFile, "rt" ); 

if ( data == NULL ) { 
printf ( "Failure to open:\ %sLiW, plotFile ); 
exit ( 1 ); 

1 

if ( direction = O j { 
do { 

fscanf ( data, "%c ", &temp2 ); 
if ( temp2 = '#' ) 

count = count + 1; 
) while ( count < 3 ); 

fscanf ( data, "%dW, BrnumPoints ); 

do ( 
fscanf ( data, "%c ", &temp2 ); 

} whüe ( temp2 != "\ni ); 

temp = O; 
x-coord = ( double * ) calloc ( numPoints, sizeof ( double ) ); 
y-coord = ( double * ) calloc ( n d o i n t s ,  sizeof ( double ) ); 
fscanf ( data, "%lf%lfl, &x-coord[temp], &y-coord[temp J ); 
check = 1; 



dn ( 
temp = temp + 1; 
fscanf ( data, "%If% If', &x-coord[temp J, &y-coord[tempJ ); 

if ( y-coord[temp] > cut-lefty ) { 
if ( check == 1 ) [ 

CU-left-index = temp; 
check = -1; 

1 
1 

} while ( temp <= ( numPoints - 1 ) ); 

poin t-begin = CU t-left-index ; 
fclose ( data ); 

1 
else if ( direction = 1 ) { 

do II 
fscanf ( data, "%c", &temp2 ); 
if ( temp2 = '#' ) 

count = count + 1; 
} while ( count < 5 ); 

fscanf ( data, "%dl1, &numPoints ); 
temp = 0; 

do I 
fscanf ( data, "%ct', &temp2 ); 

} while ( temp2 ! = In' ); 

x-cmd = ( double * ) calloc ( numPoints, sizeof ( double ) ); 
y-coord = ( double * ) calloc ( numPoints, sizeof ( double ) ); 
fscanf ( data, " %lf%lf ' , &x-coord[temp], &y-coord[temp] ); 
check = 1; 

do I: 
temp = temp + 1; 
fscanf ( data, "%lf%lf", &x-coord[tempJ, &y-cwrd[temp] ); 



if(check= 1 ) ( 
cut-righ t-index = temp; 
check = -1; 

1 
1 

} while ( temp <= ( numPoints - 1 ) ); 

point-begin = cut-right-index; 
fclose ( data ); 

1 

/* FIND MAXIMUM DISTANCE POINT */ 
rLineY 1 = y-coord[numPoints - 11; 
rLineX 1 = x-coord[nurnPoints - 11; 
rLineY 2 = y-coord[point-begin] ; 
rLineX2 = x-coord[point-begin]; 
L-down-up = sqrt ( pow ( ( rLineY 1 - rLineY2 ), 2 ) + 

pow ( ( rLineX 1 - rLineX2 ), 2 ) ); 
tgslope = ( rLineY 1 - rLineY2 ) i ( rLineX1 - rLineX2 ); 
sin-siope = fabs ( ( rLineY 1 - rLineY2 ) ) / L-dom-up; 
cos-dope = fabs ( ( rLineX 1 - rLineX2 ) ) / L-down~p; 
max = 0; 
max-i = O; 
distance = 0; 

for ( i = point-begin; i < numPoints; i++ ) ( 
X = fabs ( x-coord[i] - rLineX 1 ); 
Y = fabs ( y-coord[i] - rLineY 1 ); 
distance = ( X + ( Y * tgslope ) ) * sin-slope - Y / cos-slope; 

if ( distance > max ) ( 
max = distance; 



/* FIND LEFï SIDE MINIMUM ANGLE */ 
if ( direction = 0 ) ( 

tl2Lmin = 3.1415926; 
cen ter-point = lefi-max-i; 

for ( i = O; i <= fieNurnP_L; i++ ) ( 
down-begin = tenter-point + fineNurnP_L / 2 - i; 
up-begin = down-begin; 

for ( j = 0; j < fitNurnP_L; j++ ) ( 
j 1 = down-begin + j; 
j2 = up-begin - j; 
fit-rLineX 1 u] = x-coordu 11; 
fit-down y u ]  = y-coordu 11; 
fit-up-xlj] = x-coordü2]; 
fit-upjlj] = y-coordJj21; 

1 

down-beta = linear-fit ( f i t N u - L ,  fit-rLineX1, fitdown y ); 
up-beta = iinear-fit ( fitNurnP_L, fit-up-x, f it-upj ); 
t12L = fabs ( atm ( down-beta ) ) + 3.1415926 - fabs ( am ( up-beta ) ); 

if ( tl2L < tl2Lmin ) ( 
tl2Lmin = tl2L; 
min-le fi-i = dow n-begin; 

1 
1 

/* FIND LEFT CONTACT POINT */ 
for ( j  =O; j cfitNumP-L; j++) ( 

j i = min-lefti + j + takeoff-poins 
j2 = min-1eft-i - j - takeoff-point; 
fit-rLineX lu] = x-coordu l]; 
fit-downyü] = y-coord[i 11; 



fit-up-xIj] = x-coordljl]; 
fit-up y u ]  = y_coordIj2]; 

1 

t2L = linear-fit ( fitNumP-L, fit-rLineX 1, fit-dom y ); 
temp-change = t2L; 
t 1 L = l i neo i t  ( fitNumP-L, fit-up-x, fit-upj ); 
down-beta-0 = hem-fit2 ( fitNurnP-L, fit-rLineX1, fit-downj ); 
up-beta-O = lineacfit2 ( fitNumP_L, fitup-x, fit-upj ); 
xconPoin tL = x-coord[left-max-i] ; 
yconPointL = y~coord[lefi~rnaxaxi]; 
tl2L = fabs ( atan (t2L ) ) + 3.1415926 - fabs ( a m  ( t lL )  ); 
deltaL = delta; 
rL = r, 

1 

/* FIND RIGHT SIDE MINIMUM ANGLE */ 
if ( direction = Z ) { 

tl2Rmin = 3.14159; 
center-poin t = righ t-max-i; 

for ( i = O; i <= fineNurnP-R; i++ ) { 
down-begin = cenier-point + fineNurnP_R / 2 - i; 
up-begin = down-begin; 

for ( j = O; j < fitNumP_R; j++ ) ( 
j 1 = down-begin + j; 
j2 = up-kgin - j; 
fit-rLineX 1 ü] = x-coordü l]; 
fit-domylj] = y-coordül]; 
fit-up-xu] = x_coordÜ2]; 
fit-up y u ]  = y-coordÜ2J; 

1 

dom-beta = linear-fit ( fitNumP-R, fit-rLineX1, fit-down y ); 
up-beta = linea-t ( fitNumP_R, fit-up-x, fit-upj ); 
t12R = fabs ( a t m  ( down-beta ) ) + 3.1415926 - fabs ( a m  ( up-beta ) ); 



/* FIND RIGHT CONTACT POINT */ 
for ( j = O; j < fitNiiîi-R; j++ ) ( 

j 1 = min-nght-i + j + t.akeoffffpint; 
j2 = min-right-i - j - takeoff-pint; 
fit-rLineX 1 ü] = x-coordü 1 1; 
fit-down yu] = y-coordu 11; 
fit-up-xlj] = x_coordÜ2]; 
fit-upjü] = y-coordljl]; 

1 

t2R = linear-fit ( fitNumP_R, RrLineX 1, fi t-do- ); 
t 1 R = linear-fit ( fitNumP_R, fi t-up-x, fit-up y ); 
down-beta-O = Linear-fit2 ( fitNumP_R, fit-~LiineX 1, fit-dom y ); 
up-beta-0 = linear-fit2 ( fitNumER, Rup-x, fit-upj ); 
xconPointR = x-coord [right-max-i] ; 
yconPointR = y-coord[nght-max-i] ; 
t12R =fabs (atan ( t 2 R )  ) + 3.1415926 - fabs ( a m  ( t l R ) ) ;  
deltaR = delta; 
rR = r; 

1 

/* CALCULATE LENS DIAMETER */ 
if ( direction = 1 ) { 

IensDia = sqrt ( pow ( ( xconPointL - xconPointR ), 2 ) + 
pow ( ( yconPointL - yconPointR ), 2 ) ); 

lensTilt = ( yconPointL - yconPointR ) / ( xconPointL - xconPointR ); 
1 

/* CALCULATE LINE TENSION */ 
if ( &c tion == 1 ) ( 

if (fabs ( t l2L - t l2R) < 5. * 3.1415926/ 180.) ( 
sigma = calSigma ( temp-change, tlL, t2R, tlR, lensDia, t12L, t 12R ); 

1 
else ( 

@ ~ t f  ( inFile, "ABS(Thetal2-L - Thetal2-R) > 5 deg." ); 
Q ~ t f  ( inFiIe, " The nin is ignored..' ); 

1 
1 



int i = 0; 
double SS-xx = O, SS-xy = O, S S j y  = O, SSE = 0; 
double sumxx = 0, sum-xy = 0, sum-x = 0, s u m j  = 0, sum y y  = 0; 
double beta-0 = O, beta- 1 = 0; 
double s = 0, s-beta = O, ta = O; 

for ( i = O; i < point-number, i++ ) { 
sum-x = sum-x + x[i]; 
sum-y = sumy + y[i]; 
Sumxy = SW-xy + x[i] * y[i]; 
Sum-xx = sum-xx + x[i] * ~ [ i ] ;  

S S x y  = sum-xy - ( sum-x * sum-y ) / point-numk; 
SS-xx = sum-xx - ( sum-x * sum-x ) / point-number; 
SS y y  = s u m m  - ( sumy * sum-y ) / point-numbcr; 
beta-1 = SS-xy / SS-xx; 
SSE = SS-yy - beta_14 SS-xy; 
s = sqrt ( SSE / ( point-number - 2 ) ); 
s-beta = s / sqrt ( SS-xx ); 
ta = 1.96; 
delta = ta * s-beta * cos ( fabs ( atm ( bera-1 ) ) ) * cos ( fabs ( am ( beta-1 ) ) ); 
r = fabs ( SS-xy / sqn ( SS-xx * SS-yy ) ); 
return ( beta-1 ); 

1 

double linear-fit2 ( int point-number double *x, double *y ) { 
inti=O; 
double SS-xx = O, SS-xy = 0; 
double sum-xx = 0, sum-xy = 0, sum-x = O7 s u m j  = 0; 
double beta-O = 0, beta- 1 = 0; 

for ( i = O; i c point-number; i u  ) ( 
s u . x  = SU-X + x[i]; 



s u m j  = s u r n j  + y[i]; 
s m x y  = sum-xy + x[i] * y[i]; 
suxn-xx = sum-xx + x[i] * x[i]; 

1 

S S x y  = sum-xy - ( sum-x * s u m j  ) / point-number, 
SS-xx = sum-xx - ( sum-x * sum-x ) / point-number, 
beta-l = SS-xy / SS-xx; 
beta-0 = s u m j  / point-numbe - beta-1 * su-x / point-numbeq 
retum ( beta-O ); 

1 

double calSigma ( double t2L, double tlL, double t2R, double t l R  double lensDia, 
double t12L, double t12R) { 

double k; 
double pi = 3.1415926; 

thetal = ( fabs (atan ( t l L  ) ) +fabs (atan ( t l R )  ) )/2.; 
theta2 = pi - ( fabs ( atm ( t2R ) ) + fabs ( atan ( t2L ) ) ) / 2.; 
thetal2 = ( t12L + t12R ) / 2.; 
k = 2. / ( lensDia * factor ); 
sigma = -( gamma1 * cos ( thetal ) + gamma2 * cos ( theta2 ) ) - sqrt ( ( garnmal * 

cos ( thetal ) + gamma2 * cos ( thera2 ) ) * ( gammal * cos ( thetal ) + 
gamrna2 * cos ( theta2 ) ) - ( gammal * gammal + gamma2 * gamma2 + 

2. * gamma1 * gamma2 * cos ( thetal2 ) - gamma12 * gamma12 ) ); 
sigma = sigma / k; 
retum ( sigma ); 

1 



void printHeads ( FILE *outFile, char *plotFile ); 

void main( in t argc, char *argv[] ) ( 

int direction = O; Pdirection = 0 for lefi side, = 1 for nght side*/ 
char out[50], in[50]; 
FILE *outFile; 

if ( ( inFile = fopen ( argv[l], "r" ) ) = NULL ) ( 
printf ( 'Wnter input füe name:\t" ); 
scanf ( "%s", in ); 
inFile = fopen ( in, 'Y' ); 

1 

printf ( "Enter no. of takeoff points:\t" ); 
scanf ( "%du, &takeoff-point ); 

pnntf ( "Enter output file narne:l" ); 
scanf ( "%s9', out ); 
outFile = fopen ( out, "w+" ); 

fscanf ( inFiie, "%lf%lf%K%lf", &gamma 1, &gamma2, &gamma 12, Brfactor ); 
fscanf ( inFile, "%lf%ifl, &ut-leQ, &ut-righty ); 
fscanf ( W i e ,  "%d%dW, &fineNumP_L, &fitNumP-L ); 
fscanf ( inFile, "%d4adn, âfineNumP-R, &fitNumPR ); 
fscanf ( inFile, "%s", plotFile ); 

while ( !fmf ( inFile ) ) [ 
prinâ ( "Anatysing:W~ s '  ", plotme ); 
direction = 0; 
detect-point ( plotFile, direction ); 
direction = 1; 
detect-point ( plotFile, direction ); 



fpnntf ( outFile, "%s ", plotFile ); 
fpnntf ( outFiie, "% lf ", sigma * 1000 ); 
fprintf ( outFiie, "%lf ", lens3ia * factor * 1000. ); 
fprintf ( outFile, "%lf ", thetal * 180. / 3.1415926 ); 
fprintî ( outFile, "%lf ". deltaL * 180. / 3.1415926 ); 
fpnntf ( outFile, "%lf ", rL ); 
fprintf ( outFile, "%lf ", 180. - theta2 * 180. / 3.14 15926 ); 
fprintf( outFile, "%lf ", de1ta.R * 180. / 3.1415926 ); 
fNntî ( outFile, "%lfLi", rR ); 
fscanf ( inFile, "%s", plotFile ); 

fclose ( inFile ); 
fclose ( outFile ); 

1 

void p ~ t H e a d s  ( FILE *outFile, char *plotFile ) ( 

fprintf ( outFile, " PointsLi" ); 
fprintf ( outFile, 'ItFittingrFinetuningLi" ); 

( outFile, "------------------a----------- b" ); 
fprintf ( outFile, "Lef&%.3&% .3dLi1', fitNumP-L, fîneNumP-L ); 
fprintf ( outFile, "RightL%.3d\t%.3dLiLi", fitNumP_R, fineNumP-Et ); 
fprintf ( outFile, "Filename Sigma Diameter" ); 
fprintf ( outFile, " Thetal Emrl rl  The@" ); 
fprintf ( outFile, " Error2 r h "  ); 
fprind ( outFile, " (microJ/m) (mm)" ); 
fprintf ( ousile, " (deg) (deg) (deg)" ); 
fpnntf ( outFile, " (deg)LiW ); 
fprintf ( outFile, ....................................... " 1; 
fpnntf ( ousile, "--------------------------a------------ " ); 
fprintf ( ou@& "----------- ------ Li" ); 

1 



Appendix D. Film Tension Measurements 

This appendix reviews experimental techniques for nieasuring film tension; in 

partjcular, Axisyrnmetric Drop Shape Analysis - Profile (ADSA-P) is inaoduced. ADSA-P 

is the only existing technique which is not ~stricted to sphdcal drops or bubbles for 

measuring film tension. With ADSA-P, film tension can be measund under both static and 

dynamic conditions. As a demonstration of ADSA-P, film tension and film rupture of aikanes 

(hexadecane, tetradecane, and dodecane) at the air-water interface are presented. The film 

tension measured is found to be qua1  to the sum of alkane-water interfacial tension and 

alkane surface tension for hexadecane and tetradecane films. in the case of dodecane films, 

a siight difference between the N m  tension and the sum of two surface (interfacial) tensions 

is observai and can be attributed to the interactions between the two surfaces of the film, 

which may be quantified by disjoining pressure. An important three-phase contact line 

configuration is observeci &ter 'Klm rupture." This may aliow for a new line tension 

rneasurement. 

D.l Background 

Comparecl to the number of techniques for measuring intexfacial tension [go], only a 

d number of mtthods [ l26 1351 have ken developed for measuring Nm tension. AU of 

these approaches make use of a spherical drop or bubble and relate the simple geomeaic 
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parameters of the sphere to the Laplace equation of capillanty to calculate nIm tension. 

Platikanov et al. 113 1,1331 reported an experimental metbai for direct measurement of the 

film tension of black foam films. Their foam films are obtainad in the foxm of a sphaical 

semi-bubble, whose radius of curvature is determined fiam rnicrophotographs and the 

capillary pressure is rneasured by a manometer. The film tension is calculated h m  the data 

obtained by using the Laplace equation of capillarity. This method is applied only to foam 

f i h  which are bounded by two adjacent gaseous phases. M e n  one of the two bounding 

phases is liquid, the assumption of the spherical serni-bubble may not be valid because of the 

effect of gravity. 

Another method for measuring film tension that has since emerged is that of Wasan 

et al. [ 134- 1361. This method is not restricted to foam films; the bounding phases can also 

be Iiquid. In the experiment, a single liquid drop coated with a film is foxmed at the tip of a 

capillary, and the capillary pressure in the drop is wasured. The film tension is calculated 

nom the cap- pressure and the film radius of curvanue by using the Laplace equation of 

capillarity. A nnecessary condition for use of this method is that the drop supporting the film 

be spherical in shape. This requins the Eotvos number [134,137,138] to be bdow 0.02, 

which may be accomplished by using a narrow capillary so that the effect of gravity will be 

negligible. In addition, to obtain sufficient stability of the film with this method, special care 

has to be taken in the capillary design [134,135]. 

Recently, a new mthod [125] was developed, which is based on Axisymmetnc Drop 

S hape Analysis (ADSA) [NB, 1 M,ll5] for rneasuring fîlm tension. This technique only 

requires that the drop shape be axisymmemc, while the bounding phase may be either liquid 
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or gas. In addition to nIm tension, drop or bubble volume, surface area and the radius of 

curvature at the drop apex are also obtained as the output of ADSA. It has been 

demnstrated that this method can be used for measuring film tension under both static and 

dynarnic experirnental conditions. The following sections describe this technique with an 

example of application to alkane films at the air-water interface. 

D.2 Experimental 

The hardware design for füm tension measurement is identical to that for interfacial 

tension [los, 1 M,ll5]. The only difference is in the pmedure of sample arrangement. The 

liquid nIms used to demonstrate the measurement are those of alkanes at the air-water 

interface 

D.2.1 Materials 

The three alkanes used were hexadecane, tetradecane, and dodecane, al1 of which 

were obtained h m  Aldrich Chernical Company, Inc., USA, with a purity of 99+%. The 

water used was distilled; its purity was checked by the swface tension measurement which, 

at 25 i 0.2'C, resuited in 72.14 * 0.04 mJ/m2 at the 95% conficience level, compared weii to 

the standard water surface tension reported in the literature. In the film tension expeximent, 

an alkane nIm was formed at the air-water interface (see below); thmfore, slight mutual 

dissolution would necessarily occur between the contacting alkane and water. To eliminate 
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such a nonaquilibrium process during the measurement, the alkane and water were pre- 

saturated with each other for at least 12 hours. 

D.2.2 Sample Preparation and Experimental Pnnedure 

To maintain mutual saturation between alkane and water during the experiment, a 

s p e d  set-up was used in the sarnple arrangement (Fig. D-1). Both alkane and water were 

contained in a quartz cuvette (Hellma 330984, 20x50~  80 d), where a Teflon tube 

(capillary) of circular cross-section (outer diameter 1.6 mm, inna diameter 1.0 mm) held 

inside a "J"-shaped stainless steel tube was inserted into the water phase initially. To ensure 

that a srnaIl arnount of a l h e  adhered to the tip of the Teflon tube, the cap- was then 

raised up into the aikane phase by a micro-manipulator positioned above the cuvene. Using 

a rnicresyringe connected to the other end of the capiilary, a minute arnount of alkane was 

withdrawn into the capillary. Then, the capillary was l owed  into the water phase again. 

Finalîy, an air bubble was foxmed at the tip of the capillary by pumping air through the 

capillary slowly, in the process creating an alkane film on the air bubble. 

It should be possible for an alkane film to be broken by certain mechanical or thermal 

disturbances when it becomes sufficiently thin. Once the film nipues, the surface under 

observation will be that of the air-water interface, and the shape of the air bubble will be 



Water 

Air Bubble 

efi on Capillary 

J-Tube 

i 

Fig. D- 1 Experirnental set-up for film tension measurements. To form a füm. the capillary 
is raised up into the alkane phase by a micromanipulamr positioned above the 
cuvette (step 1 to step 2). Then, using a mino-syringe connected to the other end 
of the capillary, a minute amount of alkane is withdrawn into the capillary (step 
2). Finally, the capiliary is lowered down into the waier phase, and an air bubble 
coated with an alkane film is f o d  at the tip of the capilhy by pumping ai .  
through the tube slowly (step 3). 
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determined by the interfacial tension of air-water in conjunction with pvity. Thus, after film 

rupture, ADSA-P measure the surface tension of water under these conditions. To test this 

in the experiment, the volume of the air bubble fomed was increased continuously using the 

micro-syringe; cunsequently, the siaface area of the air bubble was hcreased at a rate ranging 

From 0.5 to 3 &/S. (The surface area of the air bubble was generally between 20 to 40 

mm2.) While the film was thinning, images of the air bubble were aquired at 0.3 s time 

intervals. The comsponding surface or Nm tension was then calculated by ADSA-P. 

D.2.3 Interfacial Tension Measurement 

As mention4 in Section II, the concept of film tension is closely analogous to that of 

surface (interfacial) tension. To study their relationship, interfacial tensions were also 

measured with ADSA-P. To measure the interfacial tension between alkane and water, an 

inverted pendant aikane drop was fonned at the tip of the Teflon tube imrnersed in the water 

phase. To measure their respective surface tensions, air bubbles w m  formed in the two 

liquid phases [105,114,115]. 

D.2.4 Experimental Set-Up 

The set-up was essentially the same as that of the usual ADSA-P [los, 1 M,Il5]. 

Briefly, for both film and interfacial tension measurements, a drop or bubble was iliuminated 

with a white light source (mode1 V-WLP 1000, New- Corp., Irvine, CA, USA) shining 



through a heavily 

microscope (Leitz 
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fiosted diffuser (Fig. D-2). Images of the &op were obtained by a 

Apozoom, Leica, Willowdak, ON, Canada) linked to a m~ïïochrome 

charge-coupled device video carneni (Cohu 4810, Infiasciin, Inc., Richmond, BC, Canada). 

The video signal of the drop was transrnitted to a digital video processor (Xvideo board, 

Pamllax Graphics Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA) which pedormed the îIame grabbing and 

digitization of the image into 640x480 pixels with 256 grey kvek For each run, images were 

capturai at 0.3 s intervals in order to observe the tirnedependent film and interfacial tensions. 

A workstation (Sun SPARCstation 10, Sun Microsystems, Mountain View, CA, USA) was 

used to acquire the images from the digitization board. Image analysis schemes were used 

to detemine the drop profile coordinates with subpixel resolution and correct for optical 

distortion [114,115]. The entire set-up, except for the workstation, was placed on a 

vibration-free table (Technical Manufacnuing Corp., Peabody, MA, USA) to isolate the 

system fiom extemal disturbances (Fig. D-2). AU the rneasurernenu reported here were 

conducted at room temperature of 25 i 0.2'C. 

D.3 Results 

For hexadecane and dodecane films, both static and dynamic measurements are 

presented: in the fornia, the measurements were conducted while the air bubble volume was 

kept constant and hence there was no noticeable thinning of the film duMg the experiment; 

in the Iztter, the m u m m n t s  were conducted while the a i .  bubble volume and surface area 
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were continuously increased, r e s u l ~ g  in thinning of the film The experimental results 

reporteci were repeated on three different dada durhg each &y multiple runs were conducted 

for each type of measurement, each run usually containing tens or hundrtds of images. The 

95% confidence iimits presented below are based on a statistical analysis for all of the 

experiments conducted. For tetradecane films, only static measurements are reported. 

D.3.1 Hexadecane-Water 

0.3.1.1 Static Measurements 

When a s d  amount of alkane adheres to the tip of the Teflon tube, a fdm can be 

created at the air-water interface by slowly f o h g  an air bubble at the tip. Figure D-3 shows 

a typical image of an air bubble coated with a hexadecane film, inside the water phase; the 

tension value detemined by ADSA-P is 80.60 mJ/m2. Such a bubble can be maintained for 

10 rrrîn or more, and Fig.D-4 shows the f im  tcnsion over a Eme span of 5 min after the film 

was forrned. In this figure, there is a slightly increasing trend of tension with time. By 

perfomhg a linear regression, it was found that the dope of the îine is 3.44 x IO4 mJ/m2/s, 

which corresponds to a tension increase of 0.2 mJ/d in 10 min. Using a null hypothesis, i.e., 

assuming a zero slope, it follows that the trend is statistidy signifiant, with a cerminty 

Iarger than 99.9%. Resumably, the slight increase in tension is caused by Nm drainage due 

to gravity (see also the Discussion section). It is reasonable to assume that the tension would 

approach a plateau vahie asymptotically if the Nm codd be miiintained; however, the c m n t  



100 200 300 400 500 
x-coordinaics (pixels) 

Fig. D-3 A typical image and its profile (right) of an air bubble coated with a hexadecane 
film, inside the water phase. The Nm tension anaiysed by ADSA-P hom this 
single image is 80.60 d / m 2 .  I t is noied that the profile is smooth. 
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technique cannot avoid extemal disturbances which cause film rupture (see also below). 

Considering the small increase in tension, it was decided to average the data ovsr the entire 

range to represent the film tension value. The average value in Fig. D-4 is 80.60 I 0.01 

d/rd at the 95% confidence level based on this single run; the overall average Nm tension 

caiculated fmm ADSA-P is 80.67 î 0.06 mJ/d at the 95% confidence level (Table Dl) after 

taking into account four different runs. This tension value is extremely high, compared with 

the surface tension of pure water which is about 72.14 mJ/m2 at 25'C. 

Table D- 1. Interfacial Tensions and Film Tensions (ml/m2) from Static Measurements 

Note: The sum of the interfacial tensions between air and alkane and between alkane and 

water is approximately equal to the alkane f î h  tension. The error limits are at the 95% 

Intedoce 

Air- Water 
Air- Alkane 

AUcane-Water 
(Air- Alkane) + (Alkane- Water) 

Aikane Film on Water 

confidence level. The experimental temperame was 25 I O.Z°C. 

Hexadecane 
72.73 î 0.01 

27.23 î 0.01 

53.53 * 0.02 
80.76 i 0.02 

80.67 I 0.06 

Teîraàecane 

72.53 î 0.01 

26.41 i 0.04 

52.70 î 0.04 

79.1 1 I 0.08 

79.03 I 0.02 

It was expected that complete film coverage on the air-water interface couid be 

generated only if there was a sufficient amount of alkane at the tip of the Teflon tube. 

Otherwise, the resulting surface of the air bubble wouîd be water. To test this idea, the 

following procedure was adopted: A series of air bubbles wen fonned and released fkom the 

Do&cane 

72.61 2 0.01 

23.68 i 0.01 

52.39 I 0.01 

76.07 i 0.02 

77.20 I 0.02 
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tip of the Teflon tube by continually pumping air with the micmsyringe. As long as a 

he&ecane flm fomis, a certain m u n t  of the alkane will Se removed with each air bubble, 

gradually depleting the hexadecane "reservoir" at the tip. Consequently, a point may be 

reached where there is insufficient alkane to form a film. Figure D-5 shows a typical image 

of an air bubble created under this condition. It is noted that two kinks, or discontinuity 

points, appear in the neck region of the bubble profile (Fig. D-Sb). These knks are believed 

to indicate a "ring" of the nsiduai alkane accumulated at the base of the bubble; the resulting 

tension value is 72.70 ml/&, whkh is close to that of water at 25°C. It is also noted that the 

k inks  correspond to the intersection points of three interfaces: air-water, water-alkane, and 

alkane-air. In principle, the Quadrilateral Relation can be used to describe the equilibrium 

condition at this three-phase contact line. From the dopes of the air-water interface and 

water-alkane interface, two contact angles can be obtained. Therefore, line tension may be 

calculated through the Quadrilateral Relation h m  this three-phase contact line configuration, 

provided that interfacial tensions can also be obtained. 

0.3.1.2 Dynamic Measurements 

To confimi the two different tension values, shown above, resulting h m  the sarne 

system but different procedures (one identifed as the alkane film tension and the other the 

interfacial tension benveen air and water), timedependent tension measurements were 

p e r f o d :  The volume of the air bubble was increased C O ~ M U O U S ~ ~  by means of the syringe 

with a motor-driven plunger. The surface area was increascd at three rates: 3.05.0.61 and 
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Fig. D-5 A typical image of an air bubble after rupture of hexaàecane film and its profile. 
The interfacial tension h m  this single Lnage is 72.70 mJ/m2. Note that two kinks 
appear in the neck region of the cross-sectional p d e  of the air bubble, as 
indicated by arrows, indicaiing the presence of a ring of hexaàecane. 



Fig. D-6a Consecutive images of an air bubble showing the hexadecane füm rupture at t = 
0.64 S. Before film rupture, the tension is approximately 80.0 rnJ/m2; after film 
rupture, the tension is approximately 72.6 mJjh2. The former represents film 
tension and the latter interfacial tension; the error limits associated with each 
tension value represent 95% confidence iimits. The image at t = 0.64 s is blurreâ 
due to vibrarion accompanying film rupture, and hence it cannot be analysed by 
ADSA. 



Fig. D-6b Profiles of the consecutive images (Fig. D6a) of an air bubble showing the 
hexadecane film rupture at r = 0.64 S. The image at t = 0.64 s is blurred due to 
vibration accompanying film rupture, and hence it cannot be analysed by ADSA. 



x-coordinates (pixels) 

x-coordinates (pixels) 

Fig. D-6c The neck regions of images ai t = 0.32 and 3.15 s (in Fig. D-6b) are magnified, 
where a s m t h  profle is seen for the bubble with film (A), but kinks appear after 
film rupture (B). 
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0.52 rnm2/s. The sarne initial surface area was used for all expansion rates to ensure valid 

cornparison (see below). As the sidace axa is increased, f h  thiriïing occurs; one would 

ihen expect film rupture to occur at some point. Figure D-6 shows such a dynaxnic 

measurement, at a surface expansion rate of 3.05 mn2/s, on a single bubble; images were 

acquked at 0.3 s miie intervals. It is seen that a transition in the bubble profile occurs at tirne 

t = 0.64 s when the drop image vibrated severely and could not be processed by the image 

analysis program of ADS A-P (Fig. D-6a). Before the ~ansition, optically "srnooth" profiles 

are obsmed (Figs. D6b and P6c). After the transition, kinks emerge in the neck region of 

the drop profile @gs. D-6b and D-6c), and remain throughout the experiment (listing up to 

10 niin, not shown in Fig. D6). When analysing the images with ADS A-P, the tension before 

the transition is approxirnately 80.0 Mm2, and the tension after the transition is 

approximately 72.6 mJ/m2. At the transition, an abrupt change ti the tension occurs, 

conesponding to a tension decrease of approximately 7.4 m.l/m2. 

From Fig. P6a, it is also noted that a black spot appears in the bright central ana of 

the bubble image after the transition, at times t = 1.55, 3.15 and 3.46 S. (The bright centrai 

area is caused by the light which is transmitted through a relatively srnail area of the bubble 

which is essentially perpendicular to the incident light beam) This black spot is believed to 

be a sniall hexadecane droplet adhering to the bubble surface, p r e v e n ~ g  the light h m  king 

transmitted. This black spot slides dom along the air-water interface with the passage of 

tirne (see images at t = 3.15 s and t = 3.46 s). This indicates that, at the transition, the Nm 

ruptures into sniall clroplets, whkh consequently slide down along the air-water interface due 

to gravity and coalesce mto a "ring". This confimis the above supposition of film tension and 
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Fig. D-7 
time (s) 

Dynamic tension measurement for the hexadecane-water system; the air bubble 
surface area is increased at a rate of 3.05 I 0.02 m2/s ,  corresponding to a 
volume increase at a rate of 2.12 * 0.02 mm3/s. (The errors represent the 
staridard deviaéons h m  the linear regession procedure). An approximately 7.4 
mJ/& sudden &op in tension accompanies film rupture. A linear curve fit to the 
tension values before film rupture is also shown. 
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film rupture. 

Figure D-7 shows the tensi~i, results over a larger time span, when the surface area 

is Uicreased at a rate of 3.05 d / s ,  corresponding to a bubble volume increasing at a rate of 

2.1 2 m3/s. It is seen that with film thinning? the fdm tension increases gradually up to about 

80.0 M m 2  when film rupture occurs; accompanying this, there is a sharp decrease in the 

tension vaiue to 72.6 ml/m2. After this transition, the surface tension rernains constant at 

about 72.6 d m 2  even though the surface area continues to increase at the same rate. One 

of the interesting features observed is the gradual increase in film tension dong with the 

thinning of the film A linear curve-fit to these tension values results in a slope of 1 .O 1 I 0.10 

ml/m2/s with a correlation coefficient of 0.957 (Fig. D-7). To relate the film tension to 

thinning, the ratio of this slope to the sinface expansion rate has to be calculated, which turns 

out to be 0.33 1 d/m2/him2. This means that the film tension increases by 0.331 d / m  for 

every mm2 surface area increase. To relate this surface area incnase to film thinning, the 

absolute value of the surface area has to be used. Therefore. in Our experiments the same 

initial surface area of the bubble was aiways used for different bubble expansion 

measurements to ensure valid cornparison (see below). The purpose of drawing a straight line 

through the tension data in Fig- D-7 and subsequent figures was to aiiow for a cornparison 

between different rates of surface expansion. Upon funha thinning, a final tension value 

might well be approached asymptotically, if rupture cm be prevented. 

Figures D-8 and D-9 are dynamic film tensions recordai when the surface areas are 

increased at rates of 0.61 and 0.52 d s ,  respectively. Similarly, the tension vaiue increases 

up to appmxkitely 80.0 d/d as the surfkce a n a  is increassd, followeû by a sharp decrease 



slope = 0.24 t 0.03 

time (s) 

Fig. D-8 Dynarnic tension measurement for die hexadecane-water system, similar to that 
in Fig. D-7, except that the air bubble surface area is increased at a rate of 0.61 
2 0.01 d / s ,  correspondhg to a volume increase at a rate of 0.44 I 0.01 mm3/s. 
The decrease in tension accompanying film rupture is again 7.4 mJ/m2. 
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Fig. D-9 Dynamic tension measurement for the hexadecane-water system, sirnilar to that 
in Fig. D-7, except that the ai .  bubble surface area is increased at a rate of 0.52 
2 0.02 d / s ,  corresponding to a volume increase at a rate of 0.36 I 0.01 rnm3/s. 
The tension decrease upon film rupture is also 7.4 d/m2.  
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in tension, comesponding to film mpture. After film rupture. the film tension drops to 

appmximately 72.6 mJ/m2. A linear curve-fit to the fdm tension values, before film rupture, 

results in the slopes of 0.24 i 0.03 mJ/m2/s (with a correlation coefficient of 0.869) and 0.12 

I 0.01 rnJ/m2/s (with a correlation coefficient of 0.834) for the two surface expansion rates 

of 0.61 and 0.52 mm2/s, respectively (Figs. D-8 and D-9). 

Again, to relate these film tension increases to the film thinning, the ratios of these 

slopes to the sudice expansion rates need to be calculated: 0.393 and 0.231 m ~ / r n ~ ~ ~  for 

Figs. D-8 and D-9, respectiively. These ratios are 1.easonab1y cbse to that calculated h m  Fig. 

D-7, Le., at 0.331 m l / m / d .  Cornparhg these three ratios calculated from Figs. D-7 to D- 

9, it is seen that the film tension seems to be related only to the film thinning, not to the rate 

of the surface area increase; the surface expansion rate in Fig. D-7 differs h m  those in Figs. 

D-8 and D-9 by almost an order of magnitude while the ratio of film tension to surface area 

rernains roughly the same. 

0.3.1.3 Interfoial Tensions 

TO m u r e  interfâcd tension behween air anci water, the capillary was placed into the 

water phase before the alkane was carefûliy added on the top of the water. This eliminated 

the possibility for alkane to corne in contact with the tip of the Teflon tube and hence 

prevented the possibility of film formation. The air-water interfacial tension was measured 

on an air bubble formed at the tip of the Teflon tube, resulting in a value of 72.73 * 0.01 

d/d at the 95% confidence level (Table Dl). This value is close to that observeci after film 
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rupture in Figs. D-5 to D-9. The interfacial tensions between air and aikane and between 

water and alkane are also listed in Table D-1. It is observai that the sum of the interfacial 

tensions between air and hexadecane and between hexadecane and water is equal to the film 

tension, within the e m r  b i t s  at the 95% confidence level. 

D.3.2 Tetradecane- Water 

The film tension of tetradecane at the air-water interface was show in Table D-1, 

along with relevant intafacial tensions of the tedecane-water system. SUriilar to that 

obsewed in the hexadecane-water system, the s u .  of the two interfacial tensions of air- 

tetradecane and of tedecane-water is equal to teaadecane film tension, within the error 

limits at the 95% confidence level. Note that for this system only static measurmients are 

presented, as this system shows behaviour very siMlar to that of the hexadecane system in 

both static and dynamic measurements [ 1 251. 

D3.3 Dodecane- Water 

In this system, both static and dynamic measurements were perfonned, in a manner 

similar to that for the hexadecane-water system. In the static measurement, when there was 

a film at the air-water i n t d ,  a s m t h  air bubble profile was obsaved. The nsulting film 

tension was 77.20 * 0.02 rnJ/m2 at the 95% confidence level (Table D-1). When thcre was 

insufficent aikane to form a film at the air-water interface, two kinks appeared in the neck 
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region of the cross-sectional profile of the air bubble as before, due to the formation of a 

"ring" of alkane at the base. The resulting surface tension was 72.61 i 0.01 mJb2  at the 

95% confidence Ievel (Table D-1). 

Figure Dl0 shows the tension behaviour as a function of time when the surface area 

is increased at three different rates: 1.04,0.90 and 0.84 mm2/s. In geneml, the same pattern 

as before is obsexved for al l  t h e  expansion rates: an initial gradua1 increase in tension up to 

about 76.0 rnJ/d, and then film rupture, resulting in a sharp decrease in the tension value to 

about 72.0 mJ/d which is close to the surfiice tension of water. Accompanying nIm rupture, 

the air bubble profile changes from smwth to kinked, due to formation of an alkane ring, as 

illustrated in Fig. 6 for the hexadecane system. It is noted that with the slowest surface 

expansion rate a change in dope occurs at a tension value of 76 mJ/m2 (Fig. D-lOc). After 

this break, the tension value increases more slowly up to about 77 d/m2,  close to the static 

film tension value, before film rupture. The ratios of the average rate of increase of film 

tension to the rate of surface expansion are again sirnilar for ail three area increase rates. 

The surface (or interfacial) tensions between air and dodecane and the interfacial 

tension between dodecane and water were also measured just as for the hexadecane-water 

system; the results are presented in Table D- 1. It is noted that the sum of the surface tension 

between air and dodecane and the interfacial tension between dodecane and water is 

approxirnately equal to the dodecane film tension (Table D-1). 



tirne (s) 
Fig. D 10 Dynamic tension rneasurement for the dodecane-water system, sirnilar to that in 

Fig. D-7; the air bubble surface ana is increased at a rate of (a) 1.04 î 0.01 
mm2/s, @) 0.90 r 0.03 d /s and (c) 0.84 I 0.02 dm /S. Film rupture is 
accouxpanied by a darease in tension of approxixnatdy 4.0 mJ/b2. A linear cuve 
fit to the tension values More film rupture is also shown in (a) and (b). In (c) a 
change in siope occurs at about 76 d m 2 ,  and two linear cuve fis to the two 
branches are shown. 



D.4 Discussion 

The main point in the measurements is, of course, the fact that the obsewed film 

tension is approximately equal to the sum of water-alkane interfacial tension and alkane 

surface tension. This finding is not surpnsing within the framework of weil established film 

theory. When a iiqd is sufnciently thick, the interaction forces between the two surfaces of 

the film becom negiigible; thexfore, the surface properties of the füm are identical to those 

of macroscopic liquid from which the film is fomied. Consequently, the surface mechanical 

properties of the film kcome equivalent to the sums of those of the two surfaces. This is 

precisely the case for both the hexadecane and tetradecane systems, where, h m  Table D-1, 

the sum of the two surface (interfacial) tensions is equal to the füm tension, within the error 

limits at the 95% confidence level. 

Matters are quite different for the water-dodecane system, where the f h  tension is 

77.20 0.02 d/m2, whereas the sum of the two interfacial tensions is 76.07 I 0.02 mJ/rn2. 

The ciifference of about 1.1 m.J/m2 will, presumably, have to be anributeci to the interaction 

forces between the two bounding surfaces of the füm The parameter used for quantifying 

such interactions is disjoining pressure [ 1 39- 1431. 

Considering that dispinhg pressure x becornes negligible for large film thickness and 

that the product x h (with h king Nm thickness) has the unit of surface or film tension, the 

film tension y,can be, in principle, relateâ to the sum of the two surface tensions as foiiows 
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where y ,' and y; are the two interfacial tensions, and O stands for the order of magnitude. 

Equation @-1) can be derived fkom relevant equations by Derjaguin and Gutop [144,145], 

and Ivanov and Kraichevsky [ 1461. From Eq. @-l), if the disjoining pressure is negligible, 

the film tension should be just the sum of the two interfacial tensions, which are exactly the 

cases of hexadecane and tetradecane films. The difference of about 1.1 d / m 2  in the case of 

the dodecane system is then amibuted to dlsjoining pressure effects. If this is indeed the case, 

the disjoining pressure would be positive, i.e., repulsion would occur between the two 

surfaces of the film. It is well known, h m  statistical therrnodynamics [147], that the 

disjoining pressure is negative if only van der Waals forces are operative. However, in the 

present case, because of the presence of water, more complex responses, including repulsion, 

cannot be excluded a priori. 

The ciifferences between the results of the static and dynamic measurements also 

require comment In the static measurements the bubble was fonned relatively quickly and 

allo wed to equili bra te for approxirnatel y five minutes before measurements were made. 

During this time film drainage will presumably have occrimd In the dynamic measurernents 

data acquisition was started as soon as the bubble, growing with a constant volume 80w rate, 

was big enough, Le., non-spherical shape, to allow interpretation by ADSA-P. An inmase 

in tension is observeû as the film is thinning (Figs. D-7 to D-10). This efiect could be due to 

the fact that the films are kiitially quite thick, and of uneven thickness, as sketched in Fig. D- 

l l. The resulting tension exerted dong the thick alkane layer is the vectonal sum of the two 

bounding surface tensions. if the two surface tension vectors (dong the surfaces) are not 

p&l, the sum of the vectors will be less than the simple anriition of their absolute values. 



mer surface 

outer surface 

thick alkane layer 

<m.,--, teflon capillary 

water 

Fig. D- 1 1  Schematic of a thick alkane layer on an air bubbie with a relatively small surface 
area at the beginning of an expansion expenment. The two surface tensiori 
vectors, of the inner and outer surfaces of the alkane layer, are not parallel, 
resulting in a smaller toial tension value than the sum of water-alkane interfacial 
tension and alkane surface tension. 
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As a result, a reïatively low "film" tension value is obtained initidiy. As the alkane layer 

becornes thinner with the increase in surface area, the film thickness will becorne more 

uniforni. Eventually, the alkane layer becomes thin enough that the two bounding surfaces 

becorne paralid, Le., the allüine film has a constant fdm thickness everywhere on the surface. 

The film tension is the sum of the two paralle1 surface tcnsion vectors, Le., y, = y, + a, 

provided that the film is still thick enough so that there are no disjoining pressure effects. 

Unfortunately, the film ruprures in the majonty of cases before this point is reached. in the 

static measunment, on the other hand, rupture occurs much later. The reason for this is 

presurnably that naturai drainage of the film is a much gentler process than the forced 

drainage due to film expansion. It is interesting that in a single case, for dodecane (Fig. D- 

1ûc) the dynamic value of the tension exceeds the surn of y ,  and y,. A break in the y values, 

just above 76 mJ/m2 (y, + y, = 76.07 d/d) occurs, and the slope of the subsequent data 

may contain information about disjoining pressure and film thickness. 

Fdy, there is one more feature of the data which requires comment: Error b i t s  are 

signifkantiy larger in the presence of films than in their absence. There is no obvious 

explanation for this fact. Speculation that fiuid dynamic processes in the nIm could cause 

temporal distortions in the drop shape is pmbably not coma: ûur basic measuring stick is 

the pixel, which, in these experiments, is approxirnately 10 Pm. It seems uniikely that such 

dynamic effecu could have amplitudes well in excess of this length. 



D.5 Conclusions 

1. The wthod presented provides a new approach to film tension measmment, which 

requires only axisymmetric bubble shapes, rather than spherical ones. The 

measurements can be carried out under both static and dynamic conditions. 

2. The aikane film tension found is equal to the sum of the surface (interfacial) tensions 

of air-alkane and of alcane-water for both hexadecane and tetraclecane films at the air- 

water interface. In the case of dodecane films, the static film tension as well as a 

single dynamîc value are larger than the sum of the two interfacial tensions, possibly 

indicating disjoining pressure effects. 

3. Film rupture has been shown in the abrupt change in the shape of the air bubble as 

wel! 3s in the sudden decrease in the tension value. Before film rupture, the film 

tension measured increases with the increase in surface area, and the ratio of the 

tension increase rate to the surface expansion rate is independent of the surface 

expansion rate. This indicates that the dynamic film tension is related only to film 

thinning. 

4. An important three-phase contact line configuration is observed after 'Hlm rupture". 

This may aUow for a new iine tension detdnaaon while one of the threc interfacal 

tensions is monitored simultaneously. 
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